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chapter 1

the challenge of
performance management

Few people look forward to the annual performance appraisal inter-
view. Managers don’t like being put in the role of judge. Employees don’t
like being evaluated. So performance appraisals get done because the
system requires it. We often hear complaints like this—especially where
employees’ performance is being assessed in isolation from the organisa-
tion’s business and operating objectives. Or where performance appraisal
is a once-a-year event which neither managers nor employees see as a
positive contributor to working relationships or work performance.

Complaints like this lead to calls for performance appraisal to be
abandoned or abolished. For example, the grand old man of quality
management, W. Edwards Deming, once described performance appraisal
as a ‘deadly disease’ (Deming 1986) and Professor Clive Fletcher
suggested in the early 1990s that appraisal might be ‘an idea whose time
had gone’ (Fletcher 1993a). 

The critics have some things in common. First, they assert that
performance appraisals fail to achieve their stated objectives and thus
serve no useful purpose. But they don’t examine why this is so. Second,
they condemn the performance appraisal practices of some organisations
as succeeding only in demoralising and demotivating their employees,
and then generalise from these examples. Next, they cite examples of
organisations which have done away with appraisals—but then gone on
to replace them with performance planning or employee development
planning or other processes that mirror the practices of many organisa-
tions that are firmly committeed to their performance management
systems. Fourth, the critics find it difficult to suggest how organisations
might direct and assess what their employees do without using some form
of performance management. It’s easy to take the negative case if you
don’t have to suggest an alternative.

On the other side of the argument are people like Tom Peters—one
of the authors of the ground-breaking In Search of Excellence—who
argues that ‘dynamic employee evaluation is more critical than ever’ in
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a world where both organisations and work are changing rapidly (Peters
1994). It seems that most organisations, and many of their employees,
agree. Surveys all over the world show that most organisations use some
form of performance appraisal. It might be true that appraisals work
best in cultures—whether societal or organisational—where people are
comfortable with open discussion and where it is acceptable for managers
and their employees to give and receive feedback. But cultural differences
are a poor excuse for avoiding the review and discussion of perform-
ance: organisations and managers should ensure that all their practices
and behaviours are appropriate and sensitive to the needs and aspira-
tions of their people.

Performance appraisals might add to the pressures on managers’
time, and they might be a source of disappointment or discontent for
employees who feel they are treated unreasonably. Yet a British study
reveals that, for a majority of more than 35 000 people it surveyed, the
annual appraisal encourages employees to feel valued, engenders a sense
of personal and career development and increases organisational commit-
ment (Strebler et al. 2001). In many aspects of their working lives,
employees who receive appraisals are significantly more satisfied and feel
significantly more positive than those who do not. 

Other UK research suggests that performance reviews have an even
more important role: it seems that employees who receive appraisals
are not only more positive about their jobs but more competent at them
as well (Borrill et al. 2001). A study of 61 hospitals led by Professor
Michael West of the Aston Business School showed that the extent and
sophistication of appraisal systems was closely related to lower patient
mortality rates. Of the various human resources practices tested by the
researchers, appraisal was found to have the strongest relationship with
patient mortality. Most organisations might not be in the business of
saving lives, but they should appreciate the significance of this research-
based linkage between being appraised and performing well. 

grasping the challenge
Managing people and performance has always been a challenge for
organisations and managers. Inevitably, the first performance appraisal
was made soon after the first employer hired the first employee. Ever
since, employers have been making judgments about their employees:
Are they doing what we want them to? How does this person’s perform-
ance compare with others? What are this employee’s strengths? What
training does that employee need? Shall we give this employee a salary
increase? Or promote that employee?

2 performance planning and review
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Managers have always found performance appraisal challenging.
Most of us—mistakenly, as it happens—think we are reasonably good
judges of other people. Yet we seem to find it difficult to assess our
employees’ work, to communicate those assessments to the people
concerned, and so achieve the changes in attitudes and behaviour that
will lead to improved performance. Perhaps the problem is the frequent
use of the term performance appraisal which—for me, anyway—implies
being judgmental. Perhaps managers are unsure about the information
and skills they use to make and communicate their assessments; perhaps
employees are reluctant to accept these assessments if they could adversely
affect their salaries or careers. 

Perhaps neither managers nor employees see performance appraisal
as worthwhile. For managers, it might be just another time-consuming,
bureaucratic requirement; for employees, it might be seen as another
example of top-down management decision-making. Perhaps neither
managers nor employees see the performance appraisal system as a tool
for managing and improving performance. Indeed, it might be worth
asking whether the information collected on appraisal forms is ever
actually used for management decision-making—or simply filed away in
the human resources department.

Internationally, according to one survey, more than 80 per cent of all
workplaces subject their employees to some form of regular performance
appraisal—yet only about 5 per cent are satisfied with the results. Here
are some changes that might help the others to improve this situation. 

Try a new name 
Performance appraisal should emphasise planning as much as review. So
why not use those words? The new name would be a constant reminder
of this dual function. Accordingly, this book uses performance planning
and review in preference to ‘performance appraisal’ to describe the
process of setting employees’ work plans and targets and reviewing their
performance. A change in name might also help to shift the emphasis
away from ‘judgment’ and ‘appraisal’ towards a recognition that sensible
assessments of another person’s performance are not really possible if
you don’t know what that person set out to achieve. Nor can an employee
be expected to achieve performance standards or targets without knowing
what they are from the outset. 

Focus on performance
Performance planning and review should focus on performance. Per-
formance appraisal systems that gather data for decisions about
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remuneration, training, promotion and career development are probably
trying to do too much: they might end up doing none of these things very
well. The focus on performance should be just that, and not extend to
consideration of the employee’s personality or other characteristics. In
addition, the key question to ask is ‘How well is this employee perform-
ing in terms of the plans and targets we agreed on?’—not ‘How well is
the employee performing in comparison with others in the work group?’ 

Make it fit
The performance planning and review process must suit the environment
and culture of the organisation. This requires more than lip service to
the latest business buzz words and management fads: it means the organ-
isation has to be sure that what it does in practice is consistent with the
promise it makes. Does an organisation risk its credibility if it preaches
employee empowerment but makes appraisals compulsory? Is a ‘one-
size-fits-all’ appraisal system consistent with a policy of encouraging
diversity? How do you reconcile a team-based approach to working with
a system of individual performance reviews?

In addition, the people who have to make performance planning
and review work effectively—that is, all the managers and all their
employees—must be given the skills and confidence to use its processes
as part of their normal management and working roles.

Take a total approach
Simply changing the name and emphasis will not be enough unless
performance planning and review is central to the organisation’s total
approach to performance management. It might have been appropriate
once to describe performance appraisal as ‘simply an attempt to think
clearly about each person’s current performance and future prospects
against the background of the total work situation’ (Mayfield 1960).
Back then, of course, the world was a much more straightforward
place. Today, organisations must pay close attention to the manage-
ment of performance as they struggle to be competitive in constantly
changing markets and circumstances. The structure of organisations, the
nature of the work they do and the people they employ have all changed
dramatically over the past few decades—and so has the nature of the
performance that must be managed. 

Performance planning and review should be part of a total approach
to performance management. Employees must be able to see how their
work contributes to the achievement of the organisation’s overall goals;

4 performance planning and review
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how they are managed should encourage them to want to make a better
contribution; they should be helped to develop their skills and talents so
that they can improve their contributions; and those contributions should
be recognised and rewarded in ways that make employees feel good about
themselves, their jobs and their employer.

Thus, an interview that takes place on one day of the year is much
less important than what happens on all the other days. And on all those
days when there is no performance appraisal scheduled, employees’
performance cannot be left to happen by itself. Just like people, perform-
ance must be managed.

adapting to change
Performance appraisal’s critics voice a wide range of objections. Here’s
a selection of them.

• The vertical hierarchy implied by performance appraisal is not the
typical structure of today’s organisations.

• Organisations no longer rely on a ‘command-control’ model of
management.

• Jobs are now less tightly defined and less rigidly specified.
• People’s roles are constantly changing and cannot be precisely defined

in advance.
• More and more workers are engaged on a contingent or temporary

basis, often for short-term or project roles where the expected
performance outcomes are defined in advance.

• Customers and clients have as much influence on work demands and
standards as do managers and corporate plans.

• Managers should act as leaders and facilitators rather than directors.
• The workplace has become more ‘collective’ or ‘feminine’, with a

greater emphasis on social skills and consensus-building.
• Teams rather than individuals are responsible for producing work.
• Employee performance depends more on the organisation’s systems

than on individual efforts.
• Organisation charts cannot show the influence networks that have

replaced one-on-one management–subordinate relationships.
• Self-management is the key to success, not doing what others tell

you. 
• Appraisals are, inescapably, biased and inconsistent: they do more

harm than good.

Undoubtedly, some of these trends and developments are found in
some organisations today. Certainly, many organisations have flatter
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hierarchies, leaner structures with fewer middle managers and wider
spans of control, more flexible employment and work practices, more
open communication and consultative management styles and team-
based work systems. But it is an exaggeration, surely, to assert that all
organisations have taken on these ‘new’ characteristics. And, even if they
had, what the critics fail to explain is how these trends and developments
invalidate either the concept of performance management or the process
of planning and reviewing performance.

All these changes have an impact on traditional approaches to
performance appraisal. Often, however, the appropriate response is a
change in emphasis or style: abandoning any form of performance
planning and review would be, at best, an over-reaction. It would not
help the organisation, or its managers, or its employees. As we see in
Chapter 2, every organisation needs some system or framework for
determining what has to be done, how, to what standards or levels and
by whom.

The shape and style of that system or framework is the subject of
this book. Each organisation’s choices should be made only after it has
asked—and answered—some searching questions. What are the aims of
performance planning and review? How can we make it work for us in
a rapidly changing environment? Who ‘owns’ the system? Who makes
the performance plans? Who contributes to the reviews? What criteria
do they use? 

What you will find throughout this book is advice on how to adapt
your approach to performance planning and review to meet the new chal-
lenges and suit the new realities. Here are a few key trends that are
discussed in later chapters. 

• Closer linking of organisational, departmental, team and individual
objectives within an overall performance management framework
(see Chapter 2).

• Greater emphasis on performance and personal development, so that
performance reviews are concerned less with appraisal and rating
than with future improvement and development (see Chapter 7).

• Increasing use of competency-based assessments, which focus on the
abilities employees need to respond to changing demands and envi-
ronments (see Chapter 5).

• Using multi-rater methods such as 360-degree feedback to widen the
pool of information available for performance planning and review
(see Chapter 5).

• Development of team-based approaches to planning, reviewing and
rewarding the performance of work groups (see Chapter 9). 

6 performance planning and review
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chapter 2

performance and
performance management

Performance has become a business buzz word. That’s not a bad thing,
especially if it works to remind us that organisations exist for a pur-
pose. They’re established to do things and to achieve results—and that
applies to public service and not-for-profit organisations as much as to
profit-motivated commercial firms.

Organisations use many different approaches in the quest for a 
high-performance workplace. Manufacturers turn to lean production
and just-in-time methods; small businesses use flexible specialisation to
harness networks; production and service organisations put the focus on
total quality or continuous improvement; team-working is more and
more common; corporations and processes are re-engineered—and so
on. What everyone realises, sooner or later, is that the organisation’s
performance is only partly dependent on its technology, processes and
systems. What is more important is the performance of its employees—
and so the management of employees’ performance is a principal contrib-
utor to organisational success. 

But what does performance actually mean? It can be defined very
simply as focused behaviour or purposeful work. In other words, jobs
exist to achieve specific and defined results, and people are employed to
do those jobs because the organisation wants to achieve those results.
Thus, performance is what we need from employees if organisations are
to achieve their business objectives.

However, job performance is different from mere work activity.
People can spend their days writing reports, going to meetings, operat-
ing machines, driving buses or talking with colleagues—but those are
work activities. They must be put in a context of what the organisation
wants its employees to do, and how well, before we can assess whether
work activities are contributing to effective performance, for either the
individual or the organisation. The manager’s role is to help employees
focus their behaviour—in other words, to convert their activity into
performance. That conversion is not very difficult, so long as managers

7
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remember that employees are essentially looking for answers to four
simple questions.

• What do you want me to do?
• How well do you want me to do it?
• How well am I doing? What do you think of my performance?
• How will I be rewarded for my contribution?

To answer these questions, the organisation must be able to:

• describe what work it wants people to do;
• establish performance levels and standards for the work;
• set performance goals or targets for individual employees or work

teams; 
• provide information and feedback to employees on their performance; 
• offer employees appropriate rewards and remuneration.

An organisation that can consistently answer these questions for its
employees will have, at least, the foundations of an effective perform-
ance management system. It will probably also have a team of effective
performance managers. Unfortunately, the definition of management as
‘achieving results through people’ became unpopular for a while because
it was seen as too simplistic for complex and sophisticated organisations.
The focus for managers seemed to shift to the technical content of the
work their staff were doing. Today, in a world of rapid change, new tech-
nologies, flatter hierarchies and networked organisations, ‘achieving
results through people’ is once again the manager’s main role—and the
manager’s key skill as well. Using performance planning and review tech-
niques within an organisation-wide system of performance management
makes it easier for managers to play that role effectively.

performance management and the
organisation
Like many modern management ideas, performance management
originated in the United States. From there the concept has spread
widely, as organisations look for systems or structures to reinforce their
new-found focus on performance. In some cases, performance manage-
ment has been just a new name for ‘Management by Objectives’ (MBO),
where individual employees are assigned performance targets cascaded
down from departmental or organisational goals. Others have used per-
formance management to try to breathe new life into old-style perform-
ance appraisal systems which refused to work. Others see performance
management as a mechanism for making performance-related pay

8 performance planning and review
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decisions. Still others see it as a creature of ‘new right’ management and
just another way to exploit workers.

More positively, performance management may be seen as a total
approach to managing people and performance. It involves setting
performance aims and expectations for the organisation as a whole, for
each business or operating unit within the organisation, and for work
groups and individual employees. This framework of performance
management is now generally regarded as essential to the success of any
system of performance planning and review.

Performance management

• The process of identifying, evaluating and developing the work
performance of employees in the organisation, so that organisa-
tional goals and objectives are more effectively achieved, while
at the same time benefiting employees in terms of recognition,
receiving feedback, catering for work needs and offering career
guidance (Lansbury 1988). 

• A process or set of processes for establishing shared under-
standing about what is to be achieved, and of managing and
developing people in a way which increases the probability that
it will be achieved in the short and longer term (Armstrong 1992).

Originally, performance management was seen as an approach to
directing and controlling people’s performance by systematically linking
job requirements, job behaviours and job rewards in ways that recog-
nised both individual needs and organisational objectives (Conole &
O’Neill 1985). Today, the emphasis is on integration and agreement
rather than direction and control. Thus, a performance management
system will probably start with a description of the organisation’s
mission, goals and values. Corporate and divisional objectives which
support that mission are then formulated, and translated into goals for
managers, work teams and individual employees. 

In the past, this exercise would have been undertaken by top
management. Subsequently, the strategies and plans would have been
cascaded down through the organisation so that all employees could see
how their roles fitted into the larger picture. Today, it is more likely that
individual employees and work groups at all levels will be involved in
setting their goals. Most top managers now understand the need to share
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the organisation’s aims and objectives widely, to provide information
about performance and results, to seek comment and feedback, to get
ideas and suggestions—indeed, to make people feel part of their enter-
prise. Performance management systems can be an effective means for
such communication.

The performance management concept goes beyond the traditional
straight-line approach to linking organisational objectives and individ-
ual behaviour and becomes a process for planning, monitoring, review-
ing, rewarding and developing performance through systematically
linking employees’ needs and organisational objectives. Performance
appraisal could be seen as a means of control; performance management
is more a process for integrating the management of the organisation
with the management of its people. It is also a way of integrating human
resources policies and programs which might otherwise operate largely
in isolation (see Figure 2.1). 

performance management and
the manager
The usual focus of performance appraisal is an annual appraisal inter-
view between managers and their subordinates. Few people look forward
to this once-a-year meeting. In contrast, the performance management
approach says that what happens on the day of the performance planning
and review discussion can only be truly effective if people and their
performance are properly managed during the whole year. In other words,
employees’ performance throughout the year should not be left to chance.
Employees need to understand their jobs and what is expected of them—
the performance plan—and should be encouraged and assisted by their
managers throughout the year with feedback and coaching to fulfil the
plan. In this way, the performance review becomes a summary discus-
sion which holds no surprises for either the employee or the manager.

Many managers try to avoid this summary discussion by claiming
that they are constantly planning and reviewing the performance of their
employees on a day-by-day basis. They argue that the ideal form of
performance appraisal is frequent communication and feedback on the
job. But they forget that this day-to-day contact involves mainly the
particular problems and challenges of the moment: its focus is the short
term. In any case, continuing communication between managers and
their staff will be more effective if it takes place in the context of agreed
performance plans and objectives. In addition, new organisational
systems and structures, and the impact of such changes as globalisation
mean that many managers are now geographically or functionally distant
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Figure 2.1 A performance management process
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from their direct reports on a day-to-day basis. For them, a regular
performance planning and review session provides a necessary operat-
ing framework and develops mutual confidence that the right things are
being done in the right way. 

Performance appraisal systems often fail because managers approach
the discussion of employees’ performance as a once-a-year event. During
the time the interview takes, the manager tries to be supportive and
helpful and encourages the employee to share ideas. But this behaviour
often does not persist beyond the interview. Ironically, many managers
seem to be better at performance management than they are at perform-
ance appraisal. After all, they spend much of their time managing the
performance of their staff: they have expectations of what employees
should do; they communicate those expectations to the employees;
they monitor their performance; they let them know when things go
wrong; they praise them for good work or extra effort; they assess their
employees’ skills and performance and value to the organisation, and
recommend or take actions based on those opinions. In other words,
managers use many of the elements of the performance management
process on a day-to-day basis. And they recognise the value of the process,
if only because their own prospects and rewards depend on how well
they are seen to manage the performance of their people.

Why, then, do managers dislike formal systems of performance
planning and review? Why do they consider performance management
to be a ‘requirement’ that is somehow separate and remote from their
‘real’ job responsibilities?

One answer is that many managers see the performance management
system as the creature of the human resources department. Indeed, many
managers admit that they conduct performance appraisals only because
the organisation requires them to do so. In other words, people who are
managing performance effectively on a day-to-day basis do not—or
are not willing to—‘own’ a formal system of performance management.
One reason for this might be that managers don’t believe they have the
skills and knowledge they need to manage performance effectively.
Perhaps the agendas for manager training programs need to be shifted
from the content of ‘management’ to the skills of ‘managing’. 

Another reason is that few organisations clearly and overtly recog-
nise that the manager’s key role is to manage the performance of others.
Performance management systems can only work effectively when they
become part of ‘the way we manage around here’. Indeed, managers
should be held directly accountable for the effective performance manage-
ment of their staff—and this accountability should form part of their
own performance plans, reviews and rewards. 

12 performance planning and review
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performance management and
the job
Despite all the changes to work and the workplace—perhaps even
because of them—each of us needs to know just what it is we’re expected
to do. In other words, every job must have a clear framework and focus.
Basically, a job is just a collection of work activities—tasks which the
organisation needs to have done so that it can fulfil its role and achieve
its objectives. Yet a job is much more than that. For most people, it is a
primary source of social identity. Have you noticed how, after finding
out a person’s name, the first question we ask is ‘What do you do?’ We’re
really asking ‘What’s your job?’ In this way, the job is an important source
of identity and self-esteem; it is also a source of personal satisfaction if
people consider their jobs to be significant and worthwhile. 

In the past, especially in large organisations, people were engaged
to carry out the tasks and duties of a particular job. The French coined
the term bureaucrat for a person who held an office—bureau translates
as ‘office’—and was responsible for undertaking its assigned duties
according to official rules and procedures. Bureaucracy emphasised
administration rather than management, inputs rather than outcomes,
and activity rather than achievement. The focus of today’s organisation
is rather different. 

Organisations need to arrange their work activities—that is, design
jobs—in ways that suit the technologies they use, the environments they
operate in, the organisational style and culture, and their business or
service aims and objectives. Regrettably, few organisations pay close atten-
tion to job design. Others argue that the design of individual jobs is less
important now that team-working and flexible employment arrangements
are in vogue. This argument can be countered in three ways. 

• Most employees don’t work in teams or flexible arrangements—and
won’t do so for the foreseeable future. 

• Work activities are carried out mainly by individuals—even though
they might interact cooperatively with others while carrying out
their assigned activities—and this is unlikely to change. After all,
even the most effective team workers (the members of a sports
team, for example) are selected because they have the individual
skills and talents needed for the unique requirements of different
positions in the game. Team members might be able to play in
more than one position, and from time to time will have to play as
a group ‘on attack’ or ‘in defence’ rather than as individuals, yet
the game and the team are designed, and the game plan and the
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team membership decided, in order to recognise the needs of differ-
ent roles. 

• The introduction of flexible working styles and contingent forms of
employment make it more, not less, important to pay attention to
job design. We can no longer assume, as we could in the past, that
there will be a basic similarity in the structure and organisation of
most jobs, so we need to be sure that work activities are allocated
and organised in ways that enhance the opportunities for employee
achievement and satisfaction. 

In a sense, the individual job—the way in which a particular set of work
activities is organised and set in a network of relationships with other
jobs and people—is the fundamental building block of the organisation.
At the same time, the one-on-one relationships between job holders and
their managers are the key to communication within the organisation
and the basis for sound performance management.

Any organisation can develop a systematic approach to job design,
using the research-based principles outlined below. But you need more
than a checklist for drawing up job descriptions: you need a total
approach to analysing and organising work activity that links the business
and operating needs and objectives of the organisation with the perform-
ance and development needs and objectives of employees. That is a very
good first step on the road to effective performance management.

Four approaches to job design

Turner and Lawrence (1965) say that motivation in a job comes from:
• variety in work activities
• autonomy in determining what methods of work to use
• interaction with others in carrying out the work and at other times
• knowledge and skills sufficient to do the work
• responsibility for problem-solving and other decisions.

Cooper (1973) says employees’ motivation will be improved by:
• variety in tasks, surroundings, and the people available for inter-

action
• discretion in choosing how to do the work and in selecting how

to solve problems
• goals which are clear but sufficiently challenging
• contribution of a kind and at a level that enables employees to

see that their work matters.
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Frederick Herzberg (1974) lists eight ingredients of job enrichment: 
• direct feedback
• a client relationship
• a learning function
• opportunity for the employee to schedule the work
• unique expertise
• control over resources
• direct communication
• personal accountability.

Hackman and Oldham (1980) identify five characteristics that
contribute to the motivating potential of a job.
• Skill variety. Does the job have a variety of activities which use

the different skills and talents of the job holder?
• Task identity. Does the job require the completion of a whole

task or unit of work?
• Task significance. Does the job have a significant impact on the

life and work of other people?
• Autonomy. Does the job provide the job holder with freedom

and discretion in the organisation of the work?
• Task feedback. Does the job holder receive direct and helpful

feedback while working?

performance management and the
work team
In the continuing search for improved performance and better employee
relations, many organisations are opting for teams as the basis for arrang-
ing work and workers. In some cases, ‘team’ is just a different term for
‘work group’ or ‘section’ or ‘department’; there is little if any change to
the way that work activities are allocated and carried out, and the
traditional supervisory structure and behaviour remain largely intact.

There will be a significant impact on performance management where
there is a genuine attempt to change patterns of work, to establish a
different type of relationship between team members and their team
leader, and among members of the team. Even then, the team and its
results remain the responsibility of someone in the management system—
although that person’s focus will need to shift from individual perform-
ance to team performance. Some argue that the teamwork trend sounds
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yet another death knell for performance planning and review. Others are
confident it will survive (just as it has survived other rumours of its
demise, most recently because of its alleged conflicts with quality manage-
ment). Indeed, performance management techniques, appropriately
selected and applied, are important contributors to the success of 
team-working. After all, as with individuals, the team and its members
need to know what is expected of them, how well those expectations are
being met and what will happen next.

Some organisations opt for team-working but then continue
with individual-based performance appraisal systems. Others abandon
individual-based performance management after moving to team-
working. Team-building and team performance probably suffer in both
situations. Organisations need to take a balanced approach: they should
plan, manage and review the development of individual employees and
their contributions to the work team, and they should plan, manage and
review the performance of the team as a unit. In other words, a distinc-
tion between the individual’s contribution to the team and the group’s
overall performance is a critical factor in the planning and management
of team performance. This distinction is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 9.

Again, like individual performance, team activities and targets need
to be managed within a context of the organisation’s overall strategies
and goals. A performance planning and review process is a useful tool
for clarifying and aligning individual, team and organisational goals.
Figure 2.2 shows how UK-based Glaxo Wellcome views this process.

performance management and the
‘new’ employee
Today’s employees are often described as different from their predeces-
sors: more educated, more likely to question than to accept managerial
authority, more focused on their own career development than on the
organisation’s interests, more mobile, less loyal, and so on. Many
managers see these characteristics in a negative light, and advance them
as yet more reasons why performance planning and review won’t work. 

In fact, these characteristics make today’s employees—especially the
so-called knowledge workers—a more valuable, and certainly more
costly, organisational resource than the traditional white-collar and blue-
collar workers. The jobs of these ‘new’ employees present new challenges
for managers but, handled effectively, these challenges are a key to better
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individual and organisational performance. For example, knowledge-
based jobs might involve high levels of non-repetitive work, with frequent
changes in demand and direction making prediction and planning much
more difficult and uncertain.

Other features of knowledge work also have an impact on the
management of performance. 

• Knowledge workers often have the authority to decide their work
priorities and their approaches to their work. Few managers,
for example, would risk telling a highly qualified scientist how to
undertake a particular research project.

• It may be difficult to quantify the outcomes of knowledge work. For
example, ‘number of completed transactions’ might be an appropri-
ate performance measure for a bank teller, but the ‘number of lines
of code written’ by a computer programmer could well be a mean-
ingless measure. The ability to solve problems is often the real key
to effective performance of knowledge work.

• Knowledge workers usually work in situations where their ‘output
rates’ are influenced by factors that they might not be able to control,
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and where their work affects many other people inside and outside
the organisation. This is very different from the machine operator
whose work flows along the line at a predetermined speed.

• Knowledge workers seldom operate by themselves, but need to
interact with others to achieve their goals.

These job characteristics are often reflected in the knowledge workers
themselves. On the whole, they are well educated, adept at solving
problems and high in self-motivation and self-esteem. They like being
free to choose their work methods and will usually adapt quickly to
working in groups. However, some of these features present special
challenges when it comes to managing their performance. 

The major issue may be the question of accountability. Many hospital
doctors, for example, believe that their primary responsibility is to their
patients, and they will resist and resent attempts by hospital authorities
to manage them or their work. They claim that their loyalty to a profes-
sional ethos overrides any considerations of organisational planning and
resource allocation. In this situation, counting the ‘number of patients
treated’ might be important to a hospital which has to assess how well
it controls its waiting lists, but the same measure might be anathema to
the doctors whose principal concern is excellence in patient care. Doctors
might also resent or reject being managed by people who are not their
professional peers, even though those managers are superior to them in
the organisational hierarchy. Other professionals—engineers and archi-
tects are good examples—might be more accustomed to working in
organisations where professional desires and commercial considerations
must be balanced, and where managing people and projects is part of
normal processes and behaviour. 

Such clashes of ethos can loom large. Usually, they mean that a
performance planning and review system that would suit production
workers or managers in a commercial enterprise will probably not be
effective where there are large numbers of professional employees—and
attempting to force such a system on these workers will probably be
counterproductive.

Different approaches to performance review need to be found. Peer
assessments are common among professional groups, especially for
decisions about appointments or promotions, and these techniques can
be adapted for more general performance review purposes. Tertiary
education institutions now commonly ask students to evaluate the
performance of their lecturers, although there have to be doubts about
the relevance of some of the questions asked and concern at how much
use is made of the information. One university professor told me that
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good lecturers are constantly looking for feedback on their performance
and welcome suggestions for improvement; others hide their poor
performance behind the cloak of academic freedom and independence.

There is no reason why professional groups within an organisation
should not be subject to some form of performance management—even
though a performance planning and review system for professional and
knowledge workers should recognise very clearly that both the organi-
sation and the employees have distinct needs which are not always in
harmony. But that can be recognised and overcome by having those
employees closely involved in discussing the need for performance
management, how it might be developed and introduced, and what might
be the outcomes. One outcome might be a better understanding of those
distinct needs, and a coming together of the different groups. However
unreasonable their initial attitudes and responses might seem, we need
to remember that professional and other knowledge workers are, by defi-
nition, relatively highly educated; one of the things they have learned is
how to question.

The differences between traditional and new employees have other
implications for the transition from traditional performance appraisal
techniques to a more holistic approach to performance management.

• Loyalty and commitment. It’s often said that ‘new’ employees are
less loyal and committed to their organisations than ‘traditional’
employees. Knowledge workers, for example, are said to be more
committed to their own careers and more willing to switch employers
in search of development opportunities. Traditional employees, on
the other hand, are more concerned with job security. 

• Rewards. All employees value remuneration, but new employees are
likely to expect it to result more from their good performance than
from long service or other factors. 

• Communication and participation. New employees may be more
interested in participation than traditional employees. Indeed, they
may insist on being involved in decisions that affect them and their
work. They expect to have more information about the organisation
and its operations, and about their jobs.

• Goals. Traditional employees may focus more readily on long-term
goals, such as a secure retirement, than new employees who have
grown up in a world of change and mobility, and are thus less willing
to postpone satisfaction and rewards.

• Work. New employees are seeking challenging and interesting work
that offers opportunities to be creative and innovative. They are
concerned with the value of their jobs to the organisation, and
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possibly to the community as well. Traditional employees will accept
routine jobs, and see interesting work as an unexpected bonus.

• Work, family and leisure. Traditional employees are content to put
their jobs ahead of family and leisure; ‘new’ employees look for more
balance between life and work.

Of course, the challenges brought by these changes go beyond perform-
ance planning and review. They affect the organisation’s overall approach
to people and performance management and development. However, a
carefully designed system of performance management—one that is
appropriate to the needs of both the people and the organisation—can
be a powerful vehicle for establishing the improved communication and
understanding that will be a key to future organisational success.

panacea or disease?
It would be wrong to see a performance management system—or, more
particularly, a system of performance planning and review—as a cure
for all management and organisational ills. But it is neither accurate nor
helpful to dismiss performance appraisal, as Deming did, as a ‘deadly
disease’. Deming and his disciples in the quality movement criticised
performance appraisal or evaluation on the grounds that it attributes
variations in performance to individual employees and disregards the
fact that employees work within groups and systems that they do not
control. They argue that there is not much difference between the
performance of individuals, that any differences are outside the individ-
ual’s control and that, in any case, managers are unable to identify
whether performance variations are derived from systems or individ-
uals. As a consequence, performance appraisal systems encourage people
to set ‘safe’ goals and to squeeze systems for individual gain rather than
improve them for collective benefit.

There is no point in denying these criticisms, but they should be coun-
tered. We see in Chapters 4 and 5 that managers do find it difficult to
assess the performance of employees accurately and consistently.
However, systems that compare planned performance with actual
performance help to lessen those difficulties and allow managers and
employees to discuss problems with processes or relationships. Where
systems drive behaviour—as on the traditional production line—it might
be fair to say that differences between the performance of individuals
will be marginal. It would be much more difficult to build such a case in
the more frequent situations where employees do have significant control
over the pace and quality of their work. Building that case would require
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us also to reject much of the research on human behaviour. If perform-
ance appraisals are seen as instruments of control and of management
by ‘fear’, people will respond accordingly. This book prefers to see
performance planning and review as an open approach to managing
people and their performance.
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chapter 3

developing a performance
management system

Performance appraisal systems are often unpopular and unsuccessful
because they are seen as just another add-on human resources manage-
ment technique. In particular, people dislike the appraisal interview
which, in many organisations, has to be done when managers are busy
with plans, budgets and other year-end activities. A performance manage-
ment approach, on the other hand, emphasises the year-round cycle of
planning, monitoring, reviewing, rewarding and developing—and empha-
sises the benefits for both employees and the organisation.

After an extensive literature review, Bevan and Thompson (1991)
concluded that a textbook performance management system would
include these features.

• The organisation has a shared vision—a mission or values state-
ment—which it communicates to all employees. 

• Individual performance targets relate to both operating unit targets
and wider organisational objectives.

• There are regular, formal reviews of progress towards performance
targets.

• The review process is used to identify training, development and
reward outcomes. 

• The organisation evaluates the effectiveness of the performance
management process so that changes and improvements can be made.

These findings are reflected in current organisational practice. A survey
of Australian and New Zealand organisations taken in 2000, covering
both the private and public sectors, found a number of performance
management system characteristics which distinguished higher-performing
organisations from those that were less successful (CCH 2000).

• Higher-performing organisations were more likely to link rewards
for senior and middle-level managers and professionals directly to
their performance appraisal and management system. 
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• Their performance management systems were more tightly integrated
with their corporate and business-level strategies and plans, and with
other human resources systems.

• Their performance management systems were used more extensively
to communicate organisational strategies to employees.

• Both the procedural and distributive justice of their performance
management systems were rated more highly.

• Their performance management systems were linked more explicitly
to organisational consequences (e.g. rewards, development, promo-
tions, exit).

• Action plans and follow-up were used more extensively after per-
formance reviews.

• Their performance management systems had received greater
attention and development in recent years.

• Formal reviews showed that the performance management systems
of higher-performing organisations were more effective than those
of lower performers. 

Simply put, the performance management concept recognises that a sure
way to improve the organisation’s performance is to help its people
improve their performance. To do this, we must communicate the organ-
isation’s objectives better, train and develop individual employees so that
they can achieve agreed targets and objectives, and continually work to
build better relationships between managers and employees. 

Many appraisal systems—especially those rooted in the Management
by Objectives or MBO tradition—focus strongly on the tasks to be done
and the measures to be used to decide whether an individual’s per-
formance is satisfactory. This is the process approach. Behind it lies a
belief that high performance is best achieved by first analysing what work
must be done to achieve the required results and then designing the most
efficient way for that work to be organised and carried out. Work study,
organisation and methods, total quality management and payments by
results make up some of the infrastructure used to support this
approach—which assumes that employees will do things in the ‘one best
way’ because it is in their interests to do so. 

But the process approach does not encourage employees to see and
understand how their work contributes to the overall performance and
success of the organisation. A people approach, on the other hand,
assumes that high performance can only be achieved through people. As
Alan Fowler (1990) says:

if the right people are selected for the right jobs in the right numbers,
if they are trained in the appropriate skills, and if they are effectively
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led and motivated, then they will inevitably work well. There is an
assumption that, by and large, competent, motivated people will
evolve their own best methods of working.

Of course, no organisation will have a purely process or purely people
approach to performance management. People-based approaches need
support from organisational systems, just as process-based approaches
must recognise that the inputs of managers and other employees are
important. 

So the question is not whether you will have a process-based system
or a people-based system: the challenge is to develop an approach to
performance management that recognises the particular needs of the
organisation and its people and fits with its style and culture and working
methods. Far too often, new management techniques are introduced—
usually imposed from the centre or the top—without much thought to
their impact on style and culture. Not only is the new technique often
incompatible—for example, when a highly structured appraisal system
is brought into a relatively flexible and informal work environment—
but it can also fail because no one is willing to accept ownership and,
therefore, the responsibility to make it work.

deciding on objectives
In a famous article, Douglas McGregor (1957) wrote that formal
performance appraisal systems are designed to meet three needs, one for
the organisation and two for the individual.

• They relate to the development of employees by providing a basis for
the coaching and counselling of staff by their managers.

• They are a means of telling employees how they are doing, of suggest-
ing needed changes in behaviour, attitudes, skills or job knowledge,
and of letting them know where they stand with the boss.

• They provide systematic judgments to back up salary increases,
promotions, transfers and, sometimes, demotions or terminations.

Unfortunately, many appraisal systems grow over time into unwieldy
and bureaucratic mechanisms which struggle along with multiple
purposes and often conflicting goals. In other words, they try to do too
much—and end up doing none of these things very well. Deciding what
you want your system to do is an essential first step. Basically, there are
two possibilities. 

• Performance planning and review. Performance plans set out the
agreed goals and targets for a particular period or project, and
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performance reviews assess progress towards achieving them.
Reviews can also be used to assess an individual’s behaviour, espe-
cially as a member of a work group or team. 

The plan focuses on future behaviour and performance: What
is the employee expected to do? How is the employee expected
to behave or perform? What changes in behaviour or performance
are desirable or required? The focus of the review is past perform-
ance: How well did the employee perform in terms of the agreed
targets? How well did the employee contribute to the discussions
and decisions of the team? The results of the review might then be
used in deciding whether an employee is to receive a pay increase, or
be promoted or transferred, or given more training, or terminated.

• Personal and performance development. There are three aspects to
development. One is the planning of future performance, often with
work targets being agreed between manager and employee. A second
aspect relates to the employee’s own development: what additional
skills, knowledge or experience would enable the employee to make
a better contribution? This is a basis for training plans, career devel-
opment, promotion and transfer decisions, and so on. The third
aspect is the development of a stronger and more open relationship
between managers and their employees. This is accompanied by a
desire, through recognition and support, to provide employees with
greater motivation and to encourage them to greater commitment to
the organisation and its values and goals.

Managing and developing individuals’ performance and potential might
be the main purposes for planning and review systems. But they have a
third role as well. Organisations use formal performance planning and
review as a control system to hold managers accountable for the behav-
iour and effectiveness of their employees. Managers, similarly, can use
the system as a form of control over employees.

It is easy to see that managers and employees might become confused
if the objectives and purpose of performance planning and review are
not clear, and not reflected in the approach that everyone in the organ-
isation takes and the behaviours they use. 

Traditionally, performance appraisal emphasised appraisal. Today,
many organisations would claim that they are more open in their
performance planning and review methods and more development-
oriented in focus. But is it seen like that in practice by employees, or
managers? Or do employees go into a performance review expecting to
be told what they did wrong or where their performance was inadequate,
to set targets for increasing their work output—and then to be told their
new salary and asked, incidentally, if there are any training courses they
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would like to attend? For many employees, the experience is a negative
one, no matter how hard the manager tries to involve them in the discus-
sion and seek their ideas and commitment.

What do organisations do?

Organisations have a wide range of objectives and purposes for their
performance planning and review systems. The table shows the results
of a survey of more than 500 Australian and New Zealand organi-
sations (CCH 2000).

Performance planning and review objective Organisations 
with this

objective (%)
Identify training needs 92
Provide employees with self-development 

information 86
Set work objectives 72
Determine bonus and merit payments 66
Career planning 62
Workforce and succession planning 47
Decide on promotions 42
Review and update job descriptions 39
Legal purposes 37
Decide on transfers 17
Validate human resources practices (e.g. selection 

and training effectiveness) 16
Communicate organisation objectives and values 10

conflicts
Part of the difficulty for both managers and employees is the almost
inevitable conflict between the different roles and purposes in the
performance planning and review process. Not all these conflicts can be
resolved or removed but it helps to know about them.

The first conflict arises from the fact that the organisation and its
employees have different goals: employees are seeking reassurance, re-
inforcement and, they hope, additional rewards, while the organisation
wants them to accept constructive criticism in order to improve their
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performance and fulfil their potential. But is it likely that people will be
open and frank about their skills weaknesses and performance lapses if
they think this will jeopardise their chances of a promotion or pay
increase? Similarly, few of us find it easy to be totally open and honest
unless we have a strong and friendly relationship with our manager. 

A second major source of conflict is the different roles that managers
are expected to play—depending on the purpose of the performance
review—as both judge and helper. Most managers find it difficult to play
both these roles credibly at the same time. This strengthens the argument
that performance management systems should be restricted to perform-
ance-related matters and not extended to remuneration, training, career
development and other areas of human resources management. Some
organisations overcome this problem by having separate systems for
performance review and personal development, or by holding separate
performance and development interviews at different times.

These conflicts are summarised in Figure 3.1 and relate to the possible
objectives of the process. When the objective is performance-related, the
system can be a mechanism for managers to make difficult decisions that
can affect both the long-term (e.g. promotion) and short-term (e.g. remu-
neration) future of the employee. In communicating those decisions,
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28 performance planning and review

What do you think?

Sooner or later every organisation has to make decisions about the
performance management system it wants, and what the objectives
are going to be. Unfortunately, this is an area where it’s possible to
agree with just about everyone—which leads to confusion. Here are
a few questions to help you develop your thinking on some of the
key issues. There are no right or wrong answers, and you might want
to come back and review your responses as you read on.

1. Performance reviews should be concerned only with the personal
development of the employee.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

2. Pay and promotion decisions should be based on performance
review results.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

3. In my experience, pay and promotion decisions are based on
performance review results.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

4. Performance reviews provide employees with accurate feedback. 

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

5. In my experience, managers and employees agree on per-
formance plans and on the criteria for determining whether
performance is good or not.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

6. Performance planning and review makes a difference. It moti-
vates employees, leads to better performance, and increases
understanding of employees’ roles and managers’ expectations.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree
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7. Managers and employees do performance planning and review
only because the organisation requires it.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

8. Performance reviews should be based solely on goals and targets
agreed earlier by the employee and the manager.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

9. Employees should review their own performance and this should
be an important part of the total performance review.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

10. My experience with performance planning and review
has been helpful in guiding my personal and professional
development.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

11. Performance reviews usually leave me more uncertain about
where I stand than I was before the discussion.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

12. The performance planning and review system in our organisa-
tion allows managers to communicate clearly to employees
exactly where the managers stand.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

13. Performance review reports are consulted when top management
is making decisions about pay increases, training and develop-
ment opportunities, promotions and appointments.

Strongly Strongly
agree Agree Not sure Disagree disagree

Adapted from Sashkin (1981)
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managers must be prepared to justify them in the face of an employee’s
disagreement or displeasure. That discussion alone can cast the two
people as adversaries, lower their mutual trust and compromise their
ability to cooperate. Spoiling that relationship will, in turn, have an
adverse effect on the developmental objectives of performance planning
and review. The manager’s role as coach and helper—drawing employ-
ees out, listening to their problems, getting them to develop their own
solutions—involves rather different communication processes and skills
than the task of communicating a set of appraisal decisions.

On the right-hand side of Figure 3.1, we can see employees’ conflict-
ing goals. Employees are looking for feedback because it helps to answer
the questions ‘How well am I doing?’ and ‘What do you think of my
performance?’ Positive feedback helps employees satisfy their psycho-
logical needs to feel appreciated and wanted. Critical feedback, by
contrast, indicates some kind of failure and might be difficult for employ-
ees to accept. In other words, when people seek feedback they are usually
seeking favourable comments that will reinforce their positive self-
image. When rewards—pay and promotion, for example—are linked to
performance reviews, employees will be even more reluctant to accept
unfavourable feedback. When it comes to self-development, employees
must be willing to accept feedback and suggestions from their managers.

The major source of conflict might be the simple fact that the organ-
isation is not sure about the purpose of its performance planning and
review system, and this lack of clarity continues through the ranks of the
managers and their employees. For example, it will be difficult to
persuade employees that management takes the system seriously when
they discover that their own managers have not yet had performance
planning and review discussions with their managers. Nor will they
readily accept that the review discussion contributes to remuneration
decisions when they are told, at the end of the interview, what manage-
ment has decided their new remuneration will be. 

Another conflict arises from the simple fact that, apart from the
person at the very top and those at the very bottom of the organisational
hierarchy, everyone in the organisation has roles as both ‘reviewer’ and
‘reviewee’. If a manager’s own experience of performance planning
and review is not positive, that will probably carry through into the
manager’s performance planning and review with the next level of
employees.

In addition, where there is a second-level or ‘one-up’ review, managers
know there are two audiences for their assessments—the employee
concerned and their own manager who has to review the review. The
manager may have to sell the assessment twice—once upwards and once
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downwards—and that could be a temptation to play it safe. Moreover,
managers appear to believe that employees regard specific suggestions for
performance improvement as the most important aspect of their reviews,
while their managers are looking mainly to justify their ratings or to see
how they compare with the ratings given to other employees (McGuire
1980). The contradictions in these different perceptions are obvious.

At the very least, there is a problem of different perceptions. Many
years ago, researchers studied the performance appraisal system at the
General Electric Company, a system then regarded as ‘state of the art’.
Some of the results were a major surprise (Meyer et al. 1965).

• While 92 per cent of managers and 85 per cent of employees agreed
that remuneration and promotion decisions should be based on
performance reviews, only 68 per cent of managers and 49 per cent
of employees thought this actually happened.

• Only 72 per cent of managers and 55 per cent of employees agreed
that performance reviews provided accurate feedback based on a
shared understanding of what was good or poor performance.

• Only 74 per cent of managers and 62 per cent of employees thought
that performance appraisal made a difference.

• A staggering 57 per cent of managers and 63 per cent of employees
agreed that performance reviews were carried out only because it
was an organisational requirement.

We’re left to wonder how different the responses might be today.

effective performance management
systems
There is no best way to design and introduce a performance planning
and review system. What works in one organisation might fail miserably
in another. However, the experience of a wide range of organisations
suggests that effective performance management systems share certain
characteristics (Strebler et al. 2001).

• The performance management system has clear aims and measura-
ble success criteria.

• Employees are involved in the design and implementation of the
system. 

• The system is simple to understand and operate.
• Effective use of the performance management system is at the core

of managers’ performance goals.
• The system allows employees a clear ‘line of sight’ between their

performance goals and those of the organisation.
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• The system focuses on role clarity and performance improvement.
• The focus on performance improvement is closely linked to an

adequately resourced training and development infrastructure. 
• The purpose of any direct link between the performance manage-

ment system and employee rewards is made crystal clear, and proper
equity and transparency safeguards are built in.

• The performance management system is regularly and openly
reviewed against its own success criteria. 

These findings can be developed into a series of guidelines for effective
performance planning and review systems.

Get the objectives clear
An organisation must have a clear purpose for its performance planning
and review system. Ideally, the focus should be tightly on performance.
This can include what performance is expected and achieved as well as
how employees carry out their job responsibilities and relate to others
in the workplace. To keep the focus on performance, some organisations
separate performance planning and review from performance or personal
development. They recognise there is a conflict in objectives and style
between appraisal and development discussions and, while accepting
the obvious link between performance and development, make them the
subject of separate manager–employee discussions. They often hold these
discussions at different times of the year. 

These organisations understand that there is likely to be more open
and honest discussion—with less opportunity for defensive or self-
justifying behaviour—when the manager’s roles as judge and helper
are split. At the same time, there are separate forms or records for
the planning and review and development discussions so that the two
objectives are not confused in the organisation’s human resources infor-
mation system either.

Set the right style
As well as getting the objectives clear, an organisation must set the right
style for its performance management system. If the organisation is hier-
archical and employees are not accustomed to being asked for their ideas
and opinions, they’re not very likely to be quick to make performance-
related suggestions. In these situations, shared goal-setting is difficult:
managers will believe that goals have been agreed with employees, but
the employees are likely to feel that they’ve been assigned their work
targets. Performance planning and review is as much a matter of style as
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system, and it may take a little time for people to adjust their behaviour
and attitudes. Performance planning and review is a process, not an event.

Traditionally, we have considered it appropriate—mainly to en-
courage consistent communication and treatment—to have a single
performance appraisal system throughout the organisation. Given the
diversity of people and activities in the modern organisation, a single
performance planning and review system might no longer be effective. 

In other words, ‘one size won’t fit all’. For some employees, it will
be appropriate to plan improvements or changes to performance and to
set quantitative targets. For others, it will be more appropriate to decide
on qualitative assessments of performance improvements or changes.
Still other employees will be expected or required simply to bring their
performance or output up to a particular level or standard, and then
maintain it. And some types of workers will be assessed for their compe-
tencies—that is, for their capability to perform rather than for their actual
performance. The members of specific work groups might be assessed
for their team membership styles and contributions as well as, or instead
of, being assessed for their individual performance or the group’s results.
Older employees might not see much point in discussing longer-term
career development needs, but this will be important for younger staff.
Similarly, the performance planning and review focus for a new recruit
should be different from that for someone who has been in the job for
a long time. 

And we need to think carefully whether managers’ performance targets
should be related to their unit’s output or to their own inputs to the
systems, processes and relationships of the unit. This is not an argument
for different performance planning and review systems for management
and non-management employees. Differences in system and approach
should be based on job content and work requirements, and on employ-
ees’ skills and roles and experience, not on their level in the organisational
hierarchy.

We should also recognise that some employees are more comfortable
talking about themselves, their jobs and their performance than others.
Sometimes this will be a function of people’s communication skills or
self-confidence. In other cases, it will reflect people’s perceptions of their
role and status in the organisation, or the power relationship between
managers and employees. Employees who are seeking promotion or other
forms of career development may want more feedback about their
performance and potential than those who are reasonably satisfied with
their present positions. 

Thus, as far as possible, performance planning and review systems
should probably let managers suggest what approach will be appropriate
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to use with different types of employees—and the employees themselves
might be consulted on this question as well. In the end, an organisation
will want to have the most effective performance planning and review
system possible; using a single system across the whole organisation might
weaken its usefulness and acceptability quite significantly.

However, in allowing flexibility, we should remember that some
managers will continue to look for prescriptive rules for performance
planning and review and will be uncomfortable if there aren’t any. At
the same time, others will be concerned at the possibility of inconsistent
approaches and practices in different parts of the organisation, and a
few might go outside the broad guidelines—often with good intentions—
and then have to be brought back within them.

Reviews are part of a process 
Performance reviews are only part of the process of performance manage-
ment. You can reinforce this message by changing the name from perform-
ance appraisal, with its implications of judgment, to performance planning
and review, which makes it clear that the process has two parts. It also
signals that performance standards and targets will be set in advance, so
that actual performance will be reviewed in terms of agreed goals.

However, we need to go further than this and establish that per-
formance plans and reviews are just part of a continuing process of
performance management which also involves managing, developing
and rewarding performance. All the elements of the cycle need to be in
place and given appropriate emphasis. In particular, we must recognise
that the quality and usefulness of a performance planning and review
discussion is greatly influenced by the strength of the relationships
between managers and their employees. Managers should be providing
feedback, advice and assistance on a continuing basis, so that the end-
of-year interview is basically a summary of issues that have already been
discussed. Performance planning and review discussions cannot by them-
selves produce open, trusting and mutually dependent relationships
between managers and employees; the process does, however, work in
the opposite direction.

Ask people to think about performance appraisals which they have
found effective and worthwhile. Don’t be surprised if they mention a
positive relationship with the manager as a key influence. When the rela-
tionship between manager and employees is strong, there will be frequent
two-way communication, a sharing of ideas and problems, and mutual
feedback. In this way, performance planning and review becomes a useful
technique for managing all year, not just on one day.
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Think about timing

Many organisations expect managers to carry out all their performance
reviews over a short time period, often at the end of the year when
managers are busy finalising the previous period’s reports and accounts
and trying to prepare next year’s plans and budgets. It should be no great
surprise that managers often see performance appraisals as another
irritation, imposed upon them by a corporate office or human resources
department which doesn’t understand the pressures under which they work.

To overcome this problem, some organisations spread performance
planning and review discussions throughout the year—scheduling
sessions, for example, on the anniversary of the employee’s appointment
to the organisation or the job. In most cases, this will spread the workload
more evenly, giving the manager time to prepare, avoiding end-of-year
pressures and making performance discussions a normal part of being a
manager. As long as the system allows for interim discussions of both
targets and achievements, there is no reason why individual employees
should feel that these performance plans and reviews are detached from
the organisation’s planning cycle.

You should also think about the frequency of performance discus-
sions. An annual cycle might not be appropriate for people whose work
is project-based: they should probably plan and review their perform-
ance at each stage of the project. New employees probably need to start
with more frequent performance discussions, setting plans and review-
ing performance at intervals of, say, three months during the first year. 

Ironically, just when managers are coming to understand the need to
give employees more opportunities and responsibility for making their
own work decisions, an increasingly turbulent environment suggests there
is a growing need for more frequent performance discussions. Again, we
need to separate day-to-day interactions from the wider, more strategic
discussion, and ensure that the purpose and style of performance planning
and review are not closer supervision or scrutiny of employees’ work,
but a more systematic overview of the key aspects of their performance.

We should also remember that changes which affect performance
plans are happening all the time. Targets should change too. Employees
may become aggrieved and lose trust in a process that reviews their
performance against targets which they now consider irrelevant and
unrealistic. To guard against this, some organisations ask managers to
meet with employees every three months for interim reviews of their
performance plans. This need not be a full-scale performance discussion:
a quick check on progress and adjustment to directions or targets will
usually be enough. 
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Keep remuneration decisions separate

Performance pay has become a central feature of remuneration systems
in recent years, although there is much doubt about the linkage between
pay and performance and considerable debate about the effectiveness
of pay-for-performance rewards systems. 

We have seen already how openness and disclosure in the perform-
ance discussion could be adversely affected if employees think there might
be negative consequences for decisions about their rewards. It is one of
performance appraisal’s inherent conflicts. Two other points should be
made. First, if employees lack confidence in the appraisal system, why
should they accept the remuneration decisions it produces? Second,
despite the popularity of performance pay, the fact is that organisations
pay people for more than their performance. Moreover, if people see a
direct link between performance and pay, what is the likelihood they will
then focus on those activities that promise increased remuneration,
possibly to the detriment of their other job responsibilities?

Despite these problems, employees seem to feel that rewards should
be discussed during the formal performance review. It gives a serious
focus to an employee’s performance targets and achievements and
answers the question ‘How will I be rewarded for my contribution?’
The answer, however, need not be in specific dollar terms at the time
of the discussion. The performance–pay debate is continued in Chapter 8.

Forms don’t matter

Unfortunately, we seem to be better at designing appraisal forms than at
developing and implementing effective performance management systems—
or at managing performance well. We must get better at the things that
matter, which means shifting the emphasis from form-filling to planning,
monitoring and reviewing performance. Forms are simply a means of
recording what has been discussed and agreed; too often, completing the
forms becomes the main purpose of the performance discussion.

However, it is important for performance plans and reviews to be
recorded accurately and for those records to be kept with appropriate
confidentiality and security. Increasingly, employees have legal rights to
challenge management’s decisions—on both procedural and substantive
grounds—and the organisation might have to produce the performance
planning and review documents which contain the information they relied
on in making the decisions in question. As we see in Chapter 5, require-
ments for fairness and equity will also influence the organisation’s choice
of a performance planning and review approach.
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Focus on performance not personality

Personality traits often feature on appraisal forms, with job performance
included as a secondary factor. This emphasis is wrong. No one has yet
defined with confidence the ideal personality profile for any particular
position. And what is the precise meaning of terms such as ‘integrity’
or ‘reliability’? How do you differentiate between ‘self-confident’ and
‘aggressive’?

There is less likelihood of unconscious discrimination in perform-
ance reviews which concentrate on performance. Many personality-
related descriptors are heavily value-laden, and the lack of objective
criteria for assessing such characteristics opens the way for bias. This
becomes particularly important when information from performance
reviews is used for decisions about pay or promotion, or for selecting
people for training and development programs. If the criteria and the
assessment are not demonstrably objective, the employer may be open
to allegations of discrimination.

In the United States, courts have held as invalid such subjective
criteria as ‘adaptability’, ‘maturity’ and ‘drive’, because they allow for
conscious or unconscious prejudice. They have also decided that assess-
ments based on ‘leadership ability’, ‘experience’, ‘cooperation’ and
‘dependability’ are subjective and open to bias (Townley 1990).

But there is a much more compelling reason for concentrating on
performance. The simple fact is that managers can do little or nothing
about an employee’s personality—but they can influence performance in
various ways. In other words, managers will be more effective if they
concentrate on the what and how of an employee’s performance and
leave why to the psychologists!

Encourage participation

Managers and employees should discuss and, preferably, agree their
performance plans and reviews, yet many people find this difficult. Why?
One reason might be the traditional focus on personality discussed in
the previous paragraph. People can feel awkward when asked to talk
about themselves, especially if the discussion is about traits such as
‘leadership’ and ‘friendliness’. Discussion easily descends into resentful
arguments or sullen silence. Talking about previously agreed targets is
likely to be more constructive and less emotionally charged.

Second, the traditional emphasis on a once-a-year discussion obscures
the fact that reviewing progress and setting short-term goals should be
routine for both managers and employees. None of us is very good at,
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or comfortable with, anything we do only once a year—another reason
why an annual performance discussion might be a rather stilted and
nervous experience. Managers and employees both need practice if their
performance planning and review sessions are to be truly open and partici-
pative. At the same time, performance discussions can become artificial
and self-conscious if the approach is too mechanical. Detailed forms and
carefully rehearsed interviews are no substitute for openness, sincerity,
naturalness and a genuine desire to help improve performance.

Increasingly, employees are being encouraged to prepare for the
performance discussion, by reviewing their actual performance against
the agreed plans and targets, and by thinking about future plans and
targets. This preparation certainly reduces the chances that the commu-
nication will be all one-way. And, just as some employees actively seek
feedback from their managers, managers can be encouraged to seek
comments and suggestions on their own performance from the people
who experience it most directly. With upward appraisal, employees
are asked to provide, not just receive, feedback. Employees are specif-
ically asked how they are managed, and whether the content and style
of management is helpful to them in carrying out their job responsi-
bilities. Handled sensitively in the right atmosphere, upward appraisal
can help to open up the dialogue between managers and employees
and break down the authoritarian nature of their traditional power
relationship. 

In another development, performance reviews are being based
on information gathered from people all around the subject employee:
360-degree appraisal, or multi-rater review systems, are discussed in
Chapter 5. 

Keep performance planning and review in
management hands 

Performance planning and review is not an optional extra for managers.
They must help their staff to set and achieve work targets in line with
the organisation’s plans and they must review results with them.
Performance planning and review is a tool of management accountabil-
ity and employee motivation, although it should probably stress the
manager’s role as helper rather than judge. Specialists can play a role in
developing and implementing performance management systems, but the
systems should be run by line managers if they are going to make a
continuing contribution and not be seen as an exercise in filling out forms
for the human resources department.
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In addition, performance planning and review should be kept in the
hands of the appropriate level of management. Essentially, the process is
part of the relationship between each manager and each employee, which
means that managers should be held accountable for planning and review-
ing the performance of those who report to them. Only in special cases
will the views of higher managers, or managers elsewhere in the organi-
sation, be important. The relationship between manager and employee
is easily disrupted if the employee realises that the review comes from
two or three levels up, if only to the extent that performance targets and
results are then adjusted to reflect what is acceptable to higher manage-
ment. Similarly, both managers and employees will be more cautious
in their discussions (and the recording of them) if they know that
the performance review form has to be sent to the human resources
department for scrutiny. 

Higher-level managers should ensure that performance plans and
reviews are done, and done well, but should not interfere in the content
of a review unless there is clear evidence of bias or some other problem.
Those higher-level managers should—as part of planning and reviewing
the performance of those who work for them—insist on better plans and
reviews and work with their managers to achieve that goal. If the organ-
isation needs information for planning or administrative purposes, that
can be requested directly from managers. Frankly, the information in
appraisal reports is often inadequate or unreliable for work-force
planning, training and development or other purposes, and few human
resources departments do much with the forms except file them.

Of course, the main reason for keeping performance planning and
review in the hands of managers is to instil a sense of ownership. If
managers are not involved in the development, implementation and
ongoing maintenance of the system, they will be less committed to it.
And without the commitment of managers throughout the organisation,
no system of performance planning and review can work.

Unfortunately, as we noted at the start of this book, managers do
not generally enjoy assessing performance and providing feedback to
the people who work from them. Douglas McGregor (1957) pointed
this out many years ago, observing that ‘even managers who admit the
necessity of (appraisal) programs frequently balk at the process—espe-
cially the interview part’, mainly because they dislike being made to ‘play
God’ over their subordinates. Other research has shown how managers
can feel guilty about appraisals, regarding them as a hostile and aggres-
sive act against employees. 

Managers must be helped to overcome these feelings. This can best
be done by encouraging them to accept performance management as
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their key role and responsibility, with performance planning and review
the means for carrying out that role. Managers must be encouraged to
see both the purpose and process of performance management in a
positive light.

Insist on benefits
Performance discussions must produce results, for both managers and
employees. They should not be seen negatively as tools of administra-
tion. They should be forward looking, not merely an audit of the past
year. The employee should be an active participant, not just a passive
object for analysis. These are easy propositions to state but, for most
organisations, the reality is rather different. 

Studies show that both managers and employees think the idea of
performance review is good because it allows people to know where they
stand. In practice, few managers initiate periodic discussions of perform-
ance with their employees unless they are required to do so. Managers
claim to see the benefits of performance planning and review—but their
behaviour often tells us something different. Those same studies show
that few people can recall examples of constructive action taken or signif-
icant improvements achieved after a formal performance interview.

overcoming objections
Anyone with experience of performance planning and review will have
faced a wide range of objections and criticisms. They must be overcome
if the organisation is to make an effective approach to this important
aspect of the performance management process.

We’ve had appraisal systems before—
they’ve never worked

Systems never work by themselves: people make systems work. However,
people will only make systems work if they consider them useful and
relevant, and if they have some commitment to them. Involving people
in the design and implementation of the performance planning and review
system will help to make it relevant and acceptable. Use the expertise of
the human resources department and other specialists—but keep them
in the background.

A first step in developing a new approach might be to ask both
managers and employees why the old system didn’t work. Grappling
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with the problems they identify, and overcoming them, could be the recipe
for future success.

Top management isn’t interested
If the organisation’s top management doesn’t actively support and partic-
ipate in performance planning and review, it’s not very realistic to expect
other managers to be enthusiastic, or to expect employees generally to
be serious about the system. In organisations with effective performance
planning and review systems, the process begins with the chief executive
and top managers and is ‘owned’ by all the managers. This means that
those who want to develop or introduce performance planning and
review might try to identify and encourage one or more top managers
to champion or sponsor the idea. In the same way, systems that are devel-
oped by managers themselves, rather than internal or external special-
ists, have a better chance of working effectively even though they might
not be ideal in design terms.

I don’t know how the system works
Performance planning and review happens once a year in most organi-
sations. As a result, managers and employees aren’t constantly thinking
about performance planning and review. Nor are they practising the skills
and techniques used in performance discussions. To overcome this
problem, the organisation needs to have adequate explanatory material
about the performance planning and review system and how it works.
This information may need to be revised and reissued before each round
of performance discussions (if there is an annual cycle), supported
perhaps by briefing sessions to remind both managers and employees
how the system works.

Remember also that there will be new people in the organisation, or
people who are new to the manager’s role, since the last round of
performance discussions. They might need more detailed information
or assistance.

Some organisations hold special training courses on communication
skills for use in performance planning and review sessions. Of course,
face-to-face communication skills should be part of every manager’s
training and it might give a wrong emphasis to suggest that the skills
needed to discuss performance are somehow separate or different. More
worthwhile would be sessions for both managers and employees on how
the system operates, how to formulate appropriate performance targets
and develop relevant performance measures, and how to use the system’s
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documentation. Communication in the discussion should be improved
if both participants have had the same briefings and information.

There’s never any follow-up or feedback

From their experience, many employees have little reason to expect that
much will happen as a result of their performance reviews. It’s not
surprising, therefore, that people can be cynical about the process. An
obvious and easy way to break down that cynicism is to make sure there
is follow-up and feedback. Managers should ensure that employees are
provided with the resources and support they need to achieve the agreed
targets, and make time for regular progress checks with employees.
When there is follow-up and feedback, employees will see the perform-
ance planning and review process as worthwhile and will be more willing
to participate. That, in turn, will make the manager’s job easier and
more enjoyable. 

It takes too much time

Unless it is an integral part of their roles and they recognise how it can
work for them, busy managers might see performance planning and review
as just another irritant imposed on them from above. Yet an investment
of two or three hours a year in each of the organisation’s ‘most impor-
tant assets’ is hardly excessive when compared with the time absorbed by
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance of plant and machinery.

Forms and documentation are another part of the time problem.
Some performance appraisal forms run to twenty pages. It’s almost
inevitable that completing such documentation becomes a more impor-
tant objective than discussing performance. Forms should be kept simple
and used just as a way to record the discussion and agreement between
two people.

My job can’t be measured

Setting targets and objectives for different types of jobs is critical to
performance planning and review. Distinctions can be drawn between
quantitative and qualitative objectives and between performance goals
and standards. Each organisation needs to think through these issues for
itself, but remember what Einstein said: what cannot be measured cannot
be done. Quality guru W. Edwards Deming went a step further, saying
that things that cannot be measured probably should not be done.
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They’re more concerned with who I am than
what I do

Systems based on personality traits and characteristics, or interviews and
appraisals based on managers’ judgments or opinions of employees are not
very useful. The emphasis should be on observable job-related behaviours
and their outcomes, and on descriptive feedback rather than judgments.

My job has changed: these priorities and targets
are irrelevant
Many organisations build quarterly or six-monthly reviews into an
annual planning and review cycle to allow for a rapidly changing
environment. Nevertheless, there are many jobs where the activities,
priorities and objectives remain quite similar over long periods. In some
cases, the problem with irrelevant objectives is that they were initially
set in too much detail or at too low a level.

Things are changing too fast for us to make plans
There’s a cliché that people who fail to plan are planning to fail. No one
denies that today’s organisations operate in constantly and rapidly
changing environments, in situations that are less predictable and more
uncertain. But surely this increases the need for managers and their staff
to clarify their roles and expectations on a regular basis? If they don’t,
chaos and confusion are likely—and apparently acceptable.

These are my boss’s objectives, not mine

It’s generally agreed that people commit more readily to objectives that
they help to establish and agree with, but there will always be some
aspects of a job where decisions have to be made without the direct
involvement of the job holder. In such cases the performance planning
and review process should help the employee understand and accept the
reasons for the decision.

My staff are happy the way things are: they don’t
want this
How do you know? What do they say when you ask them? In fact, most
employees say they would welcome an opportunity for a structured
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discussion about their current performance and their future goals and
targets. But they too have been frustrated by cumbersome documenta-
tion, lack of management commitment, irrelevant job descriptions and
unrealistic performance targets, artificial appraisal interviews, inade-
quate feedback, lack of follow-up—and all the other objections.
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chapter 4

planning performance

Most appraisal systems put too little emphasis on planning performance—
on setting out just what employees are expected to achieve in terms of
quantity or quality or time frames, on checking that they have the neces-
sary skills and knowledge, on ensuring that the organisation can make
the necessary resources available, on determining what will happen if the
expected levels and standards of performance are, or are not, met—and
on gaining employees’ agreement and commitment to all these decisions.

Without performance plans that are carefully and well made, there
has to be a risk that the end-of-year interview will become a session for
allocating fault and blame for what has not happened, rather than a 
no-surprises occasion for reviewing achievements, perhaps celebrating
excellence, and planning future performance.

As we saw in Chapter 2, an employee’s first questions are ‘What do
you want me to do?’ and ‘How well do you want me to do it?’ The
answers should be found in a job description or similar document.

performance planning and the
job description
It is depressing how often employees reject their job descriptions as inac-
curate, irrelevant or out of date. There are two major reasons for this:
one is that the job description is inaccurate, irrelevant or out of date; the
second is that the job description is often prepared for some purpose
(commonly job evaluation, which few people in the workplace under-
stand) or by a person who is remote from the immediate relationship of
employee and manager.

The solution to this problem is to put the responsibility for job
analysis, job design and job description in the hands of managers and
employees. They might need and, indeed, welcome expert help from the
human resources specialists. But the aim should be for the actors in this
little drama to agree on a document that accurately sets out their roles
and mutual expectations. The organisation may well need data about
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jobs for job evaluation, and for career path or organisation succession
planning, and for many other worthwhile purposes. But the data needed
for these purposes is quantitatively and qualitatively different from what
we need for job descriptions for performance planning and review—that
is, for managing people and their performance.

As you can see from the definitions set out in Figure 4.1, job descrip-
tions and person profiles are two outcomes of the process of job analysis.
Job evaluation is another outcome, but this activity is linked only tenu-
ously to performance management.

Some people argue that job descriptions are neither necessary nor
appropriate in today’s fast-moving world. They claim, for example, that:

• Job descriptions are made obsolete by new organisational systems
and structures, frequent changes in job roles and work requirements,
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Figure 4.1 Definitions

Job description

A job description sets out 
in a logical form the work 
that is actually done and 
the reasons for doing it. It 

sets out the job’s 
relationships inside and 
outside the organisation, 

and outlines what it is 
expected to contribute to 
the achievement of the 
organisation’s overall 

goals. Its focus is the job, 
not the job holder.

Job evaluation

Job evaluation is used to 
measure the relative size 
or importance of jobs. It 

focuses on the content of 
the job itself, not on the job 
holder’s actual or intended 
performance. It measures 
the job, not the job holder.

Person profile

This is a statement of the 
skills, knowledge and 

other attributes which are 
needed for effective 

performance in the job. It 
sets out any qualifications, 

experience or other job-
related attributes which a 
person might reasonably 

be expected to have 
before being appointed to 
the position. It flows from 
the job description and is 

used to help match people 
to positions, and to identify 
training and development 

needs and priorities.

Job analysis

Job analysis involves gathering data about a specific job and what a person needs to do 
that job. It covers the job’s objectives, functions, activities and relationships; the skills, 

knowledge and abilities needed by a job holder for effective performance; and the 
activities or targets that are used in assessing performance. In short, why does this job 

exist, what does it involve and where does it fit in the organisation?
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the increasing use of team work and greater reliance on temporary
and contingent workers.

• Job descriptions are accurate only so long as the present organisa-
tion of the work continues.

• Conventional job analysis and job descriptions can’t cope with
changes in the nature of work, such as reduced specialisation and
greater sharing of work assignments (Morgan & Smith 1996).

• Job descriptions force organisations to draw boundaries, which are
inconsistent with cross-training assignments, job and task rotation,
self-managing teams and increasing devolution of responsibility
(Carson & Stewart 1996).

These arguments have validity, of course. Yet, so long as the job—a collec-
tion of work tasks or activities assigned to an individual or, perhaps, a
team—continues to be the basic unit of organisation and work design,
then people will need job descriptions or similar documents as the essen-
tial road maps for their organisational journeys. But the criticisms are a
reminder that job descriptions must be kept up to date, useful, fresh and
relevant. That need not be a major challenge.

writing job descriptions
There are many ways of writing job descriptions. The form they take is
not important so long as they set down clearly what the job holder is to
do and the context in which those activities are to be performed. Some
organisations have a standard format for job descriptions, although the
risk here is that managers and employees will complete the form in order
to satisfy what they see as an organisational requirement, and not
because they regard the job description as helpful in their working rela-
tionship. In addition, if job descriptions are prepared to meet what is
seen as a bureaucratic demand, or are routinely prepared by specialist
job analysts or job description writers, the managers and employees
directly affected by the job descriptions will feel no sense of ownership—
and thus feel no great desire to ensure that the descriptions are kept
accurate and up to date.

An organisation might have a set of generic or model job descrip-
tions, but these should probably be used by managers and employees
only as a basis for developing and agreeing their own description of the
job the employee really does. In many instances, the interests, experi-
ences, likes and dislikes of the individual job holder influence the actual
content of the job, the priorities given its various aspects, and how the
job is carried out. A generic job description cannot reflect those indi-
vidual influences, but they should be recognised by both managers and
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employees in the performance planning and review process. One way to
do this (see Figure 4.2) is to combine the job description and the perform-
ance plan.

These four broad guidelines for preparing effective job descriptions
(Ungerson 1983) have stood the test of time.

Job descriptions should be simple
Many job descriptions are so complex that both managers and employees
resist or ignore them. Lengthy statements of duties, authorities, respon-
sibilities and accountabilities can cause confusion when, in fact, you
seldom need all that detail. Job descriptions should concentrate on actions
and accountabilities. They should be written clearly and simply, using
the typical language of the workplace.

Job descriptions should not overstate or exaggerate
The key to a successful job description is accuracy. Jobs and their res-
ponsibilities are often exaggerated, either by including unimportant
tasks and duties or by using inflated wording. Be careful that ‘filing’
does not become ‘controls, issues and maintains inwards and outwards
correspondence, plus other varied documentation’. Frequently, people
know that the job description is to be used for job evaluation and exag-
gerate the job’s responsibilities and importance in the hope of justifying
a higher evaluation and, they hope, a higher salary.

Job descriptions should not be confused with
person profiles
Job descriptions and person profiles are different and should be kept
separate. Job descriptions containing a mixture of information about both
the job and the ideal job holder are often confused and confusing. This has
become a particular problem in organisations that have taken up the compe-
tency concept. Very often, their descriptions tell you more about the job
holder’s desirable qualities than the job’s actual contents. You need both.

Job descriptions should be produced jointly and
agreed
Job descriptions should not be written and imposed on job holders from
above, nor be written by a job analyst working in isolation. Analysts
might train managers to prepare descriptions, but the responsibility
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should remain with the managers and the job holders. After all, they
will—or at least should—make most use of the job description. However
the description is prepared, its contents should be agreed by both the job
holder and the manager.

job descriptions as performance
contracts
Traditionally, the job descriptions found in many organisations have
listed a range of tasks and duties. It is still not uncommon to find a list
of ten or fifteen activities followed by the catch-all phrase ‘such other
duties as may be required from time to time’. Today, when the emphasis
is on performance and achievement, it is more useful to set out the main
objectives of the job and the related key results areas. In other words, a
job description should not be a detailed list of day-to-day duties and
activities: instead, it should describe those things for which the employee
is to be held responsible or accountable. Grouping activities into results
areas can help to simplify descriptions, avoid duplications and omissions,
and sift out minor activities that are unimportant overall.

It is also possible (as shown in Figure 4.2) to use the job description
to detail the expected performance standards and the measurement infor-
mation relating to each key results area. A job description in this form
addresses three key questions which employees have: What do you want
me to do? How well do you want me to do it? How will I know when
it’s done?

The left-hand column of the job description (Figure 4.2) sets out the
job’s responsibilities in terms of expected results; the centre column estab-
lishes specific and measurable performance standards for each results
area; and the right-hand column provides the controls or checks which
enable the job holder and the manager to monitor progress and results. 

In this way, the job description becomes a kind of performance
contract between employee and manager (on behalf of the organisation).
This gives the job description real significance, and it’s an incentive for
both the manager and the employee to ensure that the description is
accurate, relevant and up to date—and that they are agreed on its contents.
And, since it will be the framework for the next performance review, they
will be encouraged to reconsider and revise the job description if there
are any significant changes to the organisation’s circumstances or the job’s
requirements. Indeed, ‘renegotiation’ of the job description should become
a regular feature of their relationship, not in an adversarial way, but simply
because it makes good sense for both parties to base their working rela-
tionship on an accurate and agreed document.
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Figure 4.2 Sample job description (continues)

Job description

Position Manager, Warehouse and Distribution

Department Production

Date prepared June 2003

Manager’s signature .......................................................

Job holder’s signature .......................................................

Position purpose

Provides leadership and guidance to warehouse and distribution team members to ensure
that customers receive the products they order in good condition and on time.

Reports to Production Manager

Responsible for Warehouse assistants (4) Van driver
 Administration Officer

Functional relationships Sales and Marketing Manager Accounts Team Leader
 Sales executives  Human Resources Manager
 Team Leader, Final Assembly Health and Safety Adviser

Authorities Financial
 Approves expenditure within agreed operating budget

 Contracts
 Recommends courier and other transport contracts for approval
 of Production Manager

 Staffing
 Makes recommendations for approval of Production Manager

Key results areas

Warehouse and 
distribution staff have 
knowledge, skills, 
leadership and direction 
they need for satisfactory 
performance

Performance standards

Job descriptions, performance 
plans and reviews, and 
development plans are in place 
for all employees

Reporting information

Six-monthly activity report 
to Production Manager

Performance plans and 
reviews are passed to 
Production Manager for 
information and review

Employees are aware of 
workplace hazards and trained 
in safe working practices, 
handling hazardous materials, 
safe use of equipment and 
processes, and proper use of 
safety devices

Six-monthly report to 
Production Manager, with 
supporting audit by Health 
and Safety Adviser
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standards, targets, objectives and
measures
Performance standards and work targets or objectives are central to most
performance planning and review systems, which is a good reason for
including them in the job description. It makes sense for employees to
be able to find out about their key responsibilities and the expected
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Figure 4.2 Sample job description

Key results areas

Customer satisfaction is 
enhanced by accurate 
and on-time delivery of 
orders

Performance standards

Standard for local customers is 
same-day (preferably) or
next-day delivery

For all other national deliveries, 
the standard is next-day 
delivery where overnight courier 
service is available, and a 
maximum of three days for all 
other orders

Reporting information

Immediate report of stock 
shortages to Production 
Manager following 
comparison of sales orders 
and inventory control 
information

Immediate report of late 
deliveries to Sales and 
Marketing Manager and 
Production Manager

Warehouse housekeeping 
contributes to efficient 
operations and 
maintenance of pleasant 
and safe workplace; 
careful handling and 
storage ensure stock is 
clean and undamaged

Housekeeping and handling 
meet company requirements 
and standards

No orders rejected by 
customers because of 
appearance or damage

No more than 1% of warehouse 
stock is returned to factory for 
rework because of dirt or 
damage

Monthly inspection by 
Production Manager and 
Health and Safety Adviser

Immediate report of 
complaints or rejects to 
Sales and Marketing 
Manager and Production 
Manager

Three-monthly report to 
Production Manager on 
returns

Warehouse and 
distribution operating 
plans and budgets are 
prepared in line with 
company requirements 
and objectives and 
implemented following 
approval

Draft plans and budgets are 
prepared in the required format 
and time frame

Warehouse and distribution 
costs are kept within agreed 
budget levels

Additional expenditure requires  
prior approval of Production 
Manager

Monthly report of 
budget/actual expenditure 
to Production Manager
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performance standards in one place, but very little sense for these to be
separated between the job description and the performance planning and
review system.

Unfortunately, there is room here for confusion. A variety of terms
are used to express performance plans—for example, goals, targets, objec-
tives, measures, standards, indicators—and different people and organ-
isations use these terms to mean different things. That’s not important.
What is important, to avoid confusion, is that the terms have the same
meaning for all the people within a particular organisation.

One approach is to see work as purposeful activity in which we can
distinguish between the purpose of the activity and the steps we take to
achieve that purpose. The purpose of the organisation is often called its
vision or mission statement, or it may be set out as a statement of goals
or aims. These terms all mean much the same thing, and are typically
stated broadly and with long time horizons.

The overall purpose can then be broken down into the things that
have to be done to achieve it. These usually have a shorter and more
defined time frame and contain some measurable elements. They may
be called targets or objectives, and often relate specifically to the job
holders in the organisation.

It can be helpful to see a target or objective as temporary: once it has
been achieved the job holder moves on to another target or objective.
Goals, aims and mission statements, by contrast, are longer lasting. They
describe the reason for an organisation’s existence and the direction in
which it wants to go; targets and objectives set out the steps the organ-
isation will take to reach its vision and achieve its long-term goals.

Key results areas
Terms like ‘key results area’ are commonly used to describe a critical
area of a job’s responsibilities from which significant results are required
in a particular time period. For example, the manager and an employee
might agree that Sales and Customer Relations are key results areas at
the time of a new product launch. They will then agree on targets or
objectives in the areas of Sales and Customer Relations. 

Objectives and standards
An objective or target is a statement of the particular outcomes to be
achieved in a key results area. When it is achieved, the job holder looks
for a new target or objective. A standard describes performance criteria
that are to be met on a continuing basis, usually by a fully trained and
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experienced employee. Thus, the performance standard for a particular
machine might be ‘the production of ten units each hour’, whereas the
performance target or objective for a trainee on that machine might be
‘to produce five units each hour that meet the required quality levels’. In
this way, objectives and standards both describe measurable perform-
ance expectations.

Performance indicators and measures
The terms ‘performance indicator’ and ‘performance measure’ are often
used interchangeably to describe the evidence or information needed to
show that a planned effort has achieved the desired results—in other words,
that the target or objective has been met.

We can also use the terms to distinguish between performance
measures—where the information needed is precisely measurable and
unambiguous, usually in quantitative terms—and performance indica-
tors, where it is not possible to obtain a precise measure. Performance
indicators can also identify areas of activity where the organisation might
compare its performance with other organisations. Kaufman (1988)
suggests that performance measures and indicators can be used in two
ways: in a proactive way to identify what should be done or accom-
plished, and retrospectively to provide criteria for determining success
or failure. In addition, he suggests there are two types of measures or
indicators. Some are results-orientated: they identify measurable per-
formance and results, including individual contributions as well as
organisational outcomes. Others are implementation-orientated and
identify whether activities are in line with the organisation’s goals
and comply with its policies and procedures. 

A further distinction can be drawn between means and ends.
Probably the most useful measures or indicators are those that deal with
ends—with results, outcomes, consequences and achievements. Those
that focus on means, on how something is to be done and the facilities,
methods and resources to be used, are useful mainly for providing
feedback or to check progress towards the achievement of a planned
target or desired result. They are also useful in situations where how an
employee behaves is more important than what is actually achieved.

Performance measures and indicators can deal with both means
and ends, but should distinguish between them. Depending on the level
and type of job, goal-setting should be concerned mainly with results but
those results need not be expressed only in terms of quantitative outputs.
At the same time, the means to a particular end will not usually be
included in the statement of the target or goal unless it is important to
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the achievement of that goal. In most situations, what employees do is
more important than how they do it.

Whatever form they take, performance measures and indicators will
be concerned with three key issues:

• Economy. Can we achieve the same results with fewer resources?
• Efficiency. Can we achieve more or better results with the same

resources?
• Effectiveness. Have we achieved our goals and objectives?

principles and benefits of
performance measurement
Before we can plan performance, we need to know how it will be
measured. Jac Fitz-enz (1984) suggests some principles for performance
measurement.

• The productivity and effectiveness of any function can be measured
by some combination of cost, time, quantity or quality indices.
Although some jobs are measured much more easily than others, all
jobs can provide some indicators that are capable of measurement.

• A measurement system promotes productivity by focusing attention
on the important issues, tasks and objectives. If employees are unsure
about their work priorities, they will fill their time doing something,
but being busy in this way might not meet an actual business need.
Measurement helps people understand what to do, and why to do it.

• Professional and knowledge workers are best measured as a group.
Professional and knowledge-based work calls for continuing learning
and cooperation. Working as a team creates more favourable
outcomes than individualistic activity which leads to competition
within the group. Better results are achieved by measuring the
performance of the whole group, based on clearly understood objec-
tives. Members of a strongly cohesive group will do their own
policing: they know who is contributing and who is not.

• Managers can be measured by the efficiency and effectiveness of the
units they manage. The nature of a manager’s work involves getting
things done through other people. When assessing the quality of a
manager’s output, it is better to assess the success of the unit rather
than the manager’s personal work performance.

• The ultimate measurement is effectiveness, not efficiency. Effective-
ness is concerned with getting results, doing the right things at the
best time. It is a holistic concept in the sense that success should not
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be narrowly assessed, but seen to flow from various aspects of the
organisation’s functioning.

But what are the benefits of performance measurement? Many critics
quote Deming’s description of performance appraisal as one of the seven
deadly sins of management, a label he bestowed because of performance
appraisal’s alleged focus on measurable results to the exclusion of a more
desirable concentration on organisational systems and processes. With
respect, the great man missed the point. Performance targets and
measures do not need to be constructed in quantitative terms, nor must
they be concerned only with numerically measurable outcomes. Yet
anything that is worthwhile to do must be capable of measurement in
some way.

In other words, targets should be formulated in areas that have signif-
icance or importance for the organisation’s goals and plans at a partic-
ular time. Those targets might be about increased production quantities;
they might also, or instead, be about improving customer satisfaction,
or achieving new standards of quality, or lifting employee morale, or
whatever the organisation decides is important and relevant to its current
goals.

Performance measurement has three main benefits.

• People become focused on the critical success factors. When there is
an effective system of performance measurement, the focus of atten-
tion for employees is whatever is being measured and reported.

• A measurement system helps to clarify goals and targets. A meas-
urement system is also a communication system. It tells employees
what is expected of them. It clarifies the expected standards of
performance and sets out what variations are acceptable. This enables
employees to see, accept and understand the organisation’s goals.

• A measurement system provides employees with a challenge. An effec-
tive measurement system can help staff to achieve and then exceed
their performance targets. Each employee has the potential for a
unique perspective on the work to be done, and how it might be done
most effectively. Measurements that focus on outcomes and results
can unlock employees’ creativity, while people in strong and cohesive
teams will enjoy the challenge of finding new and better ways to get
the job done.

setting targets
Just what motivates people to perform is hotly debated. It’s a complex
subject with a wide range of theories and techniques. Many of them
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are based on the idea that having a specific achievement in mind—a
task, a quota, a standard, an objective or a deadline—plays an impor-
tant part in motivating employees to perform. Having targets is itself
an effective motivator of performance. It does not seem to matter how
the targets are set or what they are: the fact that there is a specific objec-
tive will spur people’s performance. Individuals who have specific
targets perform better than those who are given vague objectives such
as ‘do your best’. More than this, Latham and Locke (1979) report
both laboratory and field research which shows that people who have
challenging targets perform better than people who have moderately
difficult or easy targets. However, performance feedback and increased
pay seem to lead to improved performance only when these incentives
lead individuals to set higher targets. Latham and Locke reach these
conclusions. 

• Difficult but attainable targets increase the challenge of the job.
• Specific targets make it clear what employees are expected to do.
• Feedback on progress towards targets provides employees with a

sense of achievement, recognition and accomplishment.
• Employees can compare their current and past performance and, in

some cases, compare themselves with others. This may lead them to
greater effort, and to devise better or more creative tactics for attain-
ing their targets. 

There is much debate about how targets should be set, even though the
evidence clearly shows that the important thing is to set a target. Research
shows that higher production is the result when employees have targets;
it does not matter whether the targets are simply assigned or the employ-
ees have participated in setting them. On the whole, it seems that partic-
ipation in setting targets leads to better performance only to the extent
that it leads employees to set even higher targets. So, the appropriate
method of target-setting will depend very much on the management
system and style of the particular organisation. What we do know is
that effective performance targets, objectives or indicators have these
SMART features: they are Specific, Measurable, Agreed, Realistic and
Time-framed. 

Specific targets
Effective targets are specific rather than vague and concentrate on
the results to be achieved rather than on the activity expected of the
employee. Thus, ‘to increase sales by 10 per cent’ is much more specific
than ‘to try to improve sales’. It describes the desired outcome, whereas
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‘try to improve sales’ deals only with the employee’s effort or input. When
the time comes to review the employee’s performance, it will be a matter
of fact whether sales have increased by 10 per cent. But what can a
manager say to the employee who claims to have tried to improve sales,
but without result?

Try to find an accomplishment verb which can start the target by
stating the expected results. Words like increase, reduce, establish, agree,
conduct, provide and achieve describe an expected outcome in action
terms, but words like study, discuss and consider are about the activi-
ties or inputs required of the employee in trying to achieve the expected
outcome. 

Remember that not all targets can be about improving or develop-
ing performance. For many people in many positions, the main require-
ment will be to reach a certain level of performance within a certain time
and then maintain it. Setting performance improvement targets in such
jobs can be an artificial exercise that compromises the real purpose and
potential benefits of performance planning and review.

• Is this target measurable? Does it tell me precisely what I have to do
to succeed?

Measurable targets
Together with the expected results, effective targets will include the
measures or standards to be used in assessing those results. Those measures
or standards should be agreed in advance by manager and employee or, at
least, the employee should know about and accept the standards or
measures. They may be quantitative, as in ‘increase sales by 10 per cent’,
or qualitative, using a standard or descriptive statement agreed by the
manager and employee. Often, qualitative targets can be expressed in quan-
titative terms, as in ‘improve customer satisfaction so that service
complaints do not exceed one per week on average’. There is no job in
which the desired performance or results cannot be measured in some way.

• Does the target tell me how the results will be measured?

Agreed targets
Getting employees’ commitment is a key to setting effective targets.
Employees should participate fully in the setting of the objectives for
their own jobs, and have an opportunity to contribute to planning
the objectives of the work group, the department and the organisation
as a whole. But people should not be left to set their own targets: each
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individual’s objectives must fit in with those of the wider work group or
workplace. How much you involve employees in setting their targets will
depend on the organisation’s approach to performance management and
on its style and culture generally. At the very least, managers should
ensure that the person responsible for achieving a particular objective
understands and accepts it. Employees will not feel committed to targets
that are just handed down to them by management.

• Am I, and any other people who are involved, committed to the
achievement of this target?

Realistic targets
Targets should be challenging, but not beyond the reasonable reach
of the employee. If they are accepted by the employee, moderately
difficult targets usually lead to better performance than easy targets.
But employees will simply not accept targets that they perceive to be
unreasonable or unreachable. They get no sense of achievement either
from pursuing targets they can never reach. Similarly, targets that are
set too low will not challenge people’s capabilities and will have no
motivating effect. 

Targets are realistic if they are consistent with the organisation’s
plans and objectives, within the scope of the individual’s responsibilities,
and within the individual’s skills and abilities. Sometimes, individuals
or groups have to be dissuaded from taking on objectives which are
beyond their capabilities or which cannot be achieved with the avail-
able resources.

• Does this target offer me a challenge? And is there a reasonable
chance that I can meet that challenge?

Time-framed targets
Just as targets should be specific rather than vague, they should also have
a time frame or time limit, as in ‘increase sales by 10 per cent by the end
of the financial year’. If several targets are being set, check that their time
spans or completion dates are staggered through the period. For many
people, targets will have only limited effect if their completion dates are,
say, twelve months away or people might feel unduly pressured if all their
targets are due for completion at the same time. Target dates must be
realistic: we frequently underestimate how long it will take to complete
certain activities, especially if several different objectives have to be
achieved within the same period of time.
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‘Time-framed’ should also mean that progress is reviewed regularly.
For example, a project targeted for completion by the end of the finan-
cial year might have interim reviews scheduled at three-monthly inter-
vals. This ensures that progress is being checked regularly and, if
necessary, the completion date can be revised or more resources allocated
to the project. However, there is a fine line between reviewing progress
towards the achievement of a target and checking up on what the
employee is doing. Whether or not you cross that line will be a matter
of frequency and timing, and a matter of management style.

As long ago as 1965, American researchers found that short-term
target-setting was much more likely to improve performance for process
workers and people in similar jobs than an annual review cycle (Meyer
et al. 1965). Employees can be vague about annual targets. But if they’re
in positions where they should understand their long-term objectives,
then it’s the manager’s responsibility to clarify the situation. For many
jobs, especially in fast-changing organisations or markets, it might be of
more value to discuss specific expectations and set targets frequently
rather than set more broadly stated annual targets. 

• When do I need to have this completed? When do we review
progress?

Responsibility levels
In addition to the SMART factors, it is important to check that objec-
tives state the correct level of responsibility for the individual and the
job. Many targets, especially in MBO-based systems, tend to overstate
both the level of involvement and the level of accountability. If taken
literally, these statements could confuse people’s perceptions of organi-
sational relationships and responsibilities; if not queried, but accepted
in their inaccurate or misleading form, they risk the credibility of the
target-setting process.

There are two problems. First, a job description might incorrectly
state the job holder’s level or area of responsibility. For example, a staff
specialist might be described as ‘responsible’ for certain achievements or
actions which are, in fact, the responsibilities of line managers. Staff
specialists should be held responsible for the quality and timeliness of
the advice and assistance they give, but can hardly be held responsible
for how other people act on that advice or assistance. Second, some objec-
tives link ‘cause’ and ‘effect’ to an extent that cannot be justified. It is
unlikely to be accurate, for example, to write an objective for a despatch
assistant that says ‘contributes to company profitability by ensuring all
deliveries are despatched within 24 hours of order being received’. Getting
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deliveries despatched on time might contribute to customer satisfaction,
for which the despatch assistant might be said to share some responsi-
bility, but it is very remote from company profitability.

Another problem arises when targets or objectives are set because
the system requires it. We have seen already that in many jobs, especially
in relatively straightforward production, processing or administration
roles, the proper objective is to achieve and maintain a specified level
of performance. Setting higher targets for these jobs—in terms of more
work volume, for example—could be both undesirable and incapable
of achievement. 

targets for managers
Setting performance targets and standards for managers, especially for
chief executives and other top-level managers, presents a special chal-
lenge. Boards of directors might agree that top management has a
primary responsibility to establish and safeguard the organisation’s
mission and corporate culture, to develop a strategic direction and
approach to the organisation’s business, to provide leadership and to
build an effective management team. However, those same directors typi-
cally judge their top managers on the overall financial performance of
the organisation and similar quantitative targets. Not only does this send
wrong signals to the management group, it is confusing for the rest of
the organisation as well. 

Increasingly, there is disagreement about what targets are appropri-
ate for managers. On one side are those who focus their attention on the
organisation’s ‘bottom line’, seeing financial results and ‘shareholder
value’—usually code for a company’s current share price, which might
not have much to do with value—as the only worthwhile measures of
managers’ performance. On the other side are those who recognise that,
for managers at all levels, leadership and other non-quantitative mana-
gerial behaviours are the key to performance for both the organisation
and its employees. In a sense, this side of the argument understands that
managers’ jobs are concerned mainly with making the ‘inputs’ which
allow or encourage—or hinder and block—the organisation from achiev-
ing its desired ‘outcomes’. They think that managers should be held
accountable for their inputs, yet they also understand that the efforts of
a single manager are only one part of a complex series of influences on
those outcomes. 

It can be difficult to assess the qualitative performance of senior exec-
utives, especially in a diversified and decentralised organisation. Those
who have to review the performance of managers are seldom able to
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observe them on a consistent or continuous basis. Assessing the true
nature of the relationship between managers and their employees, or
judging the effectiveness of their team leadership is very difficult unless
the performance reviewer is close to the action—and the presence of an
outside observer may very well change some aspects of that situation.

Thus, special care is needed when drawing up job descriptions for
chief executive and other top management roles and in preparing the
‘management’ part of job descriptions and performance objectives for
other levels of manager. One possible approach, adapted from Burchman
and Schneier (1989), is set out in the box below. It is part of the account-
ability statements and performance indicators for a chief executive
position, but can be used as a model for other management roles and
positions.

Chief Executive Officer

Accountability: Organises, develops and leads the management team

Element of accountability Performance indicators

Establishes, evaluates and, • Ratio of overhead to operational 
as necessary, changes the costs is better than industry norms.
management structure to • Organisation has fewer management 
improve organisational layers than industry norms. 
effectiveness and efficiency. • Management structure supports 

business strategy.

Attracts, selects, develops • Voluntary management turnover 
and retains the best is below industry norms
available management • Quality of management team, as 
talent. reflected through appraisal process

and financial/non-financial results
for each business unit,
consistently exceeds standards.

• When external recruitment
necessary, organisation is
consistently able to hire leading
candidates. 

• Management development plans
are in place and being
implemented for all management
positions.
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Ensures continuity in the • Succession plans are in place for 
management team through all key executive positions.
appropriate succession • Organisation is able to fill key 
plans. positions with quality candidates

from within the organisation.

Makes effective use of • Decision-making roles for key 
management team through decisions are set out in writing 
appropriate delegation and understood by those affected.
and empowerment and • Decisions are made at the lowest 
involvement in corporate possible organisational level 
decision-making. consistent with the risk to the 

organisation’s interests. 
• Top executives participate 

actively in corporate decision-
making.

Stimulates collaboration • Potential synergies among 
and cooperation among business units are identified 
members of the and exploited.
management team. • Where feasible, resources are

shared among business units:
management succession plans cut
across business unit lines; where
feasible, duplicate systems have
been eliminated; cross-selling is
the norm rather than the
exception.

Sets clear performance • A performance management 
expectations for the system is in place for top 
management team, executives. It establishes 
provides appropriate performance plans in writing 
feedback and coaching, and these are formally 
and acts decisively to reviewed at least once a year. 
replace executives who do The results of performance 
not meet requirements. reviews are reported to the Board.

• Non-performing executives have 
been replaced. 

Deming (1986) argued that traditional target-setting is unfair and
counterproductive because it uses arbitrary figures—‘increase sales by
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5 per cent’ or ‘project to be completed within two months’—without
considering whether such targets are necessary, achievable or even
meaningful. There is, of course, no excuse for setting targets that are
unnecessary, unachievable or meaningless. Deming would have had a
stronger case if he’d argued that traditional target-setting tends to
concentrate on short-term, quantitative outcomes which can lead
managers to ignore longer-term consequences. For example, investment
fund managers whose performance is judged according to a quarterly
index might expose their clients to high risks in order to boost their
short-term performance by a percentage point or two. Or long-term
customer relations might be put at risk by a product price rise designed
to boost end-of-year sales income figures. 

Thus, the challenge in setting objectives for managers is to select the
right objectives. Getting a new computer system installed by a target date
is pointless if the system doesn’t work. A better target would involve
getting the system installed and working. But, as Drummond (1993) illus-
trates, the challenge of target-setting for managers goes even further. 

Two local government managers working for different councils
were given the task of installing a new contracts management software
system. In both cases, the system was ‘to be operational by the end of
May’. Manager A met the target, insofar as by the end of May the
system was installed and working, apart from ‘a few teething troubles’.

Manager B, however, reported that a preliminary analysis of
costs, organisational requirements and system capability suggested
that the proposed software package might not be suitable, and that
it would certainly be more expensive to purchase and would require
more staff to operate than was originally envisaged.

Who is the better manager, A or B? Manager A has met the target,
whereas Manager B appears to be floundering, but is it as simple as
that? The ‘teething troubles’ experienced by Manager A turned out
to be identical to the problems identified by Manager B. The differ-
ence is that Manager A discovered the snags too late, having already
purchased the system. Manager A’s predicament resulted not from
an act of God, but from failure to manage.

Purchase of computer software is invariably fraught with diffi-
culties. Had Manager A done his job properly he too would have
realised this. Nevertheless, having met the target, he will be judged
successful. If Manager A is later questioned about the cost of addi-
tional hardware and software necessary to render the system fully
operational he can claim he was given insufficient time to appraise
the system.
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Ignoring your inevitable and justifiable reactions about inappropriate
specifications and inadequate analysis, which are themselves a result of
management failures, this cautionary tale makes two key points. First,
managers are often held accountable for results or outcomes and their
performance in these areas is typically judged in quantitative terms. Yet
managers are generally employed to make inputs to the processes and
procedures that other people use to achieve results. In other words,
managing is about achieving results through other people. Therefore,
if managers are to be held accountable for managing, we need to be
rather more certain just what it is we expect managers to do, what behav-
iours we expect from them and what we expect to be the outcomes of
their managing.

The ‘organises, develops and leads the management team’ account-
ability for a chief executive on page 61 is one example of this approach.
Here’s another example, from a financial services organisation which
includes these specific ‘people management’ functions in its standard
performance review format for managers. 

• Managing employees
—Accepts accountability for managing people and their perform-

ance.
—Delegates appropriate tasks and assignments to build employees’

skills.
—Encourages teamwork among employees.

• Developing employees
—Encourages employees to recognise and use their potential.
—Encourages employees to identify their own needs for knowledge

and skills.
—Provides on-job training and coaching for employees.

As another example, the performance planning and review format of a
large services company has a special supplementary section for managers.
It sets out the main areas of managers’ responsibilities as: 

• managing work programs and budgets
• managing relations with clients inside and outside the organisation
• managing relations with others inside the organisation
• providing technical and policy guidance to ensure desired results are

achieved, and
• managing and developing people.

The first four areas of responsibility are covered in the main section of
the manager’s performance plan and review, while the ‘people manage-
ment’ responsibility is given special treatment. The supplementary form
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provides five headings to focus managers’ attention on the areas of people
management where potential benefits are greatest. They are:

• setting priorities and taking decisions
• communicating clear performance expectations and performance

feedback
• providing guidance and support to staff on their personal develop-

ment
• delegating responsibility and encouraging innovation
• fostering cooperation and teamwork within and between sections.

With this approach, the company is seeking to put the focus on those
aspects of its managers’ behaviour which, it believes, need most atten-
tion and which also contribute most to the improved performance of all
employees. The company believes that the key to improved management
performance is to help its managers understand that what they do in the
managing role may be more important than what they appear to achieve.

But that doesn’t mean that performance targets cannot—or should
not—be set for managers. It does suggest, however, that those targets
might better be expressed in terms of the behaviours expected of
managers. Thus, ‘maintaining good relations with employees’ might be
a reasonable expectation of managers, even though it scarcely meets the
SMART test for performance targets. How do you make that target more
specific and measurable? One approach is to ask managers what they
plan to do to maintain good relations with their employees. A manager
who intends to hold regular meetings with employees and their repre-
sentatives, to act quickly on employee problems or complaints, and to
seek advice and assistance from the human resources department when
disciplinary action seems to be needed would appear to understand some
of the factors that contribute to good employee relations. Those intended
actions are both specific and measurable in the sense that the manager
can subsequently be asked ‘What did you actually do?’ A manager who
has no specific actions in mind will probably do nothing to maintain
good relations with employees; the results may be both regrettable and
obvious.
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chapter 5

Reviewing performance

Traditionally, performance appraisal systems have centred on a once-a-
year interview between the manager and the employee. That discussion
has often been a review of the employee’s behavioural traits or personal
characteristics. As we have seen in earlier chapters, performance planning
and review should be a year-round process and it should focus on
performance requirements and achievements, not on the person or
personality of the employee. 

In other words, the formal performance discussion should spring
no surprises. It should be an opportunity for people who work together
all the time to take a step back from their day-to-day relationship, to
summarise the period just gone and, in the light of that experience and
the business or operating objectives of the unit or department, plan for
the time or work ahead. 

The traditional performance appraisal interview often involves a
series of supposedly ‘constructive’ criticisms of past performance, from
which the employee is expected to learn and gain motivation to do better
in future. Unfortunately, criticism—even ‘constructive’ criticism—doesn’t
have this effect on most people. And because the interview usually focuses
on what went wrong, praise has little impact in the performance appraisal
interview. Employees see praise simply as wrapping for the criticism
which they perceive to be the interview’s real purpose.

A once-a-year interview is not the appropriate time to pick up on
individual mistakes or incidents of inadequate performance; they should
have been dealt with when they happened. Nor, in my view, is it an
appropriate time to talk about an employee’s future aspirations. It’s not
the best place or time, nor is the manager necessarily the best person to
ask such questions as ‘Where would you like to be in five years’ time?’
The main purpose of the performance discussion is to enable two people
who ‘contracted’ for certain performance to take an overview of the
outcomes of that contract, and to agree on what should happen in
the time ahead. 
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Guidelines for effective performance reviews

• Recognise appraisal as one part of a total process of improving
performance

• Forms don’t matter
• Concentrate on performance rather than personality
• Encourage participation
• Keep appraisal in the hands of management
• Insist on benefits

what performance do we review?
Once the emphasis of performance planning and review shifts from the
judgment of people and personalities to the assessment of job-related
performance, we have to think about what aspects of performance will
be reviewed. This question is more important now that quantitative and
numerical performance targets are no longer seen as the only appropri-
ate measures or indicators of effective performance. Obviously, the
performance plan set at the beginning of the period or project will provide
the main focus or agenda for the performance review. However, in consid-
ering how much progress has been made towards achieving the targets
set out in the performance plan, we should identify what aspects of them
are most important. What matters most?

Is it most important to focus on what is achieved? If so, the perform-
ance review and discussion will probably concentrate on items such as dead-
lines, sales targets and production volume levels. The performance planning
and review system will probably be results-orientated (see pages 88–93).

Is what is done most significant? If so, the discussion will examine
how the work is being carried out and look at the actual behaviour of
the employee on the job. In this case, the performance planning and
review system could be based on Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scales
(see pages 83–5). 

In some cases, what people are is critical to job success, so the focus
of the review is on relevant personal characteristics and behaviours. These
can include an employee’s managerial style, the ability to work in a team
environment or how good the person is at managing a project.
Nevertheless, the emphasis continues to be on the person’s behaviour,
rather than the person. Here, a competency-based method of assessment
would be most appropriate (see pages 93–8).
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how do we review performance?
There seems to be a never-ending search for an ideal technique for
performance review or appraisal. Often, this search is aimed at finding
an ‘objective’ method of measuring or assessing performance. We might
ask whether it’s ever possible to be objective in management decision-
making, or whether the aim is simply to avoid making decisions that are
arbitrary, ill-informed, discriminatory or biased. After all, we employ
managers, at least in part, for their decision-making abilities; if objectivity
were possible and desirable, we would need only to employ operators of
objective decision-making systems—in other words, robots!

Unfortunately, the search for objectivity can lead us to design
performance review systems that seem to encourage a mechanistic
selection from a range of given options rather than real substantive input
and decision-making from managers. That lack of involvement and
contribution might be another reason why many managers dislike the
performance appraisal systems they are required to use.

The choice of performance review methods ranges from simple
ranking—which is concerned more with comparing employees than
assessing their performance—through to complex procedures like
Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scales and assessment centres. Clearly,
no technique will suit all organisations and all circumstances, and organ-
isations may have to use different techniques in different situations or
for different purposes.

However, some methods have very limited use in performance
management and can be safely left to one side. Forced distribution, for
example, calls for all employees—quite large numbers are needed to
ensure validity—to be distributed in proper statistical array over a normal
or bell-shaped curve. Large United States corporations have been reported
using forced distribution to select employees for lay-off in times of
business downturn: the lowest 10 per cent or 20 per cent on the bell curve
are easy candidates for termination (see pages 72–3).

The real disadvantage of forced distribution, like many simple
ranking techniques, is that it compares the performance of one employee
with the performance of others. Performance is not necessarily reviewed
against either performance standards or performance targets. In other
words, you know who performed best and who performed worst, but
you don’t necessarily know whether anyone met the desired perform-
ance standard or target.

Other techniques are useful for some purposes, but not others. For
example, Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scales (BARS) have specific
application in employee development, and paired comparisons can be
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helpful in making promotion decisions. But they are probably less
useful—and less practicable for most organisations in the case of BARS—
in performance planning and review.

Discrimination issues are a further consideration. All reviews
inevitably contain some element of personal judgment, but this should
be only a minor feature. In the United States, for example, courts have
held that personal judgments must be rational and well-considered and,
preferably, based on previously established and well-publicised standards
(Townley 1990). Those courts have also rejected the paired comparison
method where managers are asked to choose which of two employees is
‘better’ without objectively defining ‘better’. Similarly, subjective criteria
such as ‘adaptability’ and ‘general intelligence’ have been questioned as
open to bias. Performance planning and review systems that focus on
actual job content and actual job behaviour, preferably with predeter-
mined performance standards or targets, are more likely to avoid the
problems of bias and discrimination.

performance review methods
All performance review methods have their advantages and disadvan-
tages: the aim should be to select one that meets the needs and circum-
stances of the organisation and its employees, remembering that the best
solution might involve combining two or more different techniques.
Consider these issues: 

• What resources does the organisation have available for the devel-
opment and implementation of its performance management system?
What resources is it willing to commit—especially cost and time—
to this process?

• What are the objectives of the system? Is the emphasis to be on
judging past performance, planning future performance or assessing
employees’ potential?

• What are the organisation’s human resources and other management
strategies, policies and programs? How will the performance planning
and review system fit into the overall approach to performance and
people management?

• Which employees will be covered by the new system? What is the
nature of their work, their working environment and their working
relationships?

• How large and sophisticated is the organisation? What does that
suggest about the degree of system and sophistication that would be
appropriate for performance planning and review?
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• What are the organisation’s training and development philosophies
and programs? How are they to be linked to the performance
planning and review system?

• What experience does the organisation have of performance planning
and review? How do people feel about such systems? What expert-
ise can the organisation draw on?

Reliability and validity

‘Reliability’ and ‘validity’ have special meanings when we’re
discussing the usefulness and effectiveness of performance assessment
or measurement instruments. Reliability describes how well an instru-
ment produces consistent data over time. In other words, will it
describe the same behaviour in the same terms on different occasions,
or give the same performance the same rating at different times?
Validity deals with what an instrument or method measures and how
well it makes that measurement. In simple terms, does this approach
measure or assess what it intends to measure or assess?

comparison or ranking methods 
Comparison or ranking methods require each person—or some charac-
teristic of a person or a person’s performance—to be compared with
every other employee, with the results then being used to produce a rank
order for all the employees. These methods are simple and easily under-
stood, quick and inexpensive to implement and can achieve relatively
high reliability, but they are not often used for performance planning
and review. There are some major problems.

Comparisons are usually made on the basis of a single behavioural
dimension (e.g. ‘reliability’) or job-related characteristic (e.g. ‘product
knowledge’) or some overall assessment (e.g. ‘value to the organisa-
tion’). Unless these descriptors are given specific definitions, there is a
risk that different reviewers will apply different standards in assessing
relative worth, and the rank order will lack a defensible rationale. One
person might be ranked higher or lower than another, yet this ranking
tells us nothing substantive about the performance of either of them.
Both employees might be brilliant performers, or it could be that neither
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of them is meeting minimum performance standards—but ranking by
itself will not tell us that. Similarly, it is difficult to use ranking methods
for comparisons between groups of employees, because the highest
ranking person in one department might be only ‘average’ in another
part of the organisation. And, because rankings don’t produce specific
information about an employee’s performance strengths and weaknesses,
they are not much use for feedback and development. An employee
doesn’t learn very much from being told that he or she is better or worse
than someone else! 

In summary, despite the attractions of simplicity, comparison or
ranking methods have major disadvantages for performance manage-
ment (although they can be useful for other purposes, such as selection
decisions).

• They assume that the employees who are ranked all undertake the
same kinds of work, which is seldom the case, especially in smaller
organisations.

• They are cumbersome when large numbers of employees are involved,
or when more than one manager has to contribute to the ranking
process, or when a number of characteristics need to be ranked.

• They rank people in order, but do not show how much better one
person is than another or whether any of the employees actually reach
the expected standards.

• They do not provide reasons for the rankings.
• They are subject to bias and discrimination on the part of those who

decide the rankings.

Straight ranking
Employees are simply ranked in order according to the manager’s assess-
ment of their overall performance or some aspect of that performance,
or on their value to the organisation. Obviously, ranking becomes more
difficult as the number of employees increases. Another problem is that
managers can avoid assessing actual performance and can even avoid
specifying what is being assessed. In practice, managers will rank ‘people’
rather than their ‘performance’ or ‘effectiveness’.

Alternation ranking
The names of all the employees to be ranked are listed alphabetically.
The reviewer then selects the ‘best’ and ‘worst’ employee—on the basis
of overall performance or using a characteristic such as ‘effectiveness’—
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and shifts their names to the top and bottom positions on a new list. The
next ‘best’ and ‘worst’ employees are then selected from the remaining
names on the original list and shifted to the next available slots at the
top and bottom of the new list. This process continues until all names
have been shifted. Of course, the new rank order of employees simply
identifies each person as better or worse than the others. It does not tell
us anything substantive about the employees’ relative importance. 

Paired comparisons
Each employee is compared with every other employee in the group, one
at a time, either on overall performance or on a particular aspect of the
job. If employee A is considered ‘better’ than employee B, A is given two
points. If the employees are considered ‘equally good’, A gets one point.
No points are scored if A is rated ‘worse’ than B. When every pair has
been compared, the scores for each employee are added up and arranged
in rank order.

Forced distribution or ranking
This technique is so named because it requires appraisers to assign a set
proportion of employees to each of several performance categories. For
example, the requirement might be for 10 per cent of employees to be
rated ‘high’ performers, 20 per cent ‘above average’, 40 per cent ‘average’,
20 per cent ‘below average’ and 10 per cent ‘low’ performers. 

Supporters of forced ranking say that it makes managers take tough
decisions that would otherwise be avoided. And some organisations (see
box opposite) see it as a way to a continuously improving workforce.
But there are problems. 

As with all comparison and ranking methods, forced distribution
does not determine whether an employee can do the job to the required
standard, or if the employee is achieving the job targets. Similarly, some
employees must always end up in the lower-performing or unsatisfac-
tory categories, even if they are performing to the required standards or
levels. Moreover, it is always possible that the low performers in one
business unit or department will be making a more valuable contribu-
tion than the high performers somewhere else in the organisation. 

Finally, forced ranking can set up unhealthy internal competition and
weaken team work if individuals try to protect their own positions at
the expense of their colleagues. There is also a risk that terminations
based on forced ranking will lead to unfair dismissal claims against the
employer.
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Rank and yank

Time magazine (11 June 2001) reported that forced ranking appraisal
systems have spread to about 20 per cent of US companies. Sun
Microsystems, for example, ranks its employees into three groups. The
top 20 per cent are rated ‘superior’, the next 70 per cent are ‘standard’
and, at the bottom, there is a 10 per cent band of ‘underperformers’.
The underperformers are told frankly that they must improve and are
provided with one-on-one coaches. CEO Scott McNealy tells his exec-
utives that the underperformers must be ‘loved to death’. Another
example is Microsoft, which annually weeds out about 5 per cent of
its workforce through its employee appraisal system.

Ford Motor Company has been taken to court over its perform-
ance management process, which ranks employees on a bell curve.
Introduced in June 2000, the system provided for 10 per cent of the
company’s managers to be assigned the highest A grade, 80 per cent
to be given a B grade and 10 per cent graded C. Those who were
graded C would be ineligible for pay increases or bonuses. Two Cs
in a row would qualify a manager for demotion or dismissal. The
plaintiffs claimed that Ford was using the system to get rid of older
managers, because the performance evaluation criteria included items
such as willingness to learn new activities, upgrade skills and become
involved in change initiatives. 

One of the leading practitioners of forced ranking was Enron
Corporation, the Texas energy trader which collapsed in 2001. Before
its demise, Enron was held up as proof that ‘rank and yank’ was the
future for all performance appraisals, and that it had produced ‘a
hotbed of overachievers’ for the company.

standards-based reviews
Like comparison or ranking methods, standards-based review methods
concentrate on an employee’s characteristics or traits, rather than the
person’s actual performance or behaviour. There are two main groups
of standards-based reviews:

• The reviewer decides whether the employee has a certain trait or char-
acteristic: the answer is a simple ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. Critical incidents,
checklists and forced choice are some of the methods in this group.
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• The reviewer assesses the extent to which the employee has a certain
trait or characteristic. The response is usually plotted on a rating
scale.

Some standards-based review methods are quite simple and may not have
much validity; others are highly sophisticated and systematic, which may
in itself be a barrier to their widespread adoption.

Critical incidents
Over a period of time, the manager keeps a record of on-job incidents
or behaviour as examples of effective or ineffective behaviour. This diary
is used as a factual background for the year-end review or performance
discussion. This approach sounds straightforward but is only reliable if
the critical success factors for the job have been identified in advance.
To do this, managers are asked to provide examples of when employees
were particularly effective or ineffective in their jobs, and these incidents
are then grouped into behavioural categories. As many as a hundred inci-
dents might be needed to produce ten general categories for a particular
job. The manager then notes down any positive or negative on-job
incidents that occur in each of these categories.

It is difficult for managers to record a representative sample of
employees’ work behaviour. It is more likely that they will note down
‘major’ incidents, regardless of whether they represent ‘good’ or ‘bad’
behaviour. At the same time, managers will almost inevitably include
their judgments of the employee in the diary, whereas this approach calls
for the record only to describe behaviour. In any case, we cannot be very
confident that watching a person work will lead us to valid conclusions
about that person’s behaviour. It is also time-consuming for managers
and can lead some employees to believe they are being closely and contin-
uously supervised, or spied on.

Critical incidents interviewing—when employees are asked when
their job seemed to be going particularly well or particularly badly, or
when they were feeling satisfied or dissatisfied—can be useful for job
analysis and for determining the main success factors in a job.

Essays and narrative appraisals are similar in approach to the critical
incidents method. The manager writes a report on the employee’s perform-
ance, covering any matters considered important or significant. Typically,
managers will be asked to discuss employees’ strengths and weaknesses,
their potential and their overall performance. They may be given a series
of broad questions to consider—such as ‘What are the employee’s main
achievements this year?’—to ensure that there is some consistency or
standardisation in the reports. The essay approach can be used as a self-
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appraisal technique, but is most commonly used in conjunction with other
methods as a summary device. The obvious problems with narrative
methods are questions of comprehensiveness and difficulties of bias. In
addition, many managers are not good at written expression.

Checklists
To develop a checklist for performance review, statements about
employee characteristics or behaviours in a job are gathered from people
who know the job well, and then assessed and weighted according to
how favourable or unfavourable they are for effective performance. The
reviewing manager is given the list, without the weightings shown, and
asked to indicate whether the employee does or does not engage in the
particular behaviours. That assessment may be made on a simple ‘Yes’
or ‘No’ basis (as in the example below) by noting how frequently the
employee engages in the behaviour on a scale from, say, 5 equals Always
through 3 equals Sometimes to 1 equals Never. 

Despite its apparent simplicity, the checklist approach requires you
to have a very close understanding of a job and its key success factors if
the list of performance criteria is to be validly selected and weighted. To
check the reliability of the assessments, the same or very similar ques-
tions may be asked in different ways, as is the case with Questions 7 and
10 in this example.

Performance checklist: Retail sales assistant

Employee’s name:
Reviewed by: Date:

Does this employee Yes No
1. arrive for work on time?
2. have good selling skills?
3. have good product knowledge?
4. handle cash according to procedures?
5. handle cheques according to procedures?
6. handle credit cards according to procedures?
7. respond politely to customers?
8. leave customers waiting?
9. restock shelves when necessary?

10. use bad language with customers?
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Forced choice
This is a development of the checklist approach. Managers are given lists
of employee behaviours and asked to select those that are applicable
most and least to individual staff members. The statements are worded
so that, overall, they appear equally favourable or unfavourable, to
encourage the manager to make a choice on a descriptive rather than
judgmental basis. The manager’s choices are ‘scored’ according to a
predetermined weighting which the manager does not see, and then
distributed for the whole work group on a normal curve.

Forced choice comparison

Which of these statements is most like and least like the employee?

Most Least
[  ] [  ] Reports are completed on time
[  ] [  ] Gets along well with work colleagues
[  ] [  ] Fails to prepare for presentations
[  ] [  ] Considers ideas from other people
[  ] [  ] Gives credit to others who perform well
[  ] [  ] Gets upset under pressure of deadlines

In more sophisticated forced choice systems, list items are chosen
according to two indices: a discrimination index which measures whether
the item differentiates between successful and unsuccessful performance,
and a desirability index which measures whether the item is a favourable
or unfavourable statement to make about an employee. Done properly,
forced choice is a very complex approach that requires expert advice and
assistance and is thus time-consuming and expensive to introduce. 

Generally, forced choice is not popular with managers. They want
to know what performance rating they are giving their employees, and
they cannot use the statements to provide feedback. And neither
managers nor employees have much chance of understanding the
complex methodology.

Rating scales
Graphic, or linear, rating scales are the most popular of the standards-
based approaches to performance appraisal or review and, in some form,
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probably the most frequently used approach. They are readily adapted
to suit specific jobs and organisations, and there is virtually no limit to
the aspects of person or performance that can be rated. 

In simple terms, rating scales require the reviewer to rate the
employee’s performance in an absolute sense, not in comparison to other
employees. Employees can be rated on virtually any trait or characteris-
tic or dimension of performance or behaviour.

Rating systems are easily constructed. The characteristics to be assessed
are chosen and each step on the scale is given a brief description in terms
of quantity or quality. All the rater has to do is choose the statement that
best describes the employee. In more complex systems, the various elements
may be weighted so that the final rating summarises the employee’s overall
worth in terms of the organisation’s goals or objectives. 

The simplest methods provide a rating scale—Excellent 5 4 3 2 1
Poor, for example—but no more information than that. The rating scales
at the top of Figure 5.1 (page 78) provide little information on the dimen-
sion to be rated and no definition of the various points along the scale.
Lower down, the scales offer some definition of the dimension to be rated
and this gives some meaning to the points on the scale. 

It might seem reasonable to assume that a simple five-point rating
scale would be less reliable than a seven-point scale with detailed descrip-
tions of each point on the scale, but this is not necessarily so. Wexley
and Klimowski (1984) found that more detailed descriptions do not
produce better ratings than simple ‘High–Low’ or ‘Yes–No’ scales.
Similarly, Matell and Jacoby (1972) tell us there is no relationship
between the number of points on a scale and its reliability or validity,
provided there are five or more points on the scale. However, it seems
that raters find it difficult to make real distinctions where there are more
than seven points on the scale. Some organisations use scales that have
an even number of points, the aim being to prevent managers from
avoiding a decision by taking the middle ground.

Although rating scales are simple to construct, understand and use,
there are significant problems. 

• The simpler forms of rating scale do not give reviewers any guidance
on the content or standard of the characteristics to be rated, and leave
them to decide both the absolute and relative merit of terms like
Excellent and Poor. As a result, ratings are essentially subjective.

• Making distinctions between a 2 and a 3 on a five-point rating scale,
or between an 8 and a 9 on an eleven-point scale is difficult for most
managers, and probably doesn’t mean much anyway. 
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High Low

High Low

5 4 3 2 1

Exceptionally
high quality

work

Work usually
done in a

superior way

Quality is
average for

this job

Work contains
frequent

flaws

Work is
seldom

satisfactory

Too many
errors

About
average

Occasional
errors

Almost never
makes mistakes

 Consistently Sometimes Consistently Consistently
 superior superior average unsatisfactory

Performance grade
Performance

factors

Quality
   Accuracy
   Economy
   Neatness

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Poor Below average Average Above average

Judge the amount of scrap; consider the general care and accuracy of the employee’s
work; also consider the inspection record.

Poor 1–6, Average 7–8, Good 19–25

Figure 5.1 Graphic rating scales: examples relating to quality
of work
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• Rating scales lack flexibility in one key respect. Not all the charac-
teristics of a job are equally important, and certain characteristics
are more important for some jobs than for others. Without com-
plicated weighting formulas, rating scales cannot recognise these
differences. 

• Ratings can be given easily enough for individual characteristics or
dimensions, but it is more difficult to turn these into a valid or useful
overall assessment.

• Rater error is a problem, especially the halo effect where one attrib-
ute or incident dominates the overall rating. Managers seem to find
it difficult to spread their ratings across the entire scale, leading to
the central tendency problem where ratings are bunched around the
middle of the scale, or a skewed distribution where all the ratings
are too high or too low. Rating errors are discussed in detail on
page 98–101.

Ratings based on more, rather than less information, probably help
managers when it comes to making performance assessments and should
contribute to more descriptive and helpful feedback for employees. 

To overcome the problems of simple rating scales, organisations often
provide detailed statements of the performance ratings to be used or the
performance factors or job behaviours to be assessed, or both. The
personal development review used by one bank, for example, lists twelve
job functions on which employees are to be assessed. Five of those
functions are used in the extract shown in Figure 5.2. 

Each function’s ‘definition’ is followed by two or three descriptive
statements which help managers and employees to understand what
performance is expected or desired. But, before they attempt to agree on
how well the employee has performed in each functional area, the
manager and the employee must agree on the importance of that function
for the job overall. It is important to also note that the employee is
required to make a self-appraisal before discussing the ratings with the
manager. 

A computer services organisation provides a more detailed guide for
its seven-point performance rating system (see box on page 81). Note
that these descriptions refer to the skills and abilities of the employee—
and thus to the employee’s potential future performance—as well as to
that person’s current actual performance on the job.
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Figure 5.2 Extract from a personal development review

Job functions Importance ratings Performance ratings

 Employee’s Manager’s Employee’s Manager’s
 rating rating rating rating

One Bank
Personal Development Review

1. Self-review
 Before the review discussion, the employee should assess each of the job functions for 

both importance and performance and enter those ratings in the appropriate columns.
 Descriptions for the importance and performance ratings are set out here.

Importance ratings
2 A key requirement for the job to be 

performed effectively.
1 A standard requirement for the job to be 

done.
0 Job function not relevant to this position. 

Do not assign a performance rating.

Performance ratings
4 Results achieved consistently exceed 

the requirements of the job.
3 Results achieved consistently meet the 

requirements of the job and exceed the 
requirements in some areas.

2 Results achieved overall meet the 
requirements of the job.

1 Results achieved do not meet the 
requirements of the job.

2. Review discussion
 During the review discussion, the manager and the employee compare their responses 

and attempt to reach agreement on the ratings for each job function.

1. Builds effective working relationships
 • Encourages people to work together
 • Demonstrates commitment to 

supporting management decisions
 • Provides support to others when 

needed
2. Uses problem-solving abilities
 • Responds quickly and decisively to 

problems
 • Observes and identifies problem areas
 • Plans ahead to avoid problems in 

known areas
3. Shows initiative and resourcefulness
 • Seeks opportunities to participate in 

new initiatives
 • Looks for challenges and gets involved 

in new areas
 • Thinks beyond the obvious and seeks 

opportunities in new work methods or 
business

4. Has effective oral communication skills
 • Presents verbal information clearly and 

concisely
 • Actively listens to and considers what 

others are saying
 • Presents sound reasoning, enabling 

others to understand a point of view
5. Communicates effectively in writing
 • Prepares written material carefully and 

concisely
 • Written material presents a logical 

sequence of ideas and events
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Computer Company

Performance ratings

1. Outstanding
A clearly outstanding key employee who consistently performs all
the job requirements with the highest degree of skill and judgment,
and with an unusually high level of accomplishment on all the stated
job objectives.

2. Superior 
This employee consistently exceeds all the stated job requirements. The
employee displays a very good all-round level of effectiveness and
demonstrates abilities beyond those required in the present position.

3. Very good
This employee consistently achieves an above average standard on
all the more important job objectives. The employee readily accepts
responsibilities, sometimes beyond the level required in the present
position.

4. Fully proficient
This type of employee is a fully competent member of staff who
consistently and completely achieves the required standard of the job
as defined by the job description, and meets all the job objectives
with minimum supervision. Could accept some additional responsi-
bilities in certain circumstances.

5. Mostly proficient
This employee gives an adequate performance against targets.
However, achievement on the most important objective(s) could have
been better.

6. Improvement required
This employee’s performance is not always up to the required
standard. There is room for improvement on several important objec-
tives. This is an employee from whom more can be expected based
on previous experience and performance. This employee requires
definite corrective training.

7. Unsatisfactory
The zone for those whose performance is not meeting the required
standard. They must be counselled and, if they do not respond, must
be separated from the company.
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Computer Company’s descriptions apply to experienced staff—that
is, to employees who can reasonably be expected to perform to the
expected levels or standards. With minor changes, the ‘Unsatisfactory’
description could be used as a provisional zone for inexperienced
newcomers, and ‘Mostly proficient’ and ‘Improvement required’ could
be used as progression zones for staff in training.

With most rating scales, the score for a fully competent performer
comes in the middle of the range. Given that the definition of fully compe-
tent performer is usually something like ‘performs all the key require-
ments of the job to the required standards’—in other words, fully
competent performers are those who do what they are employed to do—
we need to think about the impact on motivation of being rated only in
the middle of the scale. 

Some organisations overcome this problem by having only three cate-
gories of performance: performance that exceeds the requirements of the
position; performance that meets those requirements; and performance
that falls below the required levels or standards. They recognise that
some employees will achieve or contribute beyond the requirements of
their jobs, but acknowledge that the basic objective is to have everyone
achieve the ‘fully competent’ performance level. In addition, as shown
in the panel below, this ‘new’ approach to ratings focuses on perform-
ance standards: traditional ratings often include words or phrases which
imply judgment.

Traditional ratings ‘New’ ratings

Distinguished Exceeds standards
Commendable
Competent Meets standards
Fair
Marginal Does not meet standards

Other standards-based methods have been developed to address the
inherent limitations of rating scales. Typically, these methods separate
the observation of employee behaviour from its evaluation, and are
careful to consider only those aspects of performance or behaviour that
are valid to the particular job or organisation. As a result, these methods
need significant investments of time and expertise and are very costly to
design, implement and manage.
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Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scales
The BARS technique aims to overcome the problems of graphic or linear
rating scales by replacing the manager’s role as judge with that of the
objective observer of behaviour. With BARS, the points or anchors along
the scale are marked by descriptive statements of various levels of
performance or behaviour which apply to a particular job or an aspect
of a job—hence these rating scales are referred to as behaviourally
anchored. 

BARS are attractive in terms of validity, despite somewhat mixed
research evidence, but they are complex to develop and implement, and
thus beyond the time and money resources of most organisations. Perhaps
the main advantage lies with the potential for BARS to encourage more
objective assessments, avoiding bias and other common rating errors. 

There is also a clear linkage from job descriptions and performance
expectations to the BARS format. In other words, reviewers are more
likely to make accurate performance assessments if they know in
advance what kinds of behaviour are relevant to that performance and
its assessment. 

To start developing BARS, you gather instances and descriptions of
behaviours that lead to effective and ineffective job performance. These
are then grouped and written up as performance dimensions for the job
or job activity, and assigned a place on a continuum of performance from,
for example, ‘Unsatisfactory’ to ‘Outstanding’. These statements are
specific to the organisation, the occupation and the job—and this is what
makes BARS different from rating scales that use generalised statements
or descriptions. BARS concentrate on describing actual job activities and
try to avoid quantitative assessments and numerical scores. For this
reason, BARS are well suited for reviews for employee development.
However, the reviewer needs to have a detailed knowledge of the content
of each job. 

Schneier and Beatty (1979) provide an example of a Behaviourally
Anchored Rating Scale for a specialised machine operation (see box on
page 84). It clearly shows how much analysis and preparation the BARS
technique requires, as well as the degree of job knowledge needed by
both the job analyst and the person who conducts the performance
review. In addition, the reviewer would need to have observed the
employee on this operation sufficiently often and closely to make a valid
and representative assessment of the person’s work and behaviour
overall.
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Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scale

Job dimension: Centrifuge operation

This operator could be expected to:

[ 7 ] vary the centrifuge speed to obtain the best speed for unfa-
miliar material, constantly monitor evenness of cake

[ 6 ] contact superiors immediately when material does not spin,
install bags correctly and quickly, wash cake evenly and
completely

[ 5 ] determine correct rate of spin by material appearance, not
wash product over basket, always check effluents for solids
when starting to spin

[ 4 ] dig out cakes too slowly, load properly but incorrectly judge
amount in centrifuge versus amount in pot to obtain correct
number of spins, never try to spin without turning on pump,
occasionally let cakes run down too long, cause centrifuge
to wobble resulting in uneven wet cake

[ 3 ] wash cake at such a speed that only part of the cake gets
washed, forget to blow down hose from bottom of pot after
loading each spin

[ 2 ] select wrong washing material, forget to place honey cart
under centrifuge when digging it out, run effluent over top
of bag, overrun centrifuge, or overrun surge tank

[ 1 ] forget to turn on centrifuge pump or open proper outlet
valves, frequently tear bags or not report holes in them until
end of shift.

Another example—this time for an Accounts Officer in a large service
organisation—shows a more generic approach to the development of
BARS (see box opposite). The job dimension used in this example is only
one of the eight dimensions for this position, indicating how much work
is needed to develop comprehensive BARS for an entire department,
business unit or organisation.
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Behaviourally Anchored Rating Scale

Job title Accounts Officer
Job holder ……………………………………..
Job dimension 01 Knowledge of accounting systems,

guidelines and policies 

Read these descriptions carefully and then choose the one which
best describes the employee’s job performance.

Outstanding Can always answer client queries correctly.
Wide and detailed knowledge of all
accounts guidelines, policies, etc. Actively
seeks new knowledge and skills, anticipates
new developments. May suggest
improvements to systems, etc.

Competent Has all the knowledge of current systems,
etc to produce required outputs. Keeps up
to date with new systems, etc.

Unacceptable Makes incorrect payments and supplies
wrong information to clients about policy,
etc. Unable or unwilling to update skills
and knowledge.

For performance review purposes, this organisation uses two addi-
tional intermediate categories: Above Requirements is positioned between
Outstanding and Competent, and Marginal or Trainee lies between
Competent and Unacceptable. The intermediate categories are not given
descriptors and managers are left to interpret them as they wish. Of
course, they could be defined but that would add to the workload. 

This is a major difficulty with BARS. The performance dimensions
can only be indicative of probable types of behaviour, because it would
be virtually impossible for most organisations to develop comprehensive
descriptions of all aspects of performance. This means that reviewers are
left to make their own judgments about where other types of behaviour
should fit on a scale. 
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Behavioural Observation Scales
Behavioural Observation Scales (BOS) can be seen as a simple form of
BARS, although it is really more a combination of rating scale and check-
list. Job analysis data is used to identify those employee behaviours that
are important to effective job performance, but the behaviours are
described more generally than in the case of BARS. The scales can be
used across a range of jobs and there is less need for detailed knowledge
or observation on the part of the reviewer. 

After observing the employee’s behaviour for a reasonable or
representative time, the reviewer assesses that behaviour—typically
according to its frequency or extent or standard—on a given scale.
As with BARS, the accuracy of assessment is increased because the
reviewer knows what behaviour to look for, and the requirement to keep
a written record of those behaviours helps to make the assessment more
representative and objective. But, again like BARS, the development and
implementation of BOS is time-consuming and expensive if the identifi-
cation of the key behavioural dimensions is done systematically. Thus,
BOS is usually suited only to larger organisations. 

But, as the example on page 87 shows, BOS descriptions can be much
less job-specific than BARS and can be developed with much less inten-
sive or systematic information-gathering. Of course, as with BARS, care
is needed to ensure that the chosen behavioural dimensions are those of
greatest importance to effective job performance. And, again like BARS,
comparisons between employees are difficult. The main value of BOS
might be to identify development needs and to indicate where changes
in behaviour would be appropriate.

There are clear advantages in giving definitions to the numerical
points on the scale: 

• It enhances the consistency and comparability of the ratings that
different managers give different employees. 

• It enables a group of employees to be categorised—for training,
rewards, promotion or some other purpose—according to their
performance. 

• It can help to overcome any potential for competitiveness between
managers and employees in the review process. 

• It enables reasonably reliable comparisons to be made within and
between groups of employees.
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Behavioural Observation Scale

Job title Accounts Officer
Job holder …………………………
Job dimension Team membership

Please rate the behaviour of the job holder using this scale:

5 = almost always (more than 90% of the time)
4 = frequently (80–90%)
3 = sometimes (65–80%)
2 = seldom (50–65%)
1 = almost never (less than 50%)

Strongly energetic and proactive team member
5 4 3 2 1

Positively leads and supports other team members
5 4 3 2 1

Tolerates others and their views and is patient with them
5 4 3 2 1

Plays full and balanced role in work and discussions of team
5 4 3 2 1

Provides other team members with full information
5 4 3 2 1

Puts team’s work and priorities ahead of own interests and concerns
5 4 3 2 1

There is another example of a BOS on the next page. It is presented
in a different format, and with space for the reviewer to offer specific
assessments based on actual observations. This approach has three advan-
tages: 

• It gives reviewers a clear idea of what behaviours to look for; 
• It increases the likelihood of consistent reviewing across the organ-

isation; and 
• It signals to employees what behaviours are expected and valued by

the organisation. 
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Interpersonal skills

Ability to lead, develop and assess employees’ performance fairly and
effectively, and provide helpful insights and guidance on how to
undertake their work activities. 

Not ready. Fails to provide employees with insights on how 
1 to undertake their activities; unable to motivate employees to 

complete tasks; fails to notice when employees need help.

Acceptable. Consistently shows new employees how to 
2 undertake their activities; usually notices if employees need 

help; provides useful feedback when asked.

Very strong. Willingly provides guidance to all employees; 
3 always available to answer questions; willingly provides 

very effective feedback to employees.

Write two clear statements for this employee on this competency:
One should represent overall performance; one should be a specific
example of behaviour you have observed.
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………
…………….………………………………………………………………
…………………………….………………………………………………
…………………………………………….………………………………
………………………………………………………………....................

results-oriented reviews
Performance reviews based on the planning and achieving of specific
results are the main alternative to ranking and rating methods. They are
based on two ideas.

• People who clearly understand what they are trying to achieve have
a better chance of achieving it. 

• Progress or improvements in performance can only be measured or
assessed in terms of the progress or improvements that people are
trying to make.
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Management by Objectives
Management by Objectives (MBO) is the best known of the results-
oriented methods of performance planning and review and, in some form,
probably the most frequently used approach to performance planning
and review. Indeed, you might ask if there’s any other way to manage,
especially if you accept the definition of management as achieving results
through people. MBO has been a feature of organisational life since it
was popularised in the 1950s by Peter Drucker, John Humble and others
as a replacement for the traditional bureaucratic or job-holding approach
to employment. 

In simple terms, MBO is a target-setting or results-oriented approach
to performance management. It recognises that employees perform better
when they have targets, and even better when they have participated in
setting those targets. 

Job analysis is used to produce a job description that sets out the
principal accountabilities or key results areas of the job: in other words,
the desired outcomes. In this way, the traditional lists of tasks and duties,
or inputs, give way to brief statements of expected results in each area
of a job. In turn, these are translated into specific targets to be achieved
over a particular time period.

While this approach is readily applied to jobs in, say, production or
sales—where specifying targets and measuring performance in quantifi-
able terms is relatively straightforward—it can be more difficult in roles
where quality is more important than quantity, or where the prime
purpose is to provide support or service to others. In these cases, the
challenge is to determine the real reasons for the job’s existence and just
what is expected of the job holder.

Once the main areas of accountability for a position have been
defined and understood, the key to successful MBO, or any other results-
oriented method of performance review, lies in the setting of targets or
objectives. As we saw in Chapter 4, targets should be SMART—Specific,
Measurable, Agreed, Realistic and Time-framed. At a later stage, it is
important also to decide how the targets are to be achieved, and this
discussion of how might take the manager and the employee as long
as it takes to set the actual targets. Thus, MBO is a useful way of
clarifying job requirements and sharing the mutual expectations of
managers and their staff. The agreement of specific work objectives—
or performance planning—is a logical starting point for the subsequent
performance review.

Designing forms for performance planning and review under MBO
can be surprisingly uncomplicated. All a form needs is space for the
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manager and the employee to note what they agree to be the job’s key
areas, the targets they set for each of these areas and, for later use, how
well the targets were met. Unfortunately, many organisational systems
use very complex, and sometimes multi-purpose, forms. At best, these
are confusing to the managers and employees who have to use them; at
worst, completing the form, rather than planning or reviewing perform-
ance, becomes the main objective of the exercise. 

MBO has some disadvantages as a method of performance planning
and review.

• It has an implicit, sometimes quite explicit, reward–punishment
psychology.

• Those who achieve the agreed targets are likely to be rewarded
with increased pay or promotion, while those who do not attain their
objectives are seen to have failed and may be penalised accordingly. 

• The setting of targets for improved performance often concentrates
on a few major objectives, neglecting those areas of the job where
only consistency and continuity are needed. Moreover, it is very diffi-
cult to set measurable objectives for some key job areas, such as the
‘managing people’ part of every manager’s job. 

• MBO often focuses on the number of objectives to be achieved, or
the ‘quantity’ of the performance or outcome that is to be attained; in
some situations, the level of difficulty or the quality of the results
might be more important. This focus on numbers attracts criticism of
MBO from, for example, the advocates of total quality management.

Partly for these reasons, organisations which base performance planning
and review on how results are achieved take a different view on defining
results. They look for alternatives to numerical measures and quantifi-
able targets. Obviously, results and expectations can be expressed in
many ways, although they should always be capable of being measured
in some way. How that measurement will be done should be agreed when
the performance plans are set.

The major advantage of results-oriented approaches is that it is not
difficult to determine whether, or to what extent, targets have been
achieved—provided they have been clearly stated and the data for meas-
uring results is available. There is less focus on judging employees’
traits or characteristics and more opportunity for objective discussion
of how and why targets were achieved or not achieved. Employees are
more able and willing to participate in this kind of discussion, and less
likely to adopt the defensive stance characteristic of employees who
are called in to hear, and perhaps comment on, the manager’s appraisal
of them.
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Of course, results-oriented systems are not very useful for making
comparisons between people. In my view, this is not a major disadvan-
tage in a performance management system. What we should want to
compare is the actual performance of the employee with the perform-
ance targets that person agreed with the manager. Different individuals
have different job priorities, bring different skills and talents to their jobs,
and are subject to different circumstances and pressures during the
performance period. These factors all make comparisons of the perform-
ance of individuals rather risky. It can be done using broad terms, such
as consistently exceeded job requirements or did not meet job require-
ments, but we need to ask how helpful such judgments are in managing
and developing employee performance.

There is another danger in making comparisons between employees
using results-based assessments. Performance planning usually concen-
trates on areas of the job where improvement or development is desired
or required, and performance targets are set for those areas. It would be
very unusual to set targets in areas where performance already meets or
exceeds expectations. Subsequently, the review of performance will focus
on the targets that were set, and may pass over other areas of the job where
there were no specific targets because performance was satisfactory. 

And there’s another problem in comparing employees. A high
performer might agree to a small number of very challenging targets in
a performance plan, while an average performer, or a person new to the
job, could agree to a larger number of less challenging targets. At the
end of the performance period, the high performer might have only
partially achieved the very difficult targets, whereas the lower perform-
ers could have far exceeded their more modest goals. On most scoring
or rating systems, comparisons would not recognise these different
circumstances and an overall assessment could produce an unfair result.

Similarly, in making overall performance assessments, we should
ensure that all aspects of performance are taken into account and not
just those areas where targets for improvement or development were set.
Not all jobs require that people perform more or better. Virtually every
organisation depends on a core of people whom it expects to attain and
maintain a certain level or standard of performance. They are as valuable,
and as deserving of fair performance reviews, as those employees who
constantly need to improve their performance.

Organisations commonly combine various methods and techniques
in developing performance planning and review systems. For example,
a system might usefully combine MBO, which is a way to determine what
an employee is expected to do, with behavioural ratings concerned with
how an employee carries out job requirements or behaves on the job.
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Figure 5.3 shows in outline form how a combined job description and
performance plan can set out both performance targets and the criteria
to be used in assessing how well those targets are met. In addition,
because this is a management position, the plan sets out the behavioural
criteria (selected from a much longer list) that are to be used in assess-
ing this job holder’s performance as a manager.

Defining behavioural criteria
As we have seen, there can be dangers in using personal or personality
traits and characteristics in the assessment or review process. The most
obvious risk arises when behavioural criteria are simply listed in very
brief terms, as they are in Figure 5.3, and are open to interpretation by
individual managers and employees. It is useful, at least, to give managers
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Figure 5.3 Combined job description and performance plan

Key results areas Measures and Standards and Timing
 reports targets

Position Operations Manager

Job holder A B Carter

Date January 2003

Job purpose To plan, direct and control the regional and branch 
operations to ensure that the annual profit and growth 
objectives are achieved within budget guidelines. 

Direct regional 
operations to ensure 
that all planned 
targets are met within 
agreed budgets and 
time scales

Monthly management 
reports on:
• expenses

• sales
• staffing

Budget variance 
reports

For year ending  
31 December 2003:
Not more than $X 
million expenses
Target is $Y million
< 5% increase in costs

Not more than ± 5%

Reports due one week 
after month end

Reports due one week 
after month end

Ensure that regional 
and branch offices 
comply with operating 
policies and 
procedures

Internal audit reports

Specific management 
reports

Agreed standards of 
compliance

As agreed with 
General Manager 
from time to time

Quarterly reports 
agreed with Internal 
Auditor

As agreed

Behavioural criteria Decisiveness

Planning and 
organising

Problem analysis

Work standards

Interpersonal 
sensitivity

Management control

Initiative

Persuasiveness

Leadership

Judgment
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guidance on the behaviours they should be looking for in the individu-
als they are assessing. Here are some examples of commonly used char-
acteristics and the behaviour descriptions that might be used in assessing
the extent to which an individual has what you are looking for.

• Accountability. Effectiveness in carrying out organisational and job
responsibilities.

• Communication. Ability to speak, listen and write effectively in
various job roles and settings.

• Decisiveness. Readiness to make decisions and judgments and take
action.

• Initiative. Ability to influence rather than just accept events, and
to act independently or without specific instructions within job
framework.

• Judgment. Ability to reach sound, logical conclusions after con-
sideration of available data and possible courses of action. Makes
decisions that are unbiased and rational.

• Persuasiveness. Ability to organise and present ideas or facts in ways
that influence others to share the point of view expressed.

• Planning and organising. Ability to identify and establish appropri-
ate courses of action by which targets can be accomplished by self
and others.

• Problem-solving. Ability to identify, analyse, generate possible solu-
tions and solve practical problems; and also to accept solutions and
innovations suggested by others.

competency-based methods
Competency-based approaches to employee assessment have developed
out of the growing use of competency-based approaches in many areas
of human resources management, all of which are affected by the contin-
uing lack of consensus over the ‘competency’ concept. If we accept that
competency is ‘the set of behaviour patterns that the incumbent needs
to bring to a position in order to perform its tasks and functions with
competence’ (Woodruffe 1990), then it is clear that competency-based
approaches to appraisal are concerned less with what employees achieve
on the job than with what they have the capability or competency to do.
In other words, these methods assess the individual’s potential to perform
rather than the actual performance.

Competency-based assessment techniques are probably more useful
for employee development than for performance assessment. They can
be used to determine which areas of skill, knowledge or interest need to
be improved for the individual’s career to develop. The employee’s present
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job behaviour will contribute information to that analysis, but the assess-
ment is concerned less with present results than with the medium to 
long-term outlook. 

Advocates of competency-based approaches to human resources
management believe that competency-based assessment methods have
many uses. Boam and Sparrow (1992), for example, argue that they
provide a common language system for improving the selection process,
the assessment of career potential and the performance review process;
for conveying the nature of effective performance; for facilitating self-
assessment and development and as a basis for coaching and training;
for developing the business culture; for building successful teams; and
for identifying the implications for job and organisational design. Phew!

Boyatzis (1982) is usually credited with giving the competency
concept its initial popularity. He defines competency as ‘an underlying
characteristic of a person’. It could be ‘a motive, trait, skill, aspect of
one’s self-image or social role, or a body of knowledge which he or she
uses’. Hornby and Thomas (1989) offer a briefer but equally broad
definition of competencies as ‘the knowledge, skills and qualities of effec-
tive managers/leaders’. The difficulty is that such broad definitions seem
to touch on virtually any factor that might be relevant to a person’s job
performance. Jacobs (1989) is more precise in defining a competency as
‘an observable skill or ability to complete a managerial task successfully’,
while Woodruffe (1990) writes about ‘behavioural dimensions that affect
job performance’.

Critics of the competency concept, such as Randell (1989), dismiss
the term as just a trendy name for ‘nothing more, nor less, than glorious
human skills’. Boyatzis, however, thinks competencies involve more than
skills: he draws a distinction between the aspects of a job that need to
be performed competently and the attributes a person must bring to the
job in order to perform its requirements competently.

Unfortunately, the debate does not end there. Some prefer to put their
emphasis on competence rather than competency. The British National
Council of Vocational Qualifications, for example, defines competency
as ‘the ability to perform work activities to the standard required in
performance’. Others suggest that competencies are simply the observ-
able behaviours that separate effective from ineffective performance. The
debate will, no doubt, continue. 

Analysing competencies
As with any job analysis process, the first step in competency analysis is
to describe in quite specific terms what people actually do. The next step
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is to identify the skills and knowledge that people need in order to
perform those tasks to the required standards or levels. There’s little
difference between this process and the development of job descriptions
and person profiles discussed in Chapter 4. Similarly, the methods used
for competency analysis include those, already discussed, for use in job
analysis: observation, interviews, questionnaires, checklists, diaries,
critical incidents, functional analysis, repertory grid and so on. 

If competency analysis is similar to job analysis, what distinguishes
competency statements from other forms of job description? These
features of competencies are significant.

• They describe the core skills that result in effective performance at
the level of the individual job.

• They provide a structured way of describing behaviour and this gives
the organisation a common language.

• They are the basis for consistent staff selection and development,
providing a clear framework and focus for recruitment, assessment,
performance review and training.

• They are concerned primarily with future behaviour.

But the preparation of competency statements for individual organisa-
tions or jobs can be a very time-consuming and resource-intensive
exercise. Feltham (1992) describes a four-level hierarchy of competen-
cies established by a British supermarket chain: a major competence (e.g.
people management) is made up of twelve core competences (e.g. problem
analysis) which is demonstrated by competence (e.g. monitoring and
controlling staff shortages) and measured by performance criteria (e.g.
plan adequate cover, keep overtime costs within plan and check sched-
ules). If competency-based approaches require such complexity, it is little
wonder that they are often seen as the creature of the human resources
department and mainly ignored by managers as a tool for people or
performance management.

It is possible to develop generic statements of competences which can
be applied across an occupation or an organisation. Less time and
resources are needed to develop generic statements, but this advantage
will be lost if the descriptions are not sufficiently specific to a particular
role or occupation. The example on the next page shows that even generic
statements must go into considerable analysis and detail. In Britain, the
development of Management Competence Standards began with the use
of functional analysis techniques to explore and clarify the management
role. From this analysis, four clusters of personal competence were iden-
tified and then broken down into dimensions of personal competence.

But this is by no means the end of the analysis and the description of 
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Management Competences Project

Personal Competence Model

Clusters of personal Dimensions of personal 
competence competence

1. Planning to optimise the 1.1 Showing concern for 
achievement of results excellence

1.2 Setting and prioritising 
objectives

1.3 Monitoring and responding 
to actual against planned 
activities

2. Managing others to 2.1 Showing sensitivity to the 
optimise results needs of others

2.2 Relating to others
2.3 Obtaining the commitment 

of others
2.4 Presenting oneself 

positively to others

3. Managing oneself to 3.1 Showing self-confidence 
optimise results and personal drive

3.2 Managing personal 
emotions and stress

3.3 Managing personal 
learning and development

4. Using intellect to optimise 4.1 Collecting and organising 
results information

4.2 Identifying and applying 
concepts

4.3 Making decisions

competency-related behaviours. Take just one example. Dimension 2.2,
‘Relating to others’, is further divided into eight associated behaviours.

1. Give honest and constructive feedback.
2. Encourage others with conflicting views to openly discuss and resolve

issues.
3. Actively build relationships with others.
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4. Check when not clear how to interpret others’ behaviour.
5. State own position openly.
6. Develop networks to access others’ strengths.
7. Encourage and stimulate others to make best use of their individual

abilities.
8. Help maintain a focus on objectives when working with others.

Analysis becomes even more detailed, time-consuming and job-specific
when we seek to define competences for managers. The next example
is also drawn from the UK project, where ‘Manage information’ was iden-
tified as one of the manager’s four key roles. This key role has nine units,
and the element set out in the box below is only one of three for this unit. 

Management Competences Project

Occupational Standards for Managers

Key purpose To achieve the organisation’s objectives and
continuously improve its performance

Key role Manage information

Unit Exchange information to solve problems and
make decisions

Element Lead meetings and group discussions to solve
problems and make decisions

Performance criteria Range indicators

• A suitable number of • Meetings and group 
people appropriate to the discussions led by the 
context and purpose of manager involve:
the meeting are invited – discussion of alternatives
to attend. – group decision-making

– consultation.
• The purpose of the meeting • Problems analysed are to do 

is clearly established with with operations within the 
other group members at manager’s line responsibility.
the outset.

• Information and summaries • Meetings are informal and 
are presented clearly, at an usually characterised by the 
appropriate time. lack of detailed minutes, rules 

• Style of leadership helps of procedure or standing 
group members to orders.
contribute fully. (continues)
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98 performance planning and review

Performance criteria Range indicators

• Unhelpful arguments and • Those present at the 
digressions are effectively meetings/ discussions are 
discouraged. other members of the 

manager’s team.
• Any decisions taken fall 

within the group’s authority.
• Decisions are recorded 

accurately and passed on 
as necessary to the 
appropriate people.

These examples give some idea of the complexity of the competency-
based approach. Defining the competency profile for each job or occu-
pational group will be a daunting task for most organisations. However,
national frameworks of vocational qualifications—based on some mix
of competences or standards—are increasingly common, and may be
adapted by organisations to suit their own needs and circumstances. But
that is only the first part of the challenge, for competences are intended
to describe the main dimensions of effective performance now and in the
future. Thus, if competences are used for assessment purposes, it must
be recognised that the assessment covers the employee’s future potential
as well as current performance.

Of course, competency statements can be used for the assessment of
current performance but are better used to assess employees’ abilities
and development needs than the results they achieve. However, using
competences to assess only the current situation seems to be a waste of
significant amounts of analysis. Competency-based assessment, there-
fore, is most useful as a developmental tool—a kind of map that guides
individuals from where they are at present to where they need to be in
the future. But that map will need to change as individual employees
make progress through their organisational and job careers.

problems of error in performance
reviews
In this context, error refers to something more than the mistakes of fact
or interpretation that might be made during the course of a performance
review. Psychologists have long been concerned with what they call the
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problems of psychometric error—errors in measurement that occur
because of the psychological predisposition or make-up of the assessor—
in performance appraisal and other areas of human resources manage-
ment. Most people are unaware that they are liable to make these errors.
But forewarned is forearmed: knowing about psychometric error puts
us on guard.

Halo effect
The halo effect is the tendency for ratings and assessments to be influ-
enced by one or two positive attributes of the individual, resulting in an
overall favourable assessment that would not necessarily be supported
by a careful consideration of all relevant factors. An overall unfavourable
assessment resulting from the undue influence of one or two negative
factors is sometimes called the horns effect.

Central tendency
Many people have a psychological bias against using extremes and avoid
both ends of a rating scale in making their assessments. As a result, their
ratings are clustered in the middle of the range and there is little differ-
entiation between outstanding and unacceptable performance.

Harshness/leniency
Ratings that are too high or too low in terms of employees’ actual
performance will produce an inaccurate or skewed distribution of assess-
ments. Apart from the misleading impression this gives, it can lead to
problems when the ratings of different groups are compared.

Similarity/dissimilarity
We are inclined to be favourably disposed towards people who are like
us. This means that some similarity in the backgrounds, attitudes or
experiences of the manager and the employee—quite unrelated to job
performance—can lead to a more positive assessment than is warranted.
Equally, dissimilarities between managers and employees can produce
unjustifiably negative ratings.

First impression/recency
There is a tendency to judge people on the basis of a recent incident or
performance that might not be typical of the whole review period, or on
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the basis of a single factor or impression—for example, what the
employee wore for the interview.

Contrast
Managers can sometimes give an employee an unjustifiably high or low
rating in contrast to a very low or high rating given to the previous
employee assessed. This happens when employees are compared with
each other and not with the performance requirements of their jobs.

Bias/prejudice
Problems with bias and prejudice fall into two categories: one is conscious
or unconscious discrimination set off by age, race, sex, cultural origins,
appearance, marital status, social position or personal habits; and the
other covers personal judgments about an employee that have no rele-
vance to job performance. 

Logical error
Logical error occurs when characteristics or factors that appear to be
logically related are given similar ratings, even though they are not
actually linked. Stereotyping is a type of logical error. It happens when
it is assumed that a particular characteristic of an employee will lead
on to other characteristics: for example, the employee is a woman;
women are sensitive; therefore, this employee is sensitive. A similar effect
is implicit personality theory, where our views of how different char-
acteristics go together lead us to make assumptions based on one factor
(e.g. it is a common but questionable assumption that articulate people
are emotionally stable) without examining all the other characteristics
of the individual.

Insufficient information
This is not strictly a problem of psychometric error, but insufficient, inad-
equate, incorrect or unrepresentative information can be a problem in
itself for performance reviews. It can lead to other error types, such as
halo effect and central tendency.

Attributional error
Some research is concerned less with the potential for error in designing
and using rating scales, for example, and more with the ways in which
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managers try to explain good and bad performance. Fletcher (1993b)
invites us to try this little exercise as a way to understand the nature of
attributional error.

Think of an incident where you did not perform as well as you would
have hoped. Why did this happen? How would you explain it? When
you have mulled that over, move on to another incident, this time
one where one of your subordinates (or, if you do not have any, a
peer) did not perform as well as you hoped. Again, why did this
happen? How would you explain it?

Fletcher predicts that we will attribute our own poor performance mainly
to situational or circumstantial factors—an external attribution. On the
other hand, the main cause of poor performance in others will be seen
in their individual characteristics—an internal attribution. The risk is
that managers will attribute an employee’s lack of goal achievement to
personal deficiencies and pay insufficient attention to other factors.

who should do the performance
review?
It is usually thought that performance reviews should be carried out by
employees’ own managers because they are in the best position to know
how their people have been performing. In the interests of fairness and
consistency, some organisations require the review to be checked by the
manager’s manager. And, especially with results-oriented systems, it is
common to ask employees to undertake a review of their own perform-
ance as preparation for the interview with their manager. 

In addition, depending on the purpose of the review and the nature
of the organisation, other people might become involved in the review
process. This can extend to other managers, ‘third party’ reviewers (e.g.
school inspectors), organisational peers (e.g. other members of a work
group or team), direct reports, professional peers (e.g. people outside the
organisation but engaged in the same occupation or profession),
customers, and other people who might be familiar with the employee’s
work. These reviewers will see the employee’s performance from a differ-
ent perspective and, if the objective of the review is to help improve or
develop the employee’s performance, those different views might be
valuable. Indeed, as with any assessment process, involving more people
and using more techniques will improve both the reliability and the validity
of the conclusions. It is seldom practical, however, to involve many people
in the performance review process—especially if the employee is expected
to play a significant part in the review.
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Generally, the employee’s immediate manager will have the best knowl-
edge of the employee’s work and behaviour and should be in the best
position to make the review. However, the manager might not have the
skills needed for effective performance planning and review, and close
familiarity with the employee means also that the immediate manager is
most likely to produce biased ratings. At the same time, the relationship
of the manager and the employee should be strengthened if they are
involved with each other in the development of performance plans and the
subsequent review of performance. Of course, inadequate or unfavourable
assessments could have the effect of compromising that relationship.

Increasingly, managers have less direct and less frequent contact with
the employees in their work groups and may have less technical expertise
on which to base performance assessments. This strengthens the argument
for performance planning and review to be a more participative process.
At the same time, the growing use of temporary project groups and task
forces sets up the dilemma that some employees might not have someone
whom they recognise as their immediate manager. Instead, they are
managed from project to project by different team leaders. 

One solution to this problem is to establish a system in which project
team leaders are given responsibility for planning and reviewing the
project-related work and performance of employees, but another manager
in the organisation has a broader responsibility for each individual’s
professional and career development—and for ensuring that salary
reviews, for example, are actually carried out. 

Another approach is to put the onus for information-gathering on
the employee. Thus, a manager whose employees are spread over differ-
ent locations or travel frequently could ask them to determine (as part
of performance planning) how they will provide a complete picture of
their activities and performance over the review period. Similar
approaches can be taken with employees who have technological
superiority over their managers.

Self-assessment
No performance review has much point unless it leads to actions or deci-
sions. A review made by a manager without any discussion with the
employee might fulfil an administrative need, but will have little impact
on the employee’s performance or motivation, or on the relationship
between manager and employee. Similarly, a review carried out by the
employee alone will be of little use unless it is accepted and acted on by
others, but it seems unlikely that will happen. Fletcher (1993b) found a
self-appraisal scheme in an airline, but reports that its outputs were
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ignored in all personnel decision-making—a sure sign that it was not
taken seriously.

Involving employees in the review process has become increasingly
common for two main reasons. First, organisations concerned at the
potential for subjectivity and rating errors in personal or performance
reviews have tried to combat this by encouraging employees to partici-
pate in the review process. Second, it is assumed, probably correctly, that
employees will be more committed to the achievement of their perform-
ance plans and more likely to accept the results of their performance
reviews if they have played a part in drawing them up.

Employees can review their own performance using just about any
of the methods already discussed. The major concern here is the possi-
bility of strong leniency error—the risk that employees will be generous
in their self-assessments and thus cause disputes and problems of consis-
tency when their assessments are compared with those made by their
managers. Research bears out this concern. It shows that employees are
capable of being reasonably accurate and objective in assessing their own
performance, but does not show that they are particularly willing to do
so. In practice, the ratings that employees give themselves tend to be
higher than those given by others. However—and this is encouraging—
employees are reasonably modest and realistic when they prepare 
self-reviews for discussion in a performance interview.

In other words, there is value in having employees prepare for the
performance discussion by comparing their actual activities and achieve-
ments with the targets or priorities they had earlier agreed. Wider-ranging
self-assessments carry risks: more than 80 per cent of people consider
themselves to be in the top quartile of all performers, and 98 per cent
see themselves in the top half. Of course, that’s not statistically possible,
but it’s an argument you don’t need to have! 

Another point to consider is the extent to which employees will be
involved in their performance reviews. To some degree, this will depend
on the style of the performance planning and review system; is it to be—
in Norman Maier’s (1976) terms—based on a tell and sell, tell and listen,
or joint problem-solving approach? In the first case, it might be suffi-
cient to give the employee a copy of the current year’s performance plan
and a list of topics the manager wants to discuss during the interview,
and ask the employee to think about them. For joint problem-solving,
the manager and the employee should have much the same information
about the employee’s past performance and the organisation’s future
business plans so that they can both prepare for the discussion. As we
see in Chapter 6, it is good practice to encourage employees to lead the
discussion of their performance, rather than have the manager’s view
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imposed upon them. Self-assessments can be a useful basis for discussing
gaps between the perceptions of employees and their managers, but they
do not necessarily lead to the closing of the gap between actual and
desired performance. 

As employees get more involved in the performance planning and
review system and regard it more as a joint exercise, it becomes sensible
to share the responsibility for initiating and coordinating the process.
That will take some of the administrative load off managers, play down
the ‘boss–subordinate’ power relationship that often impedes open
communication and increase the likelihood—in the experience of some
organisations—that performance planning and review discussions will
actually take place.

Peer reviews
There are two types of peer review, but neither is commonly used in the
normal course of performance planning and review. First, peer reviews
may be used in educational institutions and the medical profession, for
example, to assess an individual’s suitability for appointment or promo-
tion. But they are used much less frequently for reviewing performance
or results on a regular basis. In the second case, members of a work group
may be involved in reviewing the performance of others. This might be
done by:

• rating other employees, using rating scales provided by the employer,
on a range of performance or behavioural characteristics; 

• nominating an ‘outstanding’ employee, either overall or on specific
characteristics; 

• ranking the members of the work group, either overall or on specific
characteristics, in order from ‘best’ to ‘worst’. 

Where work is carried out on a group or team basis, peer reviews might
be appropriate if the manager is unable to observe work behaviour closely
or consistently, and the members of the work group are not in competi-
tion with each other. It can also be useful as a team-building process for
groups that are reasonably confident in their skills and relationships.
However, research suggests that peer reviews are not necessarily accurate
or unbiased (Kane & Lawler 1978). And there is a risk that unfavourable
reviews will upset the team’s cooperation and harmony, especially where
there is competition among team members. A comprehensive program
of peer reviews would be very time-consuming.

Peer reviews, as outlined here, are different from 360-degree feedback
(see pages 106–13).
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Review by subordinates

An inevitable conflict arises when we try to encourage greater employee
involvement in performance planning and review. The nature of
organisational hierarchy puts managers and employees in a superior–
subordinate relationship where one party has formal power and the other
is expected to be more or less submissive. The manager is also in charge
of the rewards system. Some organisations try to balance this power
relationship by having employees review the performance and behaviour
of their managers, a process usually known as upward appraisal or
upward feedback. 

Research suggests that upward feedback does help to improve
performance, but its effectiveness seems to depend on who is being
appraised and what they do with the feedback information. In one study,
poorly or moderately performing bank managers improved their per-
formance over a five-year period following upward feedback (Walker &
Smither 1999). Another study found that performance improvement
seems to depend on the manager’s self-perceptions: managers who had
ratings from subordinates that were lower than their self-ratings
improved performance following upward feedback, but there was a
decrease in performance for those with subordinate ratings higher than
their self-ratings (Johnson & Ferstl 1999). 

Walker and Smither suggest that improvements in performance are
more likely if managers use the feedback to set performance improve-
ment targets and monitor their progress toward those goals. This builds
on Locke and Latham (1990), who argue that the goals people set as a
result of feedback are the cause of behaviour change, not the feedback
itself. This point is discussed in Chapter 4.

Perhaps the main problem with upward feedback is that relatively
few managers will be willing to subject themselves to formal appraisal
by their subordinates, especially as there is no conclusive evidence that
upward reviews generally lead to better performance. Both managers
and subordinates may feel threatened by the process and provide
responses based on expectations rather than reality. 

Of course, there is nothing to stop managers seeking feedback on
their management style, and many do so. Managers who have strong
and open relationships with their direct reports and other subordinates
can ask specific questions about the impact of their management style,
and seek suggestions on how they might be more helpful and support-
ive of their employees. Attitude surveys are used in many organisations
to identify particular skills or behaviours that managers should improve
or change. And performance review forms might ask employees to give
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examples of situations in which their managers could have provided more
support or resources. 

The credibility and effectiveness of an upward appraisal process
probably depends primarily on the strength of the relationship—and
especially the degree of trust—between employees and their managers.
If the relationship is strong there may be no need for a formal upward
review, since employees probably communicate their views to managers
anyway, but equally no harm would be done if it were included as part
of the review process. 

360-degree feedback
The use of 360-degree feedback is becoming more common as organi-
sations seek to produce more complete and rounded assessments. This
approach involves seeking the views of all those in the circle surround-
ing the employee, hence the reference to 360 degrees. Because views are
sought from a range of different people, the technique is also known as
multi-rater assessment or multi-source feedback. Whatever name it is
given, 360-degree feedback is based on two main ideas.

• Different people have different perspectives, and thus see each other
differently. Our relationships with others and our understanding of
ourselves will benefit from seeing ourselves as others see us. Edwards
and Ewen (1996) say that ‘no organisational action has more power
for motivating employee behaviour than feedback from credible work
associates’. Moreover, ‘in the socially-constructed world in which 
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employees work, others’ judgments about them (no matter how
biased they may be) constitute an important reality’ (London &
Smither 1995).

• Many employees view the judgments of their co-workers as more
fair, accurate and believable than those of their managers, who often
have less opportunity to observe the actual work that is done. It is
also possible that employees will be more willing to change their
behaviour to gain the respect and liking of their colleagues than to
win praise from their managers. 

In two important respects, 360-degree feedback is different from other
assessment methods. First, it is used mainly for assessing managers, not
all employees. Second, the focus of 360-degree feedback is almost always
‘feedback’ for development purposes rather than ‘appraisal’ or ‘review’
for assessment. It can be used to assess both performance (against
previously agreed targets and standards) and competence (whether
the employee has the skills or behaviours needed for effective job
performance), but may be more useful for assessing behaviours, skills
and competences and for determining training and development needs
and desirable behavioural changes. The evidence is that 360-degree
feedback works best when the results are used for developmental
feedback, and not for decisions about remuneration or promotion
(DeNisi & Kluger 2000). Indeed, there are good reasons for limiting 
360-degree feedback to development (Atwater & Waldman 1998).

• Raters may adjust assessments which they think are to be used for
performance appraisal, usually making them more favourable.
Sometimes, however, a manager sees an opportunity for retribution
and reduces a rating.

• ‘Game-playing’ can occur when ratings are used for appraisal.
Managers might try to influence how their direct reports rate their
performance, at the expense of meeting organisational goals. They
might simply offer a trade: ‘You give me a good rating and I’ll do the
same for you!’

Fear of the consequences of assessing their managers might lead some
employees to boycott the 360-degree feedback process. Participation is
usually voluntary, but organisations should be very concerned when
participation rates are low, or decline.

Determining the objectives. As with any approach to employee assess-
ment, organisations must think about their objectives when contem-
plating the introduction of 360-degree feedback. There is a long list of
possibilities:
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• to identify training and development needs
• to improve employee motivation
• to encourage systematic career and personal development
• to promote and develop leadership skills
• to improve skills levels generally
• to provide information for performance planning and review
• to increase self-awareness
• to increase the awareness and understanding of team members
• to clarify the behaviours expected of employees
• to improve communications and working relationships
• to acknowledge the value of all views and opinions.

Implementing the system. Once the objectives have been decided, there
is a further series of questions to be asked about how the 360-degree
feedback system will be organised and implemented. These questions
have been posed (see box below) as a set of choices for United Kingdom
government agencies. (Cabinet Office 2001). Generally, where the
system’s objectives are to improve communication or identify training
and development needs, participation tends to be voluntary, the system
is part of a wider employee development process, it is more open, and
data belongs to the participants (with steps taken to ensure that there is
no inappropriate disclosure of individual information). 

360-degree feedback: System choices

Anonymous v Open

Voluntary v Compulsory

Participant’s choice of v Respondents chosen by 
respondents organisation

Confidential (data belongs v Data belongs to organisation
to participant)

Results fed back by consultant v Results fed back by boss

Scored against set standards v Scored against changes in self
over time

Part of wider development v Used in isolation
process
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What data is needed for feedback? The indicators that most organisa-
tions use for assessing performance—for example, sales volume, produc-
tion and quality statistics, profitability, return on investment, costs—are
not usually the subject of 360-degree feedback. It is more likely to be
concerned with how people behave than with what they do. For example,
an organisation that wants its managers to encourage collaboration and
team work among its employees will ask the employees specific questions
about their managers’ leadership style and communications behaviour. 

Organisations are also becoming more interested in considering
employees’ and customers’ opinions on such issues as organisational
communication, morale, values, decision-making processes, quality and
service (Ward 1997). Any of these subjects might be included in 360-
degree review processes. 

When gathering information, the key is to ask specific questions
about specific behaviours—‘How often does Person A present you with
a clear and up-to-date picture of the team’s progress towards its goals
for the year?’—and not invite vague and generalised judgments—
‘Do you find Person A to be an inspiring team leader?’ We can take this
a step further. If you want information that will help you prepare
feedback on, for example, a manager’s communicating skills, it would
be more useful to focus on the constituent behaviours of that
competence—listening, speaking, writing and giving presentations, for
example—than to ask for an overall assessment of the manager’s
‘communicating’ abilities.

How is feedback data gathered? Some organisations use trained asses-
sors and facilitators to gather views and data, others use standard-form
structured questionnaires and an increasing number use their in-house
computer networks. It can be tempting to cast the information net very
widely, but there is some evidence that direct reports and next-in-line
managers are best placed to provide feedback that actually helps people
to develop or improve behaviours that are linked to better executive
performance (Sala & Dwight 2002). It seems that next-in-line managers
and direct reports have a better vantage point and more direct contact
with managers for the activities and responsibilities that are significant
for their performance overall. 

Feedback data is most commonly gathered by questionnaire.
Standard formats can be bought ‘off the shelf’ and used with or without
adaptation, or a series of questions might be developed for the parti-
cular organisation or operating unit. Which is better? ‘Off-the-shelf’
questionnaires:
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• are usually prepared by specialists who have the expertise needed to
produce reliable and valid instruments

• have usually been subjected to rigorous validation testing
• probably cost less than the time-consuming and expensive process

of developing a custom-made questionnaire
• often use industry or occupational norms, so that comparisons

can be made with other people in similar situations outside the
organisation.

On the other hand, an ‘off-the-shelf’ questionnaire might not:

• cover all the competency areas that are important for your organi-
sation

• assess the types of competency or styles of behaviour considered
desirable for your organisation

• use norm groups that are comparable with your organisation or
employees.

Developing a questionnaire. The preparation of a 360-degree feedback
questionnaire must begin with a thorough job analysis and a careful
determination of the competencies and behaviours appropriate to the
particular job role. As we saw in Chapter 4, this is a major exercise, and
is even more formidable if the areas for assessment are to be ranked in
order of importance or priority. 

Some formats use only open questions. This has the advantage of
giving assessors unlimited scope for comment but immediately sets up
huge problems of data-processing. More commonly, assessors are asked
to rate each behaviour on a scale but this can also give rise to problems
of information overload. 

Take the example of rating a person’s ability to communicate.
Communicating includes such behaviours as listening, speaking, writing
and giving presentations. In more detail, listening might include ‘using
appropriate body language (e.g. nodding)’, ‘asking questions’,
‘summarising what is said’ and ‘letting you finish without interrupting’.
In even more specific detail, appropriate body language could include
‘facing you while you’re talking’, ‘looking you in the eye’, ‘keeping still’,
‘leaning forward to show interest’, ‘nodding’ and otherwise signifying
agreement with and acknowledgment of what is being said (Ward 1997).
It’s not difficult to see how a questionnaire could become long and
unwieldy. 

On the other hand, highly structured questionnaires that limit
responses to a tick in a box or the circling of a number may not
engage respondents, and can lead to bland and uninteresting feedback.
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For that reason, questionnaires usually include space for employees to
offer narrative comments. 

An example of a 360-degree feedback questionnaire, adapted from
a professional services organisation, is given in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 360-degree feedback data collection (continues)

Name of employee being assessed ........................................................................................

Is this a self-assessment? Yes No

If ‘No’, you have been nominated by the employee who is being assessed as one of a 
number of people both inside and outside our organisation who can provide valuable input 
to this employee on his/her performance. Your individual responses will remain anonymous, 
and only composite information will be provided to the employee.

To rate how well the person performs in each competency area, please circle a number on 
the scale, based on these descriptions:

• (9–10) Shows exceptional skill. This employee consistently exceeds behaviour and 
skills expectations in this area.

• (7–8) Shows strength. This employee meets most and exceeds some of the behaviour 
and skills expectations in this area.

• (5–6) Shows appropriate ability. The employee meets a majority of the behaviour and 
skills expectations in this area.

• (3–4) Development area. The employee meets some behaviour and skills expectations 
in this area, but sometimes falls short.

• (1–2) Needs improvement. The employee consistently fails to reach behaviour and 
skills expectations in this area.

• (N) Not applicable, or Not observed.

Provides best services possible

1. Actively participates and contributes to office 
teams and team work

2. Accepts responsibility for all company products 
and services

3. Coordinates products and services with other 
departments, distributors and end customers

4. Engages in activities which enhance the 
employee’s professional knowledge and skill

5. Represents the company in a professional 
manner, both within and outside the office

6. Recognises and respects the contributions of 
others

7. Identifies opportunities for improving 
operational policies, procedures and 
techniques within the company

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Completed questionnaires (whether on paper or on computer) are
usually sent to a central location for processing and preparation of
feedback reports. In many cases, to preserve the confidentiality of the
people who provided data, processing is done by an external and
independent agency. 
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Figure 5.5 360-degree feedback data collection

Operational skills and proficiency

10. Is proficient in the operation and use of all 
computer and communications systems

11. Is proficient in the operation and use of XXX 
(the company’s proprietary service)

12. Prepares proposals and reports in the 
prescribed formats; ensures written 
communications are clear, accurate and timely

13. Initiates appropriate actions to deal with 
unexpected events, e.g. updates and provides 
information about products and services which 
meet users’ requirements

14. Has a sound understanding of relevant 
technical and scientific principles

15. Maintains an appropriate environmental scan 
and situational awareness.

16. Uses guidance and professional expertise 
from elsewhere in the company and outside 
when appropriate.

17. Performs on-site system recoveries and can 
restore network communications when needed

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

COMMENTS

Add or attach any written comments on these or any other areas. Please limit comments 
to items that concern the individual’s performance.

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................

8. Coordinates well with other managers and 
employees

9. Effectively communicates company information 
to customers, suppliers, other managers and 
employees generally

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Providing feedback. Once the questionnaire information has been
processed, the results can be fed back to the employee concerned. There
are three common feedback methods. 

• The employee meets one-to-one with an expert facilitator, usually an
external consultant or specially trained internal manager. They discuss
the feedback results in detail and the facilitator assists the employee
to prepare a development plan.

• A written report is sent directly to the employee. The report
summarises the feedback results and might identify areas where
change or improvement appears to be needed.

• Where the members of a work team have contributed feedback infor-
mation about each other, a group feedback session can be held with
the assistance of an external facilitator or an internal human
resources/management development specialist. The facilitator encour-
ages the members of the group to share and discuss their feedback
and to help others to understand the points being made. 

Regardless of the method used, feedback is usually focused on the
employee’s future personal and career development, or the employee’s
performance in comparison with any performance plans and previous
reviews, or a particular behavioural characteristic or competency (e.g.
team leadership).

Reviews by outsiders
Some organisations go outside their own walls to seek views and
comments on the performance of the organisation and its employees. For
example, an organisation’s customers might be asked for their opinions
of the performance and service received from staff involved with, say,
sales, despatch, inquiries and accounts. This can be done by question-
naire or by structured or unstructured interview, conducted by the
organisation’s own managers or by outside consultants.

training for reviewers
Given how important performance planning and review can be for both
organisations and individuals, it is surprising how little attention is given
to ensuring that managers and other reviewers have the understanding
and skills needed for them to be effective in this activity. Most review-
ers would benefit from information or training in several areas.

• Face-to-face communication skills. The range of skills and behav-
iours used in performance discussions is discussed in Chapter 6.
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• Formulating performance targets and standards. The development
of performance standards, indicators, targets and objectives is
discussed in Chapter 4.

• Bias and error in performance reviews. Reviewers who are aware of
the problems of bias and error (see pages 98–101) are more likely to
avoid them in their assessments. 

• Observation skills. Reviewers can be trained to gather data system-
atically so that it is representative of the employee’s full range of
behaviours and performance. This adds to the accuracy and accept-
ability of their assessments.

• Establishing a frame of reference. Organisations have different ways
of ensuring that terms used in performance reviews—for example,
‘effective’ and ‘ineffective’ or ‘satisfactory’ and ‘unsatisfactory’—
have the same meaning across several departments or business units.
Some incorporate definitions in their review forms (see pages 76–82)
or use instruments that include behavioural descriptions (e.g. BARS—
see pages 83–5, or BOS—see pages 86–8). Others bring reviewers
together to discuss what the expected standards might be and what
types of behaviour might be indicative of low, medium or high-level
performance. Case studies and role plays can be used to give ‘real
life’ examples. 

Of course, the people whose performance is to be reviewed would benefit
from some training as well. Effective communication is a two-way
process. Some organisations provide employees with one- or two-day
workshops designed to acquaint them with the performance planning
and review system and give them specific training in communication
and related skills. Anything that helps people to deal with the system, and
makes them more comfortable and confident in its operation, must
enhance performance planning and review.
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chapter 6

Discussing performance

The end-of-year interview is often an unpleasant experience for managers
and employees, yet it remains the main focus of the performance planning
and review process in many organisations. There is no doubt that people
who are comfortable with one-to-one communication find the interview
less stressful than those who are less confident communicators, but the
basic reasons for the unpleasantness of the interview experience lie
elsewhere. They are discussed in earlier chapters: the focus here is the
communication process itself.

A few organisations persist with the practice of preparing written
performance reviews which are then placed on the employee’s file. Some
tell the employee what the review contains, others don’t. Some give the
employee an opportunity to comment, others don’t. Reviews that are res-
tricted to one-way communication, or no communication at all, are not
the subject here. Organisations that don’t communicate their perform-
ance reviews to employees might be making future legal difficulties for
themselves. More important, they should probably ask how a review can
be expected to influence the performance or motivation of the employee
if its contents are not communicated. 

We’ll assume that the organisation uses a one-to-one meeting between
a manager and an employee as the vehicle for discussing the perform-
ance review, and that the employee is given some opportunity, and
encouragement, to participate in the review. If we want employees to
participate, it might be better to drop the term interview, with its conno-
tations of one person asking and the other person answering questions,
and call this meeting a performance discussion. 

As with other aspects of its performance planning and review system,
the organisation must first decide on the purpose of the performance
discussion. Is it the occasion for managers to tell employees what
judgments or appraisals have been made of their performance and
contribution, and how they can improve? Or is it an opportunity for
managers to share their views with employees and seek their responses?
Or does the organisation want to involve employees in the assessment
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of their performance and incorporate their suggestions as to how that
performance might be changed or improved? 

Norman Maier (1976) labels these three approaches to appraisal
interviewing as tell and sell, tell and listen, and problem-solving. His
detailed analysis of each style is presented in Figure 6.1. 
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Tell and sell

• Communicate 
evaluation

• Persuade employee 
to improve

Tell and listen

• Communicate 
evaluation

• Release defensive 
feelings

Problem-solving

• Stimulate growth and 
development in 
employee

• Employees desire to 
correct weaknesses if 
they know about 
them

• People can improve if 
they choose to

• Superiors are 
qualified to judge 
subordinates

• People will change if 
defensive feelings are 
removed

• Growth can occur 
without correcting 
faults

• Discussing job 
problems leads to 
improved 
performance

• Judge • Judge • Helper

• People profit from 
criticism and 
appreciate help

• One can respect the 
feelings of others if 
one understands 
them

• Discussion develops 
new ideas and 
mutual interests

Objectives

Psychological
assumptions

Role of
interviewer

Attitude of
interviewer

• Persuasiveness

• Patience

• Listening and 
reflecting feelings

• Summarising

• Listening and 
reflecting feelings 
and ideas

• Using exploratory 
questions

• Summarising

Skills of
interviewer

• Suppresses 
defensive behaviour

• Tries to cover  
hostility

• Expresses defensive 
behaviour

• Feels accepted

• Problem-solving 
behaviour

Reactions of
employee

• Use of positive or 
negative incentives or 
both

• Extrinsic: motivation 
is added to the job 
itself

• Resistance to change 
reduced

• Positive incentive

• Extrinsic and some 
intrinsic motivation

• Increased freedom

• Increased 
responsibility

• Intrinsic motivation: 
interest is inherent in 
the task

Employee’s
motivation for
change

Figure 6.1 Norman Maier: Three approaches to the
performance discussion (continues)
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The important point is that the organisation cannot choose a style
for the appraisal interview or performance discussion independently of
its overall approach to performance planning and review. This meeting
is an opportunity to summarise and review performance over a period
of time or the duration of an assignment or project, and must be closely
connected in both content and style with the whole performance manage-
ment process. Similarly, a decision about the style of the performance
discussion should be made in the context of the organisation’s overall
management style and approach. Moreover, the type of discussion that
is appropriate for the objectives and style of the performance planning
and review process will affect the conduct and communication of the
discussion itself. What is the nature of the communication? What are
the roles of the participants?

As we saw in Chapter 3, inherent conflicts in the performance
planning and review process make it likely that managers and employ-
ees will have different perceptions of the purpose of the performance
discussion, and different goals for their meeting. These differences can
interfere with their communication and affect how well they understand
the messages they are trying to convey to each other. Look back to Figure
3.1 on page 27 and ask whether it is possible to hold a completely open
and honest discussion that meets the organisation’s need to develop its
employees, and meets employees’ needs for feedback, yet protects the
employee’s self-image and access to rewards.
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• Success most 
probable when 
employee respects 
interviewer

• Employee develops 
favourable attitude 
towards superior, 
which increases 
probability of  
success

• Almost assured of 
improvement in some 
respect

Possible gains

• Loss of loyalty

• Inhibition of 
independent 
judgment

• Face-saving 
problems created

• Need for change may 
not be developed

• Employee may lack 
ideas

• Change may be other 
than what superior 
had in mind

• Perpetuates existing 
practices and values

• Permits interviewer to 
change views in light 
of employee 
responses

• Some upward 
communication

• Both learn, because 
experience and views 
are pooled

• Change is facilitated

Risks for
interviewer

Probable
results

Figure 6.1 Norman Maier: Three approaches to the
performance discussion
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Maier stresses the importance of deciding on the purpose of the
performance discussion. He says that an interview designed ‘to let
employees know where they stand’ suggests that a complete report on
performance and other factors will be given, whereas a meeting designed
‘to recognise employees for good work’ suggests that the content of the
interview will be selective and favourable to the employee.

In terms of style, an interview that has the purpose of communicat-
ing a review or pay decision will be more directive. The manager tells
the employee the decision, may give reasons for the decision and explain
the process used to reach it, and then listens for a response or looks for
a reaction. But the decision itself is not really open to discussion or
change. If the employee were encouraged to question the decision, and
perhaps try to persuade the manager to change the rating, the manager
would be put in a defensive position. Thus, open discussion is ill-advised
in ‘tell and sell’ or ‘tell and listen’ situations.

On the other hand, openness is essential if the purpose of the discus-
sion is to encourage employees to assess their own behaviour, suggest
ideas for change or improvement and commit themselves to specific
performance targets. But there must be no suggestion that the manager
has already made a decision. An open discussion will, almost by defi-
nition, be less structured and the manager will adopt a non-directive
style.

The relationship between managers and employees is a key factor
here. A manager might genuinely want to know what an employee thinks
or feels. But if the employee is not accustomed to being asked for an
opinion on a day-to-day basis, the responses in the interview are likely
to be cautious and, possibly, defensive. Similarly, a manager who relies
on control in the workplace—who gives detailed work instructions,
requires regular reports and personally checks progress frequently—
might find it difficult to encourage cooperation in the performance discus-
sion. The employee will expect to be told what to do. A change of style
and behaviour on the part of the manager to encourage the employee to
contribute and co-operate might be greeted with suspicion.

It is also important to decide whether remuneration is to be part of
the performance review discussion. The case for separating performance
reviews and remuneration decisions is argued in Chapter 8. Most organ-
isations combine them, at least in part, but discussion of remuneration,
or an expectation that the performance interview is part of the remuner-
ation decision process, might hinder open and frank communication—
especially about performance problems or weaknesses. It should be made
clear from the outset if remuneration is to be included in the performance
review.
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preparing for the discussion
The best preparation for the performance discussion is . . . preparation.
But busy managers can easily overlook the forthcoming round of
performance discussions and leave their preparation to the last minute.
This will be obvious to the employees and convey all the wrong signals
about the commitment of the manager—and the organisation—to the
performance planning and review process. Asking the employee to wait
a few minutes while you finish what you’re doing, and then searching a
cluttered desk for the papers you need will also tell the employee that
you don’t take this discussion very seriously. Why should the employee
take the discussion any more seriously?

Preparation for the performance review should have begun when the
manager and the employee agreed on a performance plan. That might
have happened a year before. In the meantime, the manager should
probably have been keeping a diary of the employee’s behaviour and
performance, noting both the highlights and the low points, recording
any agreed changes in objectives or targets, and jotting down reminders
of changes in circumstances that affect the employee’s performance. The
diary is not part of the review, but it will contain valuable information
for the manager’s review preparation. Our memories are, at best, imper-
fect; we are more likely to recall recent events or particular incidents than
we are to retain a representative sample of a year’s experiences. We need
to guard against that potential for bias and error.

We should also make time to review the performance plan made at
the beginning of the period or project and consider, in particular:

• the targets agreed when the performance plan was drawn up
• actual achievements, or progress towards achieving targets, since the

plan was drawn up
• the reasons why targets have not been achieved, or why there has

not been satisfactory progress towards their achievement
• the context in which the employee’s performance occurred and any

relevant changes in the organisation’s situation or circumstances
• any changes that have taken place in the actual job scope or respon-

sibilities of the employee during the period to be reviewed
• the employee’s relationships with other staff and, where appropri-

ate, with customers or other people outside the organisation
• any training or development activities undertaken by the employee

during the review period.

If planning for the next period’s performance is part of the same dis-
cussion, the manager will need to think about the job the employee is
doing and whether the job description needs to be changed, how the
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performance of the employee can best contribute to the achievement of
the department’s goals, and how that might be translated into SMART
targets (see pages 56–9) for the employee.

Obviously, effective preparation for the interview will take time and a
manager who has to discuss performance with several employees will need
to set aside enough time for preparation. This fact underlines how impor-
tant it is for the organisation, and its managers, to take the process of
performance planning and review seriously and to regard it as an essential
ingredient in the performance management recipe. Only when managers
recognise performance planning and review as an important part of their
skills set and organisational responsibilities—and no longer see it as yet
another nuisance imposed on them by the human resources department
or some other corporate group—will they behave in ways that encourage
employees to see performance planning and review in the same light.

Employees should also be encouraged to prepare for the perform-
ance review discussion. Their preparation should be similar to that under-
taken by managers—a review of the performance plan, any changes in
responsibilities or priorities, the reasons why targets have been met or
not met, and so on. Employees can probably gather quite a lot of the
data needed for the discussion and begin to plan their own future work
objectives. This preparation by employees makes it easier for them to
play a real and constructive role in the performance review discussion.
This is especially relevant in an environment where mutual goal-setting
and shared problem-solving are encouraged, but may be less important
where the performance appraisal interview is concerned mainly with
conveying the manager’s judgments of the employee.

Employees should be given written guidelines on how performance
is assessed and, if they are to take an effective part in a discussion, should
have appropriate training in communication skills, in how to plan and
write goals and targets, and in other aspects of the performance planning
and review process. Many organisations introduce employees to the
performance planning and review system as soon as they join, making
it a feature of the induction program and providing employees with
detailed information on how the system works. That’s an important part
of persuading all employees that systematic performance management
is ‘how we do things around here’. 

arrangements for the performance
discussion
Setting an appropriate time and arranging a suitable place for the discus-
sion are obvious first steps. 
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What is an appropriate time? Both managers and employees have organ-
isational and workload demands that must be met, and getting together
a schedule of meetings can be particularly difficult for a manager who
has to arrange performance discussions with a number of employees,
especially if some of them work in different locations. Employees should
be given as much advance notice as possible and asked to prepare for
the performance discussion. Some managers find it useful to have a
preliminary meeting with employees to agree on the goals of the formal
discussion and the major topics they want to cover. This approach helps
to get employees thinking about the forthcoming discussion and prepar-
ing for it, enabling them to come to the discussion on a more equal basis.

How long will the discussion last? There can be no rule about the ‘right’
duration for performance discussions. They take time to be effective and
produce results, but can lose their effectiveness if they go on for too long
at any one time. It’s easy to say that a discussion should continue until
both manager and employee are satisfied that all the issues have been
covered. However, managers don’t have limitless time. Equally, many
employees are not accustomed to intensive discussions in an office envi-
ronment and could become bored, distracted or overwhelmed if the discus-
sion lasts too long. It might be necessary to have the review over two or
three shorter sessions rather than try to cover all the ground at once. 

How many performance reviews can a manager handle? These discus-
sions differ from most meetings that managers have with their employ-
ees; they can be tiring and sometimes draining—especially if the news is
not all good! Few managers are able to cope with a series of discussions,
one after another, over a day or two. That would be too difficult, and
employees towards the end of the line would probably not receive the
audience they deserve. If all performance review discussions have to be
conducted at one time—at the same point in the year rather than spread
according to the anniversary of the employee’s appointment, for
example—managers need to set up a schedule that allows them adequate
time between discussions to reflect and prepare for the next meeting,
and to carry on with the normal tasks of managing. The schedule of
discussions might extend over several days or weeks.

Where is a suitable place to hold the interview? Choice of venue for the
performance review needs consideration. There are some obvious require-
ments. The setting should be private and free from interruptions.
Telephone calls and casual visitors should be stopped, and people passing
by should not be able to look in on the discussion. It’s often suggested
that managers should come out from behind their desks and sit with
no physical barriers between them and the employees. That advice is
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generally sound, unless the attempt to make the discussion more comfort-
able and relaxed has the opposite effect. Some people feel threatened or
apprehensive if others get too close. Employees who communicate effec-
tively with their managers across a desk throughout the year might find
it difficult to communicate as effectively in a different setting—and that
would be particularly ironic if the changed arrangement was intended
to make communication easier. 

Typically, performance interviews are held in the manager’s office.
This might be convenient, but it’s worth considering a neutral venue—
a small meeting room, for example—if that would put the participants
on a more equal footing and encourage the employee to engage in
a more open discussion. As open-plan workspaces replace more and
more partitioned offices, the need for a private and undisturbed meeting
place becomes more important. The best advice might be to choose
a venue and organise it in such a way that the best possible communi-
cation is achieved.

the structure of the discussion
If the purpose is simply to convey the manager’s performance review
to the employee, the structure of the discussion needs little consideration.
The employee will be invited in and asked to be seated; the manager will
attempt to get the discussion started with some general non-work conver-
sation; will then tell the employee the substance of the review; perhaps
invite comments; then seek to set some objectives for the next year;
ask if the employee has any questions or comments; and finally close
the discussion. In this scenario the communication is almost entirely 
one-way, the environment is artificial and uncomfortable, the experience
is probably unsatisfactory for both manager and employee—and little
will be done to strengthen their relationship and improve or develop the
employee’s performance.

It will confirm the view held by some that performance appraisal
systems are just another form of managerial manipulation. Hartnett
(1981), for example, claims that

stripped of its mystification and mythmaking, performance appraisal
functions to maintain managerial control within hierarchically
structured, authoritarian organisation. It achieves this function
through consolidating judgments about individual performance in
the supervisor’s hands, by objectifying that judgment through
appraisal and rating schemes and thereby conditioning employee
behaviour to ensure a favourable assessment.
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To reduce these implications of control rather than communication, organ-
isations and managers should try to ensure that the performance discus-
sion is a genuine two-way process. At the simplest level, the employee
must be allowed to do at least half the talking! The discussion is about
the employee’s performance, not about the manager. In practice, managers
commonly do twice as much talking as the employee, though they sincerely
believe that participation in the discussion has been equally balanced. 

Using questions rather than statements and descriptions rather than
judgments will encourage the employee to contribute. Listening care-
fully, not interrupting, looking for signals in the other person’s face and
body movements, responding appropriately to any tension, dealing with
the employee’s questions and comments: these are all skills that will
improve two-way communication. They are discussed later in the chapter.

The manager will probably draw up a plan for the discussion, as a
way of ensuring that all important points are covered. In outline, that
plan—which could be more structured than the interview itself turns out
to be—might follow the pattern shown in the box below. 

Outline plan for a performance discussion

1. Warm up
This can be the most difficult part of the discussion, because both
manager and employee may be apprehensive about what is to come.
Talking about something interesting that happened in the workplace
recently can ease the tension, but the initial objective is to ensure that
the employee understands and accepts the objectives of the meeting
and the sequence that it will follow.

2. Job responsibilities
Getting the employee to talk about the job and its current responsi-
bilities and priorities is a way to encourage the employee to start the
discussion off. If the interview starts with the manager’s views of
the employee’s job responsibilities or performance, it will inevitably
continue in a style that is more directive than participative.
• What do you see as your major responsibilities at present? 
• What are the priorities? Why? 
• What would you change about your job? 
• How could your time and talents be used better?

3. Performance goals
Discussing the targets and goals agreed at the last performance review
will focus the discussion, which should also explore whether these
goals proved to be appropriate and attainable.
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• Overall, how do you feel about the targets we set?
• Have any of them proved to be inappropriate? Why?

4. Job accomplishments
Considering the major achievements of the review period will also
help to focus the discussion. It is better for the assessment to be
couched in descriptive terms at this stage—judgments may lead to
allegations of fault and blame where things have not worked out.
• How do you feel the job is going?
• What has interested you most in your job in the past year? 
• What have been the major accomplishments? 
• Where do you think you are being most effective in your job?
Sometimes it will be better to ask what an employee has been doing
rather than what has been accomplished. Like the computer system
installation described on page 63, doing might prove to be a more
positive contribution than accomplishing. This is especially true in
management positions, where the primary goal is to achieve results
through other people. Measuring those results is not a measure of the
manager’s own performance: what we need to find out is what
the manager did to help those other people to achieve the results.

5. Areas for improvement
Again, it is important here to keep the discussion positive and
forward-looking: it should focus firmly on how to improve existing
performance and overcome any problems or barriers. Trying to estab-
lish reasons for past failures will almost certainly lead to discussions
of fault and blame, and may force both manager and employee into
aggressive or defensive behaviour, which is unhelpful. 
• What disappoints or frustrates you most about your job at the

present time? 
• Where do you feel least effective? 
• What can we do to help you increase your effectiveness? 
• What help or support can I give you?

6. Assessment
Ultimately, the purpose of a performance review is just that. So,
however much input there might be from employees, essentially they
want to know what the manager—and, by implication, the organi-
sation as a whole—think of their performance and contribution. That
assessment should be well balanced. Care must be taken to avoid the
errors outlined on page 98–101 and, at the same time, the manager
should be thinking about the impact that the assessment might have
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on the employee. For example, a minor criticism of an otherwise well-
performing employee might dominate that individual’s understand-
ing of the assessment. Similarly, the manager who treads warily and
chooses words carefully in order not to upset a poor performer might
leave that employee with the impression that things are rather better
than is actually the case.

7. Plans for improvement
The manager will have some ideas of areas of performance or
behaviour which can be improved, and should think about possible
solutions. These should not be imposed, but discussed and agreed
with the employee. If possible, the employee should be encouraged
to lead the discussion of possible improvements. Building on
the employee’s ideas is more positive than having the employee
respond to the manager’s ideas. Their subsequent agreement on
action will then give a positive platform for future discussions and
performance.

8. Conclusion
Ending a performance discussion can prove more difficult than many
would anticipate. Preparing to close, once the discussion has ended,
is as important as preparing the opening. Summarise the discussion;
agree on future action, including anything the manager has under-
taken to do; describe what will happen with the results of the review;
thank the employee for their time and contribution to the discussion;
and end the meeting. 

To conclude this examination of the structure and contents of the
performance discussion, here are some key points for consideration.

• Preparation and participation. Both managers and employees need
the communication skills and techniques discussed in the next section.
Similarly, both must prepare for the performance discussion and they
must participate actively.

• Relevance. The performance discussion should focus on matters that
are relevant to the individual’s job or employment. If there are
personal issues to be discussed, make time for a separate meeting
outside the performance planning and review framework.

• Discipline. Disciplinary action is not part of performance planning
and review. Performance that is ‘below standard’ or ‘unacceptable’
might be the subject of criticism during the discussion, but any
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disciplinary action or steps towards termination of employment should
be taken separately. In his final letter to General Electric’s stockhold-
ers, the outgoing Jack Welch commented that companies must love
and nurture the top 20 per cent of their employees, and actively weed
out the bottom 20 per cent. Performance appraisal was his preferred
weapon for that task. Nothing will compromise a performance
planning and review system faster than an impression among staff
that it is simply an instrument of discipline or punishment. 

• Using forms. If the organisation uses performance planning and
review forms, they should be available during the discussion so that
points can be summarised and agreed actions noted. But complet-
ing the form should not be central to the planning and review of
performance. Many organisations are abandoning complex and
sophisticated forms in favour of formats with plenty of space for the
manager and the employee to record the key points of their discus-
sion. If there is a form, it should be openly available to the employee
who should be able to comment on any aspects of the review where
there is disagreement. Most important, a review form should accu-
rately describe the employee’s performance, in terms of the job’s
responsibilities and any previously agreed standards or targets, so
that it is reliable as both a guide and a record.

communication skills
Managers and employees need the same communication skills and tech-
niques for performance planning and review that they need for effective
communication generally. But it is still useful to look at communication in
the specific context of the performance planning and review discussion.
Most effective communication is a two-way process, and this is especially
important in a performance discussion that seeks to get the employee’s
ideas and commitment as much as it serves to tell employees what
the manager thinks of their performance. Thus, for both manager and
employee, listening and providing feedback are just as important as
speaking clearly and asking questions. The objective of all communication
should be to ensure that there is an effective exchange of understanding.

Asking questions
There are two main types of questions.

• Open questions are designed to open up a conversation up and get
people talking.
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• Closed questions are used to summarise or confirm what the other
person is saying.

Open questions. These usually begin with one of the common interrog-
atives—What? How? Why? Who? When?—but that doesn’t mean the
discussion has to become an interrogation. Blunt questions can be
softened if they start with phrases like ‘Think about . . .’ and ‘Tell me
about . . .’, yet retain their essential role as questions that ‘open up’
respondents and get them talking. The key to open questions is that the
other person can only respond sensibly by providing some information:
you cannot respond Yes or No to an open question.
• How do you think things have been going during the year?
• What are you especially pleased about with your performance?
• Why do you say that? 

Closed questions. If open questions are opening questions, then closed
questions are closing questions. They can usually be answered Yes or No
or by providing a specific piece of information. They are best used to
summarise what the other person has said, to check your understanding
of it or to close off part of a discussion so you can move on. However,
too many closed questions will stifle responses and turn the discussion
into an interrogation.
• Can I help you?
• Do you want to give that some more thought?
• Is there a better way to do it?
Each of these questions is easily converted into an open question:
• How can I help you?
• What other thoughts do you have about this situation?
• What would be a better way to do it?

STAR interviews

Getting employees talking should be an early objective in the perform-
ance discussion. The STAR approach is designed to encourage
employees to talk specifically about their jobs and their performance.

Describe a Situation that you were involved in where . . .
Tell me what Tasks had to be accomplished.

What Action did you take?
What were the Results?
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Probing questions. These are hybrid questions, neither completely open
nor completely closed. We use them to get a person to talk in more detail
about a topic or event, but they shouldn’t be used so frequently that the
questioning becomes an interrogation.
• Could you tell me some more about . . . ?
• What do you mean when you say . . . ?
• What effect has that had on . . . ?

The easiest probing question is the one that begins with ‘Why’ but
frequent use of this little word can become a barrage for the listener; just
reflect on every parent’s experience of children who constantly ask ‘why’
or ‘why not’. 

Asking for comparisons—‘What do you feel are the advantages and
disadvantages of . . .’—is a form of probing question that gets people
to explore in more depth the points they are making. Many of us get
carried away with our own enthusiasm and start to generalise or exag-
gerate. We need to be asked to be more specific but may react negatively
to a simple denial or disagreement. 

Hypothetical questions, starting with queries like ‘What would you
do if . . . ?’, are another technique for getting employees to think about
new ideas or possible actions. But they should not be used as a device to
avoid talking about real issues. Similarly, people should be discouraged
from translating real problems into hypothetical situations: the transla-
tion is seldom complete or completely accurate.

Common mistakes with questions. We make three common mistakes
when asking questions. 

1. We ask more than one question at a time. This can leave the other
person confused about what we really want to know or which
question to answer first. Or the other person may avoid answering
any of the questions. 

2. Our questions suggest the answers we want. This might encourage
the other person to choose one of the responses implied in the
question, rather than provide the real answer. 

3. We go on talking after we’ve asked a question. The other person can’t
respond, and we can’t listen to a response if we’re still talking! 

Listening
A discussion between two or more people might be a situation where
one person is talking and the others are listening. In many cases, however,
one person will be talking and the others will be preparing to talk! The
loudest signal that people are not listening is ‘Yes, but . . .’ People who
are listening actively don’t interrupt or try to impose their views, but
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prefer to build on what others are saying. However, many meetings and
discussions become a succession of statements made by individuals
without much attention being paid to what others are saying. 

Listening—because it appears to be a passive activity—is a difficult
skill to teach or to learn. Yet we must learn to listen actively: to concen-
trate on what is being said; to assess and try to understand what is said,
and what is not said; to stay neutral in this process; and to avoid rushing
to quick judgments or making assumptions. And it is not just listening
to what people say that is important; we should also listen to how they
speak. Does the tone of voice reflect enthusiasm or surprise or anger?
Does the person sound confident or nervous on this topic?

Using pauses is a key aspect of listening. In any discussion, a person
who keeps on talking neither encourages nor obliges the other person to
respond. In a tell and sell or tell and listen discussion, the employee might
be defensive in the face of criticism and simply withdraw. Then, to avoid
an awkward silence, the manager goes on talking and the employee has
no need to respond or take any further part in what rapidly becomes an
uncomfortable, one-way lecture. Pauses—which can go as far as a
physical comfort break, or time out to get a drink or have lunch—allow
employees to think about ideas or suggestions without the time pressure
that often seems to intrude on the one-on-one discussion. Breaks are also
an opportunity for participants to gather their thoughts, and can help to
relieve any build-up in tension in the interview.

Much has been said and written about body language—the notion
that what we do with our bodies can convey powerful messages. The
listening process involves looking for visual cues about what the other
person is thinking or feeling. Has the person who stares out of the window
lost interest in the discussion? Does the crossed-arms posture indicate that
the employee is on the defensive? Is the person who yawns bored or tired?
Are you distracted by someone who is fiddling with a pen?

Paraphrasing and summarising
For many managers and their employees, a discussion that lasts an hour
or more will be the longest time they spend in concentrated one-to-one
communication in a whole year. It is, for everyone, a long time over which
to maintain concentration. Paraphrasing what the other person is saying
(‘What you seem to be saying is . . .’) and summarising the discussion
from time to time (‘What I think we’ve talked about and seem to be agreed
on is . . .’) have the dual effect of checking that people have the same
understanding of what they are discussing, and breaking the discussion
up into a series of smaller and more manageable communication steps.
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Feedback

Providing feedback to employees is a major objective of the performance
review. Lansbury and Prideaux (1981) note that 

feedback is an important part of the learning process. Without it,
employees have only their own estimation of how well they are
performing and this may be quite inaccurate. Feedback from others
can confirm and encourage employees in a mode of behaviour which
meets acceptable standards or, alternatively, alert them to the need
to change their behaviour. 

Like any effective communication, constructive feedback needs to
be planned. Perhaps most important, the manager needs personal
knowledge—from observation or investigation—of the behaviour or
performance that needs change or improvement. Relying on second-hand
reports or the rumour mill is not good enough. Next, some people find
it helpful to rehearse what they’re going to say in these potentially tricky
communication situations—not to the extent of writing out and learning
a prepared script, but taking a little time to think about and practise
what they want to say, how, and in what sequence. Those careful commu-
nicators will also think about how the other person will react to what is
going to be said and prepare to respond. 

Unfortunately, too much feedback in performance discussions is
critical and negative. The challenge is to keep a balance between criti-
cism and praise, and this is more likely if you’ve identified some points
of positive feedback in advance. Mention them first, and the employee
will realise that you are concerned with the total picture: subsequent criti-
cisms will be seen in that context. It might be a cultural thing for some
societies, but many people are not very good at giving or receiving praise.
Yet most people respond positively to sincere appreciation of their efforts
and a quiet ‘thank you’ or ‘well done’ will help to build a positive rela-
tionship in which constructive criticism is part of the nurturing process. 

Effective feedback is:
• specific rather than general
• descriptive rather than evaluative
• focused on behaviour that can be changed
• concerned with the ‘what’ of behaviour, not the ‘why’
• substantively based so the receiver can check its validity
• timely and relevant to the issues under discussion.

Managers should use real examples of employees’ behaviour and describe
the effect they have on performance and on the behaviour of others.
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Generalisations and judgments—‘You’re always late’ or ‘You’re not really
committed’, for example—should be avoided. They lead to argument and
resentment. It’s much more constructive to say ‘You’ve been late three
times in the last two weeks. That means others have to pick up your share
of the work until you get here. Is there anything wrong?’

In addition to providing feedback to employees, the performance
discussion should be an opportunity for managers to seek feedback from
their employees. ‘What further advice or support could I provide for you
on this project?’ ‘How do you feel about how well we communicate?’
‘Do you feel you have enough information about what is happening
elsewhere in the department?’

However, a manager or anyone else who solicits feedback must be
ready to deal with it. Any signs of defensiveness—for example, inter-
rupting to justify what the manager did or to blame others—will indicate
that the manager doesn’t really want to hear the employee’s views. It
would be better for the manager to paraphrase what is being said without
evaluating it, ask for clarification if necessary and summarise the discus-
sion from time to time.

Criticising
Managers might intend to be constructive when criticising employees’
performance, but the impact is usually negative. Criticism can encourage
employees into defensive behaviour during the discussion, leading them
to blame other people and other factors for their own shortcomings. In
this way, they can evade responsibility for their own performance and
avoid discussing how it might be changed or improved. Moreover, a
constant stream of criticisms will have a negative effect on the motiva-
tion of employees, who will go away from the discussion with feelings of
failure and resentment rather than achievement and encouragement.
Subsequently, research shows, their performance will improve least in
those areas where they were criticised most.

If employees feel that everyone in the organisation gets criticised
during performance review discussions, they will not take criticism of
themselves as individuals very seriously. In addition, it is not hard to
imagine the negative effect on the performance management process
overall if the emphasis appears to be on criticism, constructive or not.

None of this is to say that we should ignore areas of performance
where employees fail to meet standards or achieve targets. However, it
is more effective to adopt a problem-solving approach to identify
the issues and discuss them openly, without concern for fault and
blame. Helping people to learn from their mistakes may be hard for
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some managers but it is a key to successful coaching and effective
performance development.

Arguing
Some managers feel that they must argue with their employees over every
point of difference or disagreement. Instead, they should understand that
attentive listening implies neither agreement nor disagreement, but simply
allows employees to say what they want to say. From what they hear,
managers can distil the issues that need clarification, verification or
action. Arguing points of detail puts both managers and employees into
aggressive/defensive roles and hinders the openness of the communica-
tion between them.

Counselling
Counselling is an inevitable part of the review process. But the nature of
the helpful communication it involves will vary significantly according
to the situation and needs of the person being counselled. For managers,
the skill or art of listening may be their most important counselling tool;
many people simply need to talk to someone about their problems.

Managers’ responses will be either directive or non-directive in style.
In the first case, the manager will seek to direct the employee’s behav-
iour in a particular direction. This is characteristic of the tell and sell
or tell and listen approach. On the other hand, the problem-solving
approach will feature non-directive counselling in which managers aim
to help people solve their own problems by identifying and analysing a
range of possible solutions or actions.

Managers need to accept that many problem situations—family
problems, alcohol or drug dependency, psychiatric illness, for example—
need specialist assistance or treatment. The manager should try to recog-
nise the signals of these situations and help the employee to make contact
with professional or expert advisers.

Note-taking
For some people, taking notes during the interview is part of the process
of active listening. It shows that they are interested in what is being said
and consider it sufficiently significant to be recorded; it helps them to
keep focused and maintain the structure and sequence of the discussion.
For others, note-taking is a distraction. They find it hard to talk if another
person appears to be writing down what they are saying, and are
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concerned that an ill-formed idea might be quoted against them at a later
date. Ultimately, the interaction is physically disrupted if one person is
so intent on recording the conversation that the other can see only the
top of the note-taker’s head!

Notes should be made during the performance discussion. Our
memories are not very good. When it comes to setting targets, for
example, it’s better to have written down what was agreed at the time
of planning performance than to argue during the performance review
about what was actually intended. Noting down other people’s ideas is
also a strong signal that they are being taken seriously and will be consid-
ered further.

Some managers have developed the skill of getting employees to do
the writing during the performance discussion. ‘So, how can we express
that target?’ the manager asks and, as the employee starts to suggest the
words, the manager passes across the performance planning form and
says ‘Sounds good. Why don’t you write that down?’ The target is then
clearly the employee’s goal: the act of writing it down adds to ownership
and commitment.

Describing performance
Performance reviewers often find it difficult to express how well an
employee is performing. Descriptions like ‘good interpersonal skills’ or
‘team player’ might give an employee a warm feeling, but they are judg-
mental rather than informative or developmental. They give the employee
nothing to build on. Worse, negative descriptions—‘needs to improve
interpersonal skills’ or ‘not a good team player’, for example—are useless
without specific examples to justify the manager’s opinion and indicate
where the employee needs to make improvements. 

Similarly, during a performance planning discussion, managers must
encourage employees to commit themselves to SMART targets and
specific actions: it’s hard to follow up on an employee’s promise that ‘I’ll
try harder’! 

a model format
The performance planning and review forms set out in the following
pages are not a model in the sense that they are in some way ideal. Each
organisation must design a system, including forms, to suit its own needs
and circumstances. However, this model format incorporates many of
the points made in this book and it might be helpful to see them laid out
in this way.
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There are, in fact, two forms: one that can be used for all employ-
ees (pages 134–41), and a second—the supplement for managers (pages
142 –3)—which can be added for those who have responsibilities for
managing and developing people. 

The forms are designed to provide participants with a record of their
agreed performance plans and the results subsequently achieved.
However, the forms should not be the main focus: the purpose of the
performance discussion is to help managers and employees get a better
understanding of the contributions that might realistically be expected
and a more specific assessment of the employee’s actual performance. 

In summary, this approach is designed to be forward-looking rather
than appraisal-oriented. It is focused on job requirements and job
performance, and based on explicit statements of the contributions the
employee plans to make. In process terms, this approach is designed to
help managers and employees to share the planning and assessment of
performance and to encourage more open and regular communication.

This model begins with an explanatory booklet (pages 134–7) which
is designed to introduce the performance planning and review system to
managers and employees. The forms referred to in the booklet are set
out on the following pages. 

ABCorporation Ltd

Introducing performance planning and review
Performance planning and review is designed to:
• help staff at all levels and in all parts of ABCorporation by linking per-

formance assessments to specific statements of each person’s planned
contributions

• help clarify job responsibilities and priorities, and thus help to improve
individual and organisational performance

• focus on what each person should contribute to the achievement of the
work group’s objectives, and in that way help to foster team work.

The elements of performance planning and review
1. The performance plan
2. Interim performance reviews
3. The performance review and summary
4. The management review
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How the process of performance planning and review works
1. Based on the overall goals of the organisation, managers outline to staff

the objectives and priorities of their departments and work groups for the
coming year.

2. Staff members then draft individual performance plans for the year ahead,
linking them to the department’s objectives and to the main areas of
responsibility of their jobs. Staff members also describe the contributions
they have made during the previous year.

3. Each staff member then meets with his or her manager to review the
previous year’s performance and to agree on the performance plan for the
coming year.

4. Subsequently, managers discuss the performance plans and reviews of
their staff with the next-in-line manager. This ensures consistency in both
planning and review and is a safeguard against any possibility of unfair-
ness in the planning and review process.

5. Interim reviews. When it is not appropriate to plan for a period of a whole
year, or if the requirements of the position change significantly during the
year, then the staff member and the manager should meet for an interim
review of the performance to date and to agree on any changes that may
be needed in the performance plan.

The performance plan
Performance planning and review begins with the performance plan, which is
a statement of the staff member’s main areas of responsibility and of the contri-
butions expected in each of those areas during the coming year. More specific
and personalised than job descriptions, the statements of planned contribu-
tions relate the results and standards of performance expected of each staff
member directly to the objectives of the work group, the department and the
organisation.

The performance plans for managers have a supplement that focuses on
their responsibilities for managing and developing people. The statements of
planned contributions should:
• focus on expected results and standards of performance and not merely

describe activities to be performed
• be specific enough to determine whether they have been achieved
• be clear and understandable to both the staff member and the manager
• be at a level of performance and achievement appropriate to the staff

member’s position and responsibilities
• mention additional resources, training, experience or management support

needed to achieve the contribution.
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Interim performance reviews
Interim performance reviews are a discussion of progress towards the con-
tributions set out in the performance plan. They are held as needed, thus
providing managers and staff members with an opportunity to modify their
performance plans in the light of changing circumstances, particularly those
that are outside the staff member’s control. 

In addition, interim reviews give staff members a chance to request further
guidance or information, or other support they may need.

These reviews are more than the normal day-by-day workplace commu-
nication and entail more than informal coaching. They are intended to be brief,
explicit reviews of the staff member’s responsibilities and contributions in
relation to the department’s work program. The interim reviews should avoid
the possibility of surprises and misunderstandings at the time of the year-end
review.

The performance review
The performance review focuses on actual contributions in each area of respon-
sibility, rather than simply describing the staff member’s activities during the
year. It gives both the staff member and the manager the opportunity to discuss
performance in terms of their agreed performance plan and to record what
results were achieved and how well. Performance reviews should:

• be mainly descriptive
• relate directly to the statements of planned contributions
• be clear and open to encourage staff members to maintain or improve

performance and to give managers sound information on which to assess
the performance of individuals and the organisation.

The performance summary
The performance summary is designed as a more general and evaluative state-
ment of major performance issues and of recommendations for follow-up
action. 

The summary of major performance strengths and suggested improve-
ments is designed to help the staff member and the manager to clarify where
there is a need for changes in attitude or behaviour, and to assess whether
the staff member has any immediate needs for training related to the present
job.

Performance reviews and summaries for the previous twelve months are
discussed and completed at the same time as performance plans for the
coming year.
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The management review
The management review meeting has several important functions. It provides
senior managers with an overview of the people for whom they have respon-
sibility and, at the same time, ensures that their performance plans and reviews
are treated equitably in comparison with others.

It is also an opportunity for the comments of staff members to be taken
into account and acted on where appropriate.

The discussion with the more senior manager provides managers with an
opportunity to check their assessments of people’s performance and the consis-
tency of their plans and objectives with those of the wider organisation. The
discussion also gives the more senior manager an understanding of the mix
of skills and abilities in each section and how these might develop for the good
of the staff and ABCorporation.

The supplement for managers
All staff of ABCorporation, including managers at all levels, are expected to
take part in the performance planning and review process. For managers, the
technical and business aspects of their positions are covered in the normal
performance plan and review.

In addition, there is a supplement for managers, dealing with that most
important of their responsibilities: the management and development of the
people for whom they have responsibility.

The supplement is designed to focus both planning and review on key
management roles such as priority-setting, decision-making, communications,
coaching and staff development, delegation and team work.

The supplement recognises that the management and development of
people are significant but often overlooked roles for managers.
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ABCorporation

Name:

Position:

Section:

Plan period
From:                                            To:
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Performance
plan

The staff member and the manager should
develop this plan jointly, normally twelve months
before the performance review.

Name:                                                                Date                                     Interim
initiated:                             review date:

Major areas of
responsibility

Planned contributions to section’s objectives
What results or standards are expected in each area
of responsibility? Describe the agreed actions. Where
appropriate, indicate action priorities and target dates.

Changes in plan May be recorded at any time during the plan period

Optional additional plans Where considered appropriate by the manager and the staff member.
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Performance
review

Contributions to section’s objectives 
Before the discussion with the
manager, the staff member describes
what has actually been achieved. The manager comments

Additional accomplishments

Manager’s
assessment 
of extent to which
job requirements
were met
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Performance summary
Overall performance summary

Considering all the factors, summarise the staff member’s overall performance during the plan period.

Also note any significant influence on the performance of others.

Major performance strengths

Suggested improvements

What specific training would help improve the staff member’s performance?

Performance improvement is needed to meet job requirements:

❐ No             ❐ Yes, in area(s) noted above.

Manager’s signature                    Name and title

Date discussed                  Staff member’s signature—to indicate this                            Date

with staff member                     review has been read and discussed with the manager

Staff member’s comments  Optional

Staff member’s signature—if comments are made          Date

Management review

The reviewing manager should give particular attention to any significant disagreements between the

staff management and the manager, and to plans for action and follow-up on this review.

Reviewing manager’s signature                            Name and title                                               Date

Distribution: Original to manager, copy to staff member
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Supplement for managers

Managerial responsibilities

The main areas of managerial responsibility are

• managing work programs and budgets
• managing relations with clients within and outside

the corporation
• managing relations with others inside the

corporation services
• providing technical and policy guidance to ensure

desired results are achieved
• managing and developing people.

The first four areas of managerial
responsibility should be covered in the performance
plan and review. Managing and developing people
should be covered in this supplement. The
responsibilities listed overleaf may be used to focus
attention on those areas of people management
where potential benefits are greatest. Where
appropriate, note the expected results or standards
under each heading.

ABCorporation
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Managing and developing people
Name:                                                             Title                                              Date

initiated:

Planned contribution
The results or standards expected
in each of the areas listed.

Signature of manager making appraisal                                                                  Date

Signature of manager being appraised                                                               Date

Signature of reviewing manager                                                                              Date

Reviewing manager’s 
assessment 
of extent to which
job requirements
were met
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Actual contribution
To be completed by the
manager being appraised.

Setting priorities and taking
decisions

Communicating clear performance
expectations and performance
feedback

Providing guidance and support
to staff on their personal
development

Delegating responsibility and
encouraging innovation

Fostering co-operation and
teamwork within and between
sections

Other
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chapter 7

Developing performance

Any system of performance management inevitably focuses on the process
of performance planning and review. These are the activities that demand
the time and attention of managers and employees and where organisa-
tions develop specific procedures and provide special training. Yet, as we
have said earlier, what happens in the relatively long gaps between
performance discussions is more important to successful performance
management than how well we conduct those discussions or complete
the accompanying forms. 

Unfortunately, the development of employees’ performance is often
the forgotten aspect of performance management. Perhaps it’s because,
unlike performance planning and review, there are no procedural require-
ments or pressures from top management or the human resources depart-
ment to get reports in by a set date. 

But surely there is little point in setting performance targets if employ-
ees lack the skills or knowledge to achieve those goals? Similarly, it’s hardly
helpful to accept that a lack of skills or knowledge is the reason for poor
performance without deciding how the employee is going to acquire those
competencies for use in the future. Vague promises about sending people
on courses are not what performance development involves. At the same
time, a need for training is frequently used as an excuse for poor perform-
ance. Managers must be able to identify and handle performance problems
without always seeing training as both the problem and the solution. They
must also understand that performance has to be managed and developed
on the job: instances of inadequate performance cannot be left to a once-
a-year review but must be dealt with as they occur.

At a wider level, most organisations now recognise the need for
continuing review and renewal so that they can respond to new chal-
lenges in their environments. In other words, the concept of the learning
organisation is now well accepted. For organisations aspiring to that
status, the continuing development of performance might be the key
factor in the performance management cycle.

The development aspects of performance management are a chal-
lenge for most organisations. In the United States, according to a survey
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taken in 2000, only one in three organisations is satisfied with its devel-
opment planning (34 per cent of the respondents), 360-degree feedback
(33 per cent), coaching (33 per cent) or leadership development (38 per
cent). Yet 61 per cent of those organisations were satisfied with their
performance management systems overall (SHRM/PDI 2000). 

the manager’s role
Tom Peters has said we no longer need managers who are cops, referees,
devil’s advocates, dispassionate analysts, naysayers or pronouncers.
Instead, we need leaders who are enthusiasts, cheerleaders, nurturers of
champions, coaches and facilitators. The differences between managers
and leaders are much talked about as organisations try to swap the tradi-
tional control model of management for one based on cooperation, and
to turn concepts like employee empowerment and self-managing teams
into practical reality. But it’s not a question of leaders or managers: organ-
isations need both. 

As Kotter (1990) tells us, successful organisations need good
managers to control complexity and effective leaders to produce worth-
while change. Leaders have to set the organisation’s direction and
motivate people to support it, while managers plan, solve problems,
organise and control activities. To manage and develop people and their
performance successfully, organisations need both managers and leaders.
And you can’t separate them. Warren Bennis (1984) describes leader-
ship’s contribution in terms that sound like good advice for managers.

Leadership can be felt throughout an organisation. It gives pace and
energy to the work and empowers the workforce. Empowerment is
the collective effect of leadership. In organisations with effective
leaders, empowerment is most evident in four themes—people feel
significant, learning and competence matter, people are part of a
community, and work is exciting.

That advice is confirmed by the Gallup Organisation’s research on
management. It found that ‘great’ managers don’t have much in common,
except that they do four things extraordinarily well (Buckingham &
Coffman 1999):

• They select people for their talent, not simply for their experience,
intelligence or determination.

• They set expectations in terms of the right outcomes, not the right steps.
• They motivate people by concentrating on their strengths rather than

identifying their weaknesses.
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• They develop people by helping them find the right fit, not just
pushing them up to the next rung on the organisational ladder.

Traditionally, many managers have relied on formal authority—their
positional power—to get employees to comply with work instructions
and job requirements. The use of authority in this way might get the
work done, but it hardly amounts to effective leadership. And it is less
and less likely to work with many of our ‘new’ employees. However, if
employees carry out the work willingly and find it rewarding, then we
can say that the manager has personal power in additional to positional
power, and has exercised effective leadership. 

In most situations, the successful use of both personal and positional
power—based on the approaches to job design described in Chapter 3
and the activities described by Bennis and Gallup—will require managers
to use problem-solving rather than tell and sell as their preferred style of
performance management. We should remember, however, that the
manager’s positional power or formal authority usually includes being
able to control rewards and punishment. This has obvious implications
for the performance management process and for the relationships of
managers/leaders and employees/followers. We’re back to the classic
dilemma of the manager as both judge and helper. 

There is a further issue. As shown in the box below, a manager’s
power has several different bases and will influence different employees
in different ways according to its source. For example, professional and
knowledge workers will usually recognise and respect expert and referent
power; they may be influenced by information and connection power,
they may be cynical about a manager’s legitimate power, and will
probably reject any overt attempts to use coercive or reward power. But
new employees, or those at the lower levels of the organisation, are likely
to respond quickly and without question to what they perceive as the
legitimate power of a top executive.

Sources of a manager’s power

Coercive power is based on fear. People comply because failing to
comply leads to punishment.
Legitimate power derives from a manager’s position. Subordinates
believe managers have the right, because of their positions, to expect
compliance with instructions or suggestions. Increases as managers
move higher in the organisation. 
Expert power flows from a manager’s expertise, skills and knowledge,
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which are respected by others and thus influence their attitudes and
behaviour.
Reward power is a manager’s ability to provide tangible or intangi-
ble rewards for other people who believe they will be rewarded if
they comply with the manager’s wishes.
Referent power is based on a manager’s personal traits. We are influ-
enced by people we like, admire or identify with. 

French and Raven (1959)

Information power derives from the fact that a manager has, or can
get, information that others consider valuable. 
Connection power is based on a manager’s links with influential and
important people inside and outside the organisation. 

Raven and Kruglanski (1975)

How managers use power, whatever its source, is a significant factor
in performance management. We cannot escape the reality that organi-
sations are power systems in which individuals balance their desire for
various tangible or intangible rewards against the need to comply with
authority in its various forms. McClelland (1970) points out that power
can have both a positive and a negative face. Negative power is expressed
in terms of dominance and submission, where one person exercises power
over another who is put at a disadvantage as a result. Positive power,
on the other hand, is exercised for, or on behalf of, other people.
Managers who work with their staff to formulate plans, to decide goals
and develop their skills and abilities are using power positively for both
the individuals and the organisation. 

So how can managers use power positively in managing and devel-
oping the performance of their employees?

training and learning
Developing people and their performance is not a matter of sending
employees off to training courses. Indeed, the most effective training and
development is probably done on the job, on a one-to-one basis between
managers and employees. In this situation, the manager is a coach, not
a trainer. And the employee is learning, not being taught. That might
seem rather trite and obvious, but it’s worth setting out how we know
that this is a more effective approach to performance development, espe-
cially for adults.
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The main focus of on-the-job coaching and learning is performance
development. Learning for its own sake, or learning for personal or career
development, are different objectives. Where the aim is to develop an
employee’s performance, the emphasis must be on ensuring that the
person gains and retains the skills and knowledge needed for effective
job performance, and is able and willing to apply them. This is not
learning for learning’s sake, but learning which encourages and equips
employees to make desirable changes to their work behaviour.

We go through four stages of learning before changes in behaviour
occur. First, we come to know about something that is new or different.
That knowledge is not useful in itself until the second stage of under-
standing when we recognise the possible applications for the new idea
or information. The third stage of acceptance is reached when a person
has enough knowledge, and understands it well enough, to see the new
behaviour as a desirable option. This can be the most difficult stage in
learning if it requires us to change our existing attitudes, beliefs or values.
We will need to be persuaded of the advantages of making those changes.
Finally, we reach the stage of being able to apply the new learning: we
can recognise where it is applicable, accept the advantages and are willing
to make the changes. This final stage is not complete, however, until the
new learning has actually been applied and we can see the benefits of the
new behaviour.

Few off-the-job training courses are set up to take people through
all these stages. In most cases, especially in educational institutions,
formal courses cannot go much past the first stage. The use of case studies
and experiential exercises might help take the learning into the second
and third stages, but the fourth—and most critical—phase can only
happen on the job. And it can only happen with the support and guidance
of a manager, or some other person playing the role of coach. Learning
that leads to performance improvement and development can most effec-
tively be carried out on the job—for a number of reasons.

People learn because they want to
Motivation is a key factor in learning. People who want to learn usually
do better than others, which is one reason why mature students frequently
achieve better results in higher education courses than younger students.
However, we have to know what we want to learn, and why.

Employees who are encouraged to understand how their proposed
learning will contribute to achievement of their performance targets
should be more enthusiastic about the learning process. That under-
standing can come from performance planning and review sessions with
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their managers, or from specific discussions of their performance devel-
opment needs.

A person’s desire to learn is also increased if we provide intrinsic
motivation—making the job itself or the training more interesting and
rewarding—or extrinsic motivation in the form of rewards that come as
a result of the learning experience. Extrinsic rewards include pay and
fringe benefits, promotion or status changes, greater employment security,
and a sense of achievement from better performance. Managers are in
the best place in the organisation to make this happen. They can also
ensure that employees understand the objectives before any training
commences and the criteria that will be used to measure success.

People learn at different rates
We each have a different pace to our learning and we learn different
things at different rates. 

Off-the-job training usually has to be conducted at a single speed to
ensure that the program is completed within the allotted time. Training
on the job, on the other hand, can proceed at the pace of the learning
itself. In a group training situation, trainees can become either compla-
cent or discouraged if their learning speeds ahead or falls behind that of
others. When carefully guided and encouraged by the manager, individ-
ual on-the-job learning should proceed at a pace that ensures effective
learning while, at the same time, the employee maintains enthusiasm
through a continuing sense of personal achievement.

People learn by doing
People can learn by watching others demonstrate, or by listening to
instructors, but they learn more effectively by doing things and practis-
ing the desired behaviours. The more active learners become, the more
they learn. There’s a saying—I hear and forget, I see and remember, I do
and I understand—which neatly underlines the need for trainees to have
opportunities and encouragement to practise their new skills or abilities.
However, practising newly acquired skills in an off-the-job training
situation—using role plays, for example—is less challenging and less
effective than practising those same skills on real work. Of course, there
are situations where trainees cannot practise their new skills in real
situations—flying aircraft is one example—until the organisation is
confident of their proficiency. In these cases, the close support or super-
vision of a manager or peer group superior is frequently the way that
proficiency is built up and assessed.
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Learning is improved and increased by repetition and there are
usually more opportunities for this on the job than in an off-the-job
training situation. In addition, some people will need more practice on
some tasks than on others, and some will need more practice than others.
The manager on the spot is well placed to assess that need. Similarly,
periodic learning is more effective than mass learning—we can all suffer
from information overload or training indigestion—so on-the-job
learning that takes place between periods of actual work will be more
productive and give learners better opportunities to use their new skills
and behaviours before the next stage of training occurs.

Reinforcement and feedback are critical
The employee’s manager is in the best position to provide feedback and
reinforcement in the learning process. The use of feedback in the
performance discussion is described on pages 130–1: the same approach
and techniques can be used on the job, probably with a greater likeli-
hood of success. Feedback is more effective when given close in time to
the event or behaviour it concerns. Moreover, feedback on a specific
event or behaviour is more useful than generalised feedback and enables
the employee to change or adjust the behaviour immediately and try a
different approach.

Reinforcement involves the use of rewards and punishments to shape
learning or behaviour. Rewards are positive reinforcement and increase
the chances that an employee will behave that way in the future.
Punishments are negative and weaken the probability of repetition. Most
important, however, rewards for desired behaviour reinforce learning to
a greater degree than punishment discourages undesirable behaviour. 

Rewards can be tangible—in the form of promotion or increased pay,
for example—but are usually controlled by the organisation according
to predetermined policies and procedures. Intangible rewards—such as
genuine and public praise or recognition—can be very powerful and effec-
tive as reinforcement, and are almost always immediately available to the
manager, require no higher approvals and cost nothing but a little time
and effort. A ‘Well done’ or ‘You’re making really good progress here’
comment from the manager is positive reinforcement for the trainee, and
lets everyone in the work group know that good performance will be
recognised.

At the same time, managers are usually well positioned on the job to
pick up inaccurate activity or incomplete learning when it occurs, and
can correct undesirable behaviours before repetition gives them any rein-
forcement. They can also provide employees with information on their
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results, which is always useful reinforcement for learning. People who
are learning need feedback on their progress and performance; they want
to know what is expected of them and how well they are doing. Feedback
also affects learners’ motivation: those who know they are improving
are encouraged to continue, while others can become frustrated, angry
or discouraged by a lack of information and comment.

Whole learning is usually preferable to part learning
Learning is faster and more effective if learners can see and understand
the whole task or process, rather than face a series of small parts of the
subject matter. This can usually be done on the job without much diffi-
culty, and learners can see not only the inputs and outcomes but also the
processes that are used and the relationships that exist, and they can talk
to the people involved. 

Having gained the ‘big picture’ in this way, learners will understand
better how their parts of the operation fit into the whole and will
probably be more committed to their particular piece of the action. Of
course, the learning itself should occur in separate and manageable steps
which can be learned in their proper sequence as the employee gradu-
ally becomes acquainted with the whole task and gains the competen-
cies needed to carry it out. 

Learning must be applied on the job
It is depressing for trainers when course participants concede they are
there mainly because the boss sent them and, no, they haven’t discussed
with their managers why they need this training. It is equally depressing
for participants to return to the workplace after a course and be asked
if they enjoyed the holiday, followed by ‘Now you can get on with some
real work!’ Learning on the job avoids these two problems, which occur
so often with off-the-job training courses.

Managers should ensure that the training courses and development
programs that employees undertake are related to the needs of both the
employees and their jobs, and focus on equipping trainees with skills and
knowledge that will lead to new or changed behaviours on the job.
Managers should also brief staff carefully before they undertake any
training, explaining why the training is needed and how the learner is
expected to benefit. Afterwards, they should discuss how well the training
achieved its objectives and what impact it will have on individuals’ job
performance, and should follow up frequently in the period after the
trainee returns to the workplace.
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Adult learning
In addition to the general principles of learning outlined in the previous
section, we should review what is known specifically about adult
learning.

• Adults look for learning that will help them cope with specific events
or transitions—for example, a new job, a promotion, redundancy,
retirement.

• Adults look for learning experiences because they have a use for the
skills or knowledge they hope to learn. In other words, learning is a
means to an end, not an end in itself.

• Adult learners are less interested in broad courses than in single-topic
learning which focuses on applying the subject matter to relevant
problems. They are more interested in solving problems than acquir-
ing knowledge for its own sake.

• Adults need to be able to integrate their new learning with their
existing knowledge. It takes them longer to integrate new learning
which conflicts with, or does not relate to, existing knowledge. 

• Adults take fewer risks in the learning process. Partly because they
take mistakes personally, adults are less likely to experiment than to
use tried-and-true solutions. 

• Adults prefer self-directed and self-paced learning to group learning
led by an expert or professional trainer. 

• Books, programmed texts, computer-based training and videos are
popular with adults, partly because they are ‘non-human’, partly
because learners can use a variety of media, and partly because they
can choose when to start and stop.

• Adults want the learning environment to be physically and psycho-
logically comfortable. They dislike long lectures or lengthy periods
of sitting, especially if there are no opportunities to practise what
they are learning. 

• Adults have acquired knowledge and experience and are, therefore,
a rich source of information and advice for other learners. 

• Adult learning situations must be controlled so that there is an appro-
priate balance of new material, integration with existing knowledge
and sharing of experiences—within the inevitable time constraints.
The ‘trainer’ must be a facilitator rather than instructor, and recog-
nise that people are learning at different speeds, have different levels
of existing knowledge, different levels of interest and a range of
opinions and experiences. 
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the manager as coach
For performance development, continuous learning on the job is more
powerful than formal off-the-job training courses. It is the responsibil-
ity of managers to ensure that work-based learning occurs, which means
they must be able to turn workplace incidents and problems into learning
opportunities. At its most straightforward, this means that all managers
need coaching skills. 

Most of us have some idea of the coaching process from the sporting
world, but still find it hard to define the term. Essentially, coaching is a
one-to-one process: the coaching may be given to an employee by the
manager, a colleague or a specialist. But the communication in coaching
is two-way, concerned with discussion, discovery and understand-
ing rather than the simple transfer of information or skills. Also, coaching
has a problem-solving focus. As shown in Figure 7.1, it is a process for
turning workplace problems into learning opportunities.
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Figure 7.1 Coaching for change

Get agreement there is a problem

Discuss possible solutions

Agree on action to be taken to solve the problem

Follow up on action and assess results

Recognise progress and achievements as they occur
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Coaching is not a substitute for other forms of training and develop-
ment. It should be seen as an on-the-job supplement which helps to improve
the application of skills and knowledge that employees obtain on or off
the job, and which helps them to solve problems so that they can perform
better. Because coaching uses everyday incidents as the occasion for
learning, the new skill or knowledge can be applied immediately, observed
and checked by the manager, and appropriate feedback given.

Alan Mumford (1993) reminds us that responsibility for develop-
ing others is not an ‘add-on’ or ‘optional extra’ for managers: it is an
integral part of the management process. But most managers need to be
helped to recognise the learning potential of ordinary situations. He uses
this example.

A customer phones with a quality problem arising from a recent
major delivery. ‘We want you to send out your production manager
and quality manager so that they can see the reality of the problem
from the customer’s side.’ The production manager decides to take
a graduate trainee along as well, saying, ‘Keep your eyes open,
take notes, and we’ll talk about it afterwards.’ 

Mumford says the best way to help managers help others is to get them
to think about the experiences from which they have learned. Ask
managers to identify their two most helpful learning experiences, and
the two least helpful, and to describe what they learnt, and how. Later,
they can be asked to think of an experience of being helped by another
manager. What was the experience, and what did the other manager do
that you found helpful?

Not all managers make good coaches, just as not all managers are
good leaders. Edwin Singer (1979) describes the six main characteristics
of good coaches.

• They are interested in their people.
• They look for potential.
• They know the interests, desires and capacities of their people.
• Their interests are person-centred rather than work-centred.
• They show confidence in subordinates but expect it to be justified.
• They do not do their subordinates’ thinking for them.

Perhaps the major challenge facing the manager who wants to be an
effective coach is, once again, the duality of the twin roles of judge and
helper. When observing and supervising employees’ performance, the
manager is in the role of judge. But, as coach or helper, the manager tries
to work closely with employees to improve their job performance.
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How good a coach are you?

Decide what coaching means to you and how it relates to your work.
It may help to think about times when you are helping others with
their work problems. For each question, choose the answer that best
describes your current style and then check your score.

1. During a typical month, do I spend at least two hours develop-
ing each of my staff?
a. Rarely
b. Occasionally
c. Usually
d. More than two hours

2. Do I:
a. plan in advance specific coaching assignments or learning

opportunities for my staff?
b. keep an eye open for situations that I can use for coaching

purposes?
c. allow my staff to learn by experience that comes their way

in the normal course of business?
d. deliberately create coaching situations, even at the expense

of some immediate operational efficiency?

3. When I am away, who does my work?
a. Someone does the urgent things—the rest can wait.
b. My boss.
c. My staff.
d. Nobody—only I can do it properly, so it waits until I return.

4. If the performance of a staff member clearly indicates a weakness
in an area where I have special expertise, I am likely to:
a. tell the employee exactly what should have been done and

ensure that someone gives close supervision next time
b. avoid giving the employee that kind of work in future
c. send the employee on a course
d. get the employee to do another job of the same kind, ask for

regular progress reports, and review and discuss problems
as they arise.
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5. If a member of my staff comes and asks me what to do about a
problem that has come up in a delegated task, do I:
a. tell the employee to come back in a few days when I have

had time to think about it?
b. say politely that it is the employee’s job to find the answers,

not mine?
c. tell the employee what to do?
d. ask the employee for ideas on what should be done, and

how?

Scoring
Use this grid to score your answers and then total your score. If your
score is close to the maximum (20), you already have a positive
approach to coaching. Those who have lower scores can go back to
individual questions to identify areas where their performance might
need to improve.

a b c d

1 1 2 3 4
2 4 2 1 3
3 3 1 4 2
4 3 1 2 4
5 3 2 1 4

Mentoring
As both role and process, mentoring is similar to coaching. It differs in
that coaches are usually the employee’s direct manager or team leader
while mentors come from elsewhere in the organisation or from outside.
Kram (1985) describes a mentor as a manager who is experienced, produc-
tive and able to relate well to a less experienced employee. The mentor-
ing relationship is intended to be supportive and non-threatening. It
is usually informal, although many organisations have formal mentor-
ing programs for their employees, especially those in professional and
technical roles or in situations where project-based employment means
that few employees get to build strong work-group relationships or one-
on-one relationships with managers. According to Carroll et al. (1987),
the mentor 
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provides advice related to the protegé’s job, career aspirations and
development, clarifies misunderstandings and ambiguities the junior
person might encounter, builds confidence in the protegé and encour-
ages him or her to take developmental steps that might otherwise not
have been risked. The mentor also serves as a sounding board . . . and
often acts as the champion of the protegé’s career interests among
the higher level of incumbents of the organisation.

Feedback and coaching
Many of the communication skills that managers use in the performance
review discussion (see Chapter 6) are also needed for effective commu-
nication on the job. In particular, feedback and coaching are closely
related. Feedback consists of information that describes employees’
performance, while coaching is the help they get to improve their
performance when the feedback indicates that is what they should do. 

The feedback and coaching cycle (see Figure 7.2) begins when
performance plans are agreed and continues until the performance review
is held. To some extent, both feedback and coaching continue during the
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Figure 7.2 The feedback and coaching cycle
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performance discussion, although their purpose then is less develop-
mental than to summarise what has been happening.

Managers usually find it more difficult to provide effective coaching
than effective feedback. For most of us, it seems easier to tell people what
is right and wrong than to help them identify what they might do to
improve performance or correct a problem. Effective coaches have to be
good problem solvers, because coaching is basically problem-solving
applied to performance issues.

coaching for performance
improvement
From time to time, a manager will decide to provide coaching to solve
a particular performance problem. As with a performance discussion,
the manager needs to plan the coaching discussion carefully. The
manager’s plan might follow this pattern. 

1. Set out the purpose of the discussion
Be direct and specific. Identify the tasks or behaviours you want to
discuss so that there is no confusion about the purpose of the meeting.
• I want to talk with you about how you write up your reports on

client meetings.

2. Describe the performance problem
Plan ahead what you want to say. Set it out in observable and meas-
urable terms. Describe what performance you expect or need, what
is actually happening, and the effects this is having on the successful
completion of the job.
• We need to have your reports on the same day or the day after you

meet the clients so that the service department or the warehouse
or whoever can be told of any problems. At the moment, some of
your reports are coming in more than a week after the meeting,
and during that time we have clients telephoning to ask when the
action you promised will happen.

3. Get the employee’s reaction
Ask for the employee’s reaction or comment. Is your description and
analysis accurate? If not, how would the employee describe what is
happening? Focus the discussion on the tasks or behaviours you have
already identified. Ask for the employee’s agreement.
• How do you feel about this situation? 
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• Do you agree with my assessment? 
• How do you feel about your performance in this area?

4. Analyse the reasons for the unsatisfactory performance
Discuss the possible causes of the performance problem with the
employee. Ask what factors within the employee’s control could be
contributing to the problem. Try to identify any factors outside the
employee’s control that might be affecting performance.
• Why do you think this is happening? 
• Is it your responsibility? 
• Who else is involved? 
• What else is going on that might be affecting the situation?

5. Try for a collaborative solution
Ask the employee for ideas about how to solve the problem. Consider
all ideas. Listen. Be patient. If the employee has no useful ideas, have
a course of action ready to suggest and ask the employee to respond.
But don’t lead off with your proposed solution, or impose it.
Summarise the actions to be taken, agree who is to take them, and
by what date or time.
• How do you think we might solve this problem? 
• How would that work? 
• How would you feel about . . .?

6. Assistance and follow-up
Find out what help the employee will need to implement the agreed
actions. Be specific about the assistance you will provide. Identify
what each of you will do for follow-up and review.
• What information or assistance are you going to need to make this

work? 
• Can we agree to meet every two weeks to check progress? 
• When would you expect to have the problem fixed?

the performance development
discussion
Why should the discussion of personal and career development be
separate from the performance planning and review discussion? Again,
the answer lies in the manager’s incompatible roles of judge and helper.
You might think that more open and collaborative management styles,
and the change in the performance discussion’s emphasis from appraisal
to problem-solving would make the separation unnecessary. And you
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could argue that performance changes cannot be sensibly planned
without discussing the behaviour changes needed to achieve those plans.
Whether these concerns are real will depend on the particular objectives
and style of your organisation’s performance management system.

There are, however, other reasons why discussion of personal or
career development should be kept separate from performance planning
and review. The first of these relates to time frames. Usually, perform-
ance targets are set with relatively short time horizons, seldom more than
twelve months. Any essential skills and knowledge training should be
planned at the same time and carried out very quickly so that the
employee can meet the agreed targets. But discussions of an employee’s
development paths and options need a broader perspective: they’ll go far
beyond the skills and knowledge required for particular tasks and won’t
fit easily within the time frames of performance planning and review.

Second, few managers are equipped to assist employees with longer-
term performance development planning. Many of them are not even
sure how or where employees might get the training they need for short-
term performance improvements. Very few managers have skills in career
development and counselling. As a result, performance development
discussions are usually restricted to the immediate situation, or the
manager’s attempts to help employees with their longer-term develop-
ment are, unintentionally, limiting rather than liberating. Few managers
have the skills to help employees assess their strengths and weaknesses
and examine their preferences. They lack the information and experi-
ence that would enable them to help employees consider a wide range
of options and opportunities. Advising a top-performing employee that
future career development might lie beyond the present organisation,
for example, would be a challenge for most managers.

A third reason for separating performance review and perform-
ance development discussions is that their content is different, even if
linked (see the example on pages 161–6). The review discussion is
concerned with the achievement of job-related plans and targets; the devel-
opment discussion will examine individual strengths and weaknesses,
career aspirations and possibilities, and longer-range personal planning—
all aimed at individual development rather than current job performance.

Randell (1989) goes a step further. He describes three different review
categories—reward, potential and performance—and argues that there
should be separate discussions for each of them. As we see in the next
chapter, there’s a particularly strong case for keeping remuneration deci-
sions separate from the process of performance planning and review.

In practice, many organisations cover both performance planning
and review and performance development in a single discussion. Many
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of them simply have not thought about the conflict between the manager’s
roles as judge and helper. Others argue that it is difficult to get managers
to carry out one interview, let alone two; in my opinion, they should
question whether it’s worth those managers doing even one! They argue
also that any discussion of future options and development plans
needs to be linked to current performance if it is to be realistic for both
the organisation and the employee. Some acknowledge the duality of the
discussion, and try to overcome it by providing separate forms for
performance review and performance development.

Whatever the organisational practicalities, the evidence is clear that
performance management systems that try to do too many things end
up doing none of them very well. It is clear also that appraisal and devel-
opment are uncomfortable companions.

Performance development—an example

A finance sector organisation has separate systems for performance
planning and review and personal development. But it stresses that
the two processes are interrelated:

The performance review analyses outputs achieved in terms of
objectives set at the beginning of the year. The focus of the devel-
opment review is on individuals, and on developing the knowledge
and experience they bring to their roles.

In the personal development review, employees and their managers
are expected to formalise a personal development plan. This is
described as ‘a series of activities which aim to maximise employees’
achievements and contribute towards their objectives. The plan may
comprise books to read, projects to complete, people to talk to,
courses to attend, and so on.

For employees, the development review is an opportunity ‘to
influence your personal development and take some initiative in this
process’. Employees are given a blank personal development review
form together with a booklet setting out the key success criteria for
their particular job areas. They are asked to prepare for the review
by drafting responses to the questions asked in the form. Managers
use the same form to prepare for the review. An adapted version of
the form is set out over the page. 
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A Bank Limited
Performance development review
1. List the strengths which you have/the employee has shown in the

job over the last year. …...…..........……………………….………….…
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….

2. Note any areas in which you need/the employee needs to improve
job performance. ..................................................................................
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….

3. Consider your/the employee’s skills and abilities. Identify any skills
or abilities that are not fully used in the present job.  ...........................
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….

Management abilities and success criteria
Here is a list of the key abilities that lead to success in corporate
management positions in a Bank. Detailed definitions are found in the
accompanying booklet. Start by thinking about each of the definitions,
specifically in relation to your job/the employee’s job. Next, describe
briefly how well each ability is being demonstrated and rate it using
this scale.

5 = Excellent
4 = Commendable
3 = Fully satisfactory
2 = Marginal
1 = Unsatisfactory

Finally, decide whether each of these abilities has high, medium or low
priority for success in this position. 
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Development plan
1. Write down the two or three areas of ability which have the highest

priority for your/your employee’s development.
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….
…………………………………………………………........…………….

Key management abilities Rating Priority

1. Basic knowledge of the job (as an 
example, the definition is set out 
on page 165)

2. Knowledge of the organisation and 
its business

3. Proficiency with the organisation’s 
technology and systems

4. Thinking, reasoning and 
information-processing abilities

5. Seeing the big picture 

6. Clarity of purpose and strategy

7. Creativity and initiative

8. Delivering what is expected

9. Integrity and credibility

10. People management

11. Communication

12. Self-confidence

13. Client orientation

If you wish to suggest other criteria which are important for this
job, please do so

14.

15.
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2. Note specific activities that could help to develop those areas of
ability. Consider:
• projects to be worked on
• people to talk with
• books to read
• videos to view
• workshops, seminars, courses to attend
• on-the-job coaching
• points to remember

Ability area ………………………………………………………………

Action(s) to take Target date/Time frame
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....

Ability area ………………………………………………………………

Action(s) to take Target date/Time frame
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....

Ability area ………………………………………………………………

Action(s) to take Target date/Time frame
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....

Ability area ………………………………………………………………

Action(s) to take Target date/Time frame
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....

Ability area ………………………………………………………………

Action(s) to take Target date/Time frame
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....
…………………………………………………………………………….....
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The performance development review is scheduled to take place
midway between the employee’s performance planning and perform-
ance review discussions. This separates the performance and devel-
opment discussions in time, and also ensures that there are regular,
reasonably formal review meetings between managers and employ-
ees to supplement, not supplant, their day-by-day interactions on
the job.

Each of the eleven areas of management abilities is given a
detailed definition in the booklet that employees receive with the
form. As an example, this is the definition for Basic knowledge of
the job.

• Knows and understands basic concepts necessary to carry out
the job and has the technical skills to perform competently, e.g.
banking, legal and technological skills. Knows appropriate proce-
dures and practices, and is aware of and up to date with industry
and market trends in area of expertise.

• A rating of Excellent is appropriate when the employee’s skills
and knowledge are used to deal successfully with all the issues
that arise; when situations where practices and procedures should
not be followed are identified; and when others are coached to
ensure that they understand concepts and practices.

• A rating of Unsatisfactory is appropriate when job-related activ-
ities are dealt with in such a way that they conflict with the job
function and do not support it; where practices and procedures
are followed for their own sake rather than to contribute to the
job function.

Using these descriptions of job-related and performance-based
behaviours links the development review process to the system of
performance planning and review. However, the focus of the devel-
opment discussion is on the employee’s abilities and not on the
achievement of specific targets.

Note that employees are not asked to speculate about their long-
term ambitions: ‘What job would you like to be doing in five years?’
or to contemplate changes in occupational direction: ‘How would
you feel about a move into marketing?’ This recognises that most
employees and their managers have insufficient knowledge about the
organisation to discuss longer-term possibilities sensibly. Employees
will wonder how wise it would be to express their interest in having
the boss’s job in five years’ time. Or they are allowed to build false
expectations by showing interest in an unlikely career move and the
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manager hasn’t the knowledge, or the heart, to counsel them to be
more realistic. Career development is discussed in more detail on
pages 169–72.

Clearly, the purpose of this review is to encourage employees to
think systematically about their development needs in a performance-
related context. At the same time, it places an onus firmly on managers
to accept and play their role as performance developers. An important
aspect of the manager’s role as developer is the need to keep remind-
ing employees that their work experiences are learning experiences as
well. At the same time, managers themselves have to remember that
work problems can be turned into learning opportunities.

handling performance problems
When employees perform up to standard and meet expectations,
managers have few problems—except, perhaps, in deciding how to
reward this performance and encourage it to continue. Similarly,
managers have little difficulty handling situations where sub-standard
performance results from machinery breakdowns, late deliveries of raw
materials or other technical hitches. But when an employee’s perform-
ance falls below the required level or standard, or the employee fails to
achieve agreed performance targets, many managers cope badly—or not
at all. 

Many do nothing: they ignore the problem in the hope that it will
go away. Others react too strongly: they focus on finding fault and blame
and criticise the employee concerned, thus damaging the personal rela-
tionship they will need to use to fix the problem. Others label the
employee as the cause of the problem—‘Everyone knows he’s lazy’ or
‘She’s hopeless with numbers’—and thus decide that nothing can be done.
In fact, there shouldn’t be any problem people in an organisation—but
there will almost certainly be people with performance problems.

Performance problems must be dealt with, and dealt with quickly
and appropriately. It might not be pleasant or easy to confront poor
performers with their problems. We often avoid doing it by understat-
ing the seriousness of the problem: ‘Nobody will notice a couple of small
typing errors’ we tell ourselves. But that doesn’t solve the problem. Worse,
it can give employees the impression that standards don’t have to be
met—that the organisation talks about performance targets and stan-
dards but doesn’t really take them seriously.
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It means also that managers miss their opportunity to discover
whether the employee has a performance problem or a personal
problem. Both need to be dealt with, by focusing on specific instances
of underperformance or unacceptable performance. It can be tempting
to make excuses for the performance shortcomings of employees who
have personal problems. But the failure to deal with the performance
problems that result from employees’ personal problems gives them no
help or incentive to deal with their personal problems—and the perform-
ance problems remain. 

However, managers should take care not to act simply because people
perform differently from others. If their performance is up to standard,
targets are achieved, quality requirements met, there is no abnormal call
on resources and the work group is not adversely affected, managers
should just accept the differences. The first law of delegation is that other
people will often do things differently from the way you would. But does
it matter? Managers should take action only if it does matter. 

What we must do is distinguish between people who are unwilling
to perform as required and those who are unable. Managers need to
handle the unwilling and the unable in different ways. In both cases,
however, the path to performance improvement starts with the gather-
ing of information.

Performance review discussions can tell us who is performing below
the expected level and by how much, but may not disclose why. Unless
they have the proper skills for handling performance difficulties,
managers may try to guess why there is a problem, and will often be
wrong. The problem might be lack of skill rather than lack of effort; or
the employee might be unclear on the direction to be taken but not short
on motivation; or circumstances unrelated to the employee might have
hindered performance. In other words, incorrect assumptions about
the ‘why’ of employee behaviour can lead managers into inappropriate
action. 

A fear of making the employee upset or angry is perhaps the most
common reason why managers avoid dealing with performance
problems. Nevertheless, managers have to ignore any personal feelings
about the employee concerned, deal with the situation fairly, encourage
the employee to accept both the nature and the impact of the problem
performance, and try to get the employee to take responsibility for solving
the problem. Describing the unsatisfactory behaviour and its effects in a
factual and non-judgmental way, supported by a range of examples, will
help to keep the focus off the person and on the problem. 

An approach to handling performance problems is outlined on the
next two pages.
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Guidelines for handling performance problems

Is there a problem?
• What are the indications that there is a problem?
• How long has it been a problem?
• How general is the problem?
• How will you know when the problem is solved?

What is the problem?
• Who is the employee with the problem?
• What is the desired action?
• What specifically is being done incorrectly?

Is it an important problem?
What impact does the incorrect performance have on:
• the product or service? . . . quality? . . . cost? . . . quantity?
• the organisation? . . . procedures? . . . image?
• the performer or the performer’s department? . . . safety? . . . ease

of work?
• other workers or departments? . . . safety? . . . ease of work?

Where has the performance system broken down?
Does the employee
• know that he or she is supposed to take the desired action?
• know what the desired action is?
• know when to take the desired action?
• know how to take the desired action?

— If not, provide instruction.
• know what the desired standard or level of performance is?

— If there are no standards, set them.
— If there are standards, make sure that employees know what

they are.
• know whether or not she or he is taking the desired action?

— If no, redesign job, provide employee with information and
training, observe work performance, give feedback.

• have adequate resources (e.g. time, equipment) to take the desired
action?
— If no, provide resources.

• face any negative consequences for taking the desired action?
— If yes, identify and remove negative consequences.
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• face no consequences at all for taking the desired action?
— If yes, provide positive consequences.

• receive immediate, positive consequences for doing something
other than the desired action?
— If yes, remove positive consequences.

• receive no information on the consequences of taking the desired
action?
— If no, provide feedback.

• receive wrong information on the consequences of his or her
actions?
— If yes, correct the feedback.

• receive information on consequences that is insufficient to enable
her or him to correct the performance (i.e. not clear, not specific,
too late, too infrequent)?
— If yes, provide better feedback.

• know how to interpret information so as to improve or correct
the performance?
— If no, instruct on how to interpret data.

Adapted from Rummler (1972)

career development
The careers of many people just seem to happen. We move, or get moved,
between jobs and occupations and organisations as vacancies occur
and opportunities arise, with relatively little thought or planning. It is
clear, however, that a close matching of jobs to people leads to satisfied
and productive employees. As a result, many organisations see how
important it is to provide their key staff, or those who have development
potential, with career planning counselling and assistance.

Career planning is a process by which an organisation and its employ-
ees identify a sequence of jobs—together with possible learning experi-
ences and necessary training—through which those individuals might
progress to fulfil their potential and gain job satisfaction. Career planning
should not be confused with succession planning, which is the process
by which the organisation matches its present staff to its present and
future job needs. Career counselling or career advice involves providing
employees with information and assistance so that they can better plan
their progress to other positions or roles within the organisation, or to
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other organisations if the present employer is unable to offer sufficient
opportunities in the longer term.

Career development programs offer benefits for both the organisa-
tion and its employees. For the organisation, having competent and expe-
rienced people contributes to its viability and effectiveness and to the
achievement of its business objectives. Planning future appointments and
career moves is also essential because of the long lead times needed to
train and develop people for new roles and responsibilities. In the short
term, career planning and counselling should aim to provide employees
with as much information as possible about future career possibilities
within the organisation. It should also help employees to understand
their strengths and weaknesses and personal aims and aspirations so that
they can make better-informed choices when the time comes.

For employees, career planning and counselling give opportunities
to gain some influence and control over their future. Rising educational
levels and more affluent lifestyles, together with changes in work and
life aspirations, make it increasingly difficult for people to be satisfied in
their jobs and organisations. For many people, work is no longer the
central life focus, but is seen more and more as a means of providing
resources or opportunities for other activities. Others are finding it is
both possible and acceptable to make significant mid-career changes of
job or occupation, sometimes more than once.

While the ultimate responsibility for career decisions rests with the
individuals concerned, most need advice and information to ensure that
the basis for a decision—especially one involving sudden or dramatic
change—is sound. In addition, individuals may not be aware of oppor-
tunities to pursue a new career choice or direction with their present
employer: sharing that information could avoid the disruption of termi-
nating employment for both employee and employer.

In the short term, career counselling helps employees to develop a
greater awareness of themselves and their working environment. It should
also help to clarify their job and career preferences. In the longer term,
the aim is to assist people to develop their potential and achieve career
satisfaction in line with their abilities, interests and aspirations. Employees
who take part in these programs need to be willing to confront reali-
ties—some of which will emerge during the planning and counselling
process—to make plans that are realistic, and to accept that the future
success of their careers will be influenced mainly by their own efforts
and actions. 

At the same time, the organisation must not make promises about
future career opportunities if there is any doubt that these will actually
occur, or create unrealistic expectations in terms of an individual’s abilities
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and potential, or create demands for training and development that the
organisation is unable or unwilling to meet.

Of course, there is a risk that career planning and counselling will
help employees to identify any mismatch between their aspirations and
the opportunities the organisation can offer, and lead them to seek further
career development elsewhere. Yet losing talent that the organisation
cannot use properly might not be a real loss, because there is in any
case the risk that the employee will become dissatisfied and less produc-
tive. Realistically, organisations will always lose some of their better
performers. But surely it is better for an organisation to train and develop
some who leave than to have no one of real quality coming through?
This is not an excuse for losing its talent, and every organisation needs
a strategy for retaining its key performers.

Career planning discussions can help staff to be realistic in their ambi-
tions and expectations. It is not unusual for people to expect to reach
positions beyond the level that their abilities—or the organisation’s
circumstances—are likely to take them. It is important for both the organ-
isation and the individual that people have accurate feedback on their
performance and potential, so an effective process of performance
planning and review is an essential forerunner to career planning and
counselling.

Career planning: Do I know what I want?

Think about these questions and then discuss your responses with
your family, a friend, a colleague or your manager.

11. Do I know what I do best? What is it? Why?
12. Are there some things that I like to do very much? What are

they? Why?
13. Do I work better by myself or with others? What kind of people

can I work with? Why?
14. Do I know what talents I don’t have? What are they?
15. Do I know the things I dislike doing? What are they? Why?
16. Have I asked for and received advice about what sorts of work

I should consider? If yes, what was the advice?
17. Has my education prepared me for these fields? Or do I need

further education and training? What do I need?
18. How hard can I work? Physically? Mentally? Can I work long

hours?
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19. What are my work habits? Do I work intensively in short bursts?
Or do I work at a steady pace? Do I know why? What do I
prefer?

10. Have I talked with people who do the kinds of jobs I think might
interest me? Do I have first-hand information about their work?
What is a typical day like for them? What do they tell me?
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chapter 8

Rewarding performance

Paying for performance is a big issue in contemporary human resources
management. Organisations have long believed that production and
productivity improve when pay is linked to performance, and have devel-
oped payment-by-results (PBR) systems and incentive schemes to support
this belief. Expectancy theory tells us that, if people want more pay and
believe that working harder will get it for them, they will work harder
and perform better. But how to make the theory work in practice has
seldom caught people’s attention as it does today.

In 1951 the International Labour Office (ILO) defined PBR as wage
systems that relate a worker’s earnings directly to some measurement of
the work of the individual, the group or the work unit. Among benefits
the ILO claimed for PBR—which at that time relied heavily on quanti-
tative techniques like work study and industrial engineering—were
increased output from improved efficiency, lower production costs, better
control of labour costs, less need for direct supervision and more even
production flows.

Half a century later, performance pay is seen in less mechanistic terms
and may be defined more simply as the explicit link of financial rewards
to individual, group or organisational performance. According to Brading
and Wright (1990) the single most important objective of performance
pay is ‘to improve performance by converting the pay bill from an indis-
criminate machine to a more finely tuned mechanism, sensitive and
responsive to the needs of a company and its employees’. It does this by:

• focusing employees’ contributions where they are of most value, as
set out in organisational, business unit and individual performance
plans and targets

• supporting the development of a performance-oriented culture in
which people are paid for results rather than for the time or effort
they put in

• emphasising individual performance or team work as appropriate:
group-based performance pay schemes are used to foster coopera-
tion within the group while personal schemes focus on the contri-
butions made by individuals
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• strengthening the performance planning process: performance targets
and standards carry more significance if performance accomplish-
ments have an influence on remuneration decisions

• rewarding the right people: high rewards go to high performers rather
than paying everyone around the average

• motivating all employees: even those who do not benefit directly see
that high performance is appropriately rewarded.

Critics, on the other hand, charge that the use of performance pay to
change the behaviour of individual employees, and the organisation as
a whole, undermines other human resources programs and their contri-
butions. In particular, say the critics, an emphasis on performance pay
can encourage people to focus on short-term results and benefits, to the
detriment of the organisation’s long-term effectiveness. Instead of reward-
ing past performance, goes the argument, the organisation should focus
on future development, using a range of human resources practices to
lead and support the achievement of individual and organisational goals
over the long term. 

Perhaps most telling, research into individual PBR schemes in the
United Kingdom doesn’t show that they have any effect on performance.
Instead, writes John Purcell (2000), ‘the growing conviction is that a pay
system can at best have no effect on performance, but, at worst, it will
damage competitiveness’. He goes on to say that the idea of linking pay
to performance is based on the questionable assumptions that:

• organisations are rational, top-down, decision-making structures
• managers have the foresight to know what is best for the forth-

coming year
• people need incentives to get them to behave in a particular way.

Purcell’s doubts are not new. There was research evidence more than a
decade ago that the introduction of performance pay does not lead to
high organisational performance: poor performing companies are just
as likely to use performance pay schemes as the most successful (Bevan
& Thompson 1991). Nor, according to the Institute of Manpower Studies
(Thompson 1992), is there any correlation between performance pay
and improved profits: the linkages are more subtle.

The term performance pay is usually applied to arrangements where
performance and financial rewards are directly linked—such as merit
pay, individual incentives and group or organisational bonuses. These
techniques are criticised because their focus on financial rewards is said
to draw attention away from other forms of organisational rewards,
some of which might be more powerful than money itself. This is why
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some organisations prefer schemes where rewards and individual or team
performance are less directly linked—profit-sharing arrangements and
employee share purchase plans, for example—but there is no real
evidence that they lead employees to take a longer-term view of the
organisation’s interests. 

For the organisation, the system of rewards and remuneration should
support the achievement of business and other objectives; for the indi-
vidual employee, it should satisfy economic needs as well as personal
needs for recognition, appreciation, influence and participation, skills
development and career progress. And the system has two objectives: to
provide rewards for past performance and to offer incentives for future
performance.

Performance in this context includes behaviour; it is not limited to
outputs or outcomes. Increasingly, employers are using rewards and
remuneration to influence and acknowledge desirable employee behav-
iours such as innovation and creativity, concern for quality and excel-
lence in customer service. Performance pay can be used to reward these
behaviours but will probably be more effective if specific standards and
expectations have first been set for these areas. 

performance and rewards
The performance–rewards exchange is at the heart of the employment
relationship. Organisations employ people to perform specified activi-
ties to an acceptable level or standard and, in return, employees receive
rewards. Those rewards come in two broad categories.

• Intrinsic rewards are internal reinforcements (e.g. feelings of accom-
plishment and self-worth).

• Extrinsic rewards are external reinforcements (e.g. pay, other benefits,
promotion or recognition).

Extrinsic rewards take two forms: money or non-money rewards. A well-
designed job (see Chapter 2) and a positive organisational culture will
provide employees with a range of non-money rewards. Employees can
also gain both incentives and rewards—and their opposites—from their
personal and working relationships with managers, team leaders and
other members of the work group. Beer (1984) tells us that 

intrinsic rewards and extrinsic rewards are both important and
not directly substitutable for each other. Employees who are well-
paid for repetitious, boring work will be dissatisfied with the lack
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of intrinsic rewards; just as employees paid poorly for interesting,
challenging work may be dissatisfied with their extrinsic rewards.

Thus, a well-designed, purposeful and challenging job will enable employ-
ees to develop their skills and talents, and a working environment that
supports individuals and encourages strong interpersonal relationships
can build employees’ commitment and their contribution to achieving
the organisation’s goals. However, these factors will not be enough by
themselves.

Money rewards—‘tangible’ rewards might be a better term since
many of these rewards do not actually take the form of cash—might be
more important in the performance–rewards exchange than non-money
rewards. In fact, wages and salaries have traditionally been the major
inducement for people to take up work opportunities, whatever theorists
say about the role of money in motivation.

But this is a complex and continuing argument. In Abraham
Maslow’s ascending hierarchy of needs, money is essential for us to satisfy
our lower level needs but is only one means of achieving satisfaction at
higher levels. For Frederick Herzberg, wages and salaries are a hygiene
factor: we may be dissatisfied if we’re not happy with our earnings, but
don’t necessarily feel satisfied with our employment if we feel well paid.
And, as long ago as 1922, Elton Mayo showed that letting people
schedule their own work would bring dramatic productivity increases
where incentive payment schemes had failed. 

Managers are often criticised for believing that money is the most
important motivator for employees. Yet, for some groups of workers,
the managers could be right. In one survey, money was rated as most
important by three groups: people under the age of 30, those on low
incomes and those at lower organisational levels. Generally, however,
employees in the survey rated interesting work, appreciation of their
efforts, feeling ‘in on things’ and job security ahead of good wages
(Kovach 1987). 

Despite the portrayals of money as only one factor in motivation, it
seems to loom very large in the total picture. Why? An obvious answer
is that money is important because it is the means we use to meet our
various social and economic needs. Second, money is a key part of the
basic reciprocal of the employment relationship: workers provide their
labour and employers pay a price for it. Moreover, remuneration plays
a significant part in our decisions to stay in a job or take a new one. 

In the same context, organisations and managers tend to place
particular emphasis on the importance of remuneration, partly because
it is tangible and partly because it is relatively easy to manage and
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manipulate. McClelland (1967) suggests that managers think money is
a primary and effective motivator because most of them are highly
achievement-oriented and attach special significance to money and other
tangible rewards. These people are strong believers in steeply increasing
financial rewards for greater accomplishment, says McClelland, but are
mistaken in believing that money incentives necessarily spur other people.
This might also help to explain why, in recent years, many company
directors and top executives seem to have become insensitive to the
negative impact their remuneration levels and arrangements have on
people in the organisation and community generally.

Remuneration can be seen to have an important symbolic role in
letting people know how well they are doing and how well they are
regarded. But managers find money an easily manipulated item in their
relationship with employees, and one that can be handled in a relatively
impersonal way. In other words, managers may use money to do the
talking in circumstances where it would be more effective and less costly
for them to give direct and personal recognition to an individual’s contri-
butions and performance.

equity and expectancy
Equity theory says people are motivated by a desire for fairness; we want
to be treated fairly, so we compare our efforts and rewards with those
of other people and use these comparisons to judge whether we are being
treated fairly. If we believe our treatment is not fair, we’ll take steps to
restore our feelings of equity. If we feel unrecognised or under-rewarded
and can’t do anything about it, we’re likely to become dissatisfied, less
productive, absent more often and uncooperative in the workplace. On
the other hand, if we feel over-rewarded in comparison to others, we’re
likely to work harder or perform better until the feeling of equity is
restored—or we’ll rationalise the situation by pretending that we were,
in any case, underpaid.

Expectancy theory argues that high motivation and, consequently,
high levels of effort will exist when employees see a link between effort,
performance and rewards. Other theories of motivation assume that
people will behave in ways that enable them to meet their goals and
satisfy their needs, but expectancy theory does not accept such a straight-
forward link between behaviour and goals.

One attraction of expectancy theory is its recognition that different
people place different values on different goals. The key point here is
that employees must want and value the available rewards; they must
believe that those rewards are linked to performance and that their efforts
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can result in that performance. Guest (1984) says managers can use the
features of expectancy theory to provide high motivation for employees. 

• Systematically identify the goals and values of the workforce.
• Use that data to design human resources systems that give employ-

ees the rewards they want and value, and to show managers how
to recognise and reward employees and their performance in the
workplace on an ongoing basis.

• Provide rewards on an individual rather than general basis. A general
pay rise will have little motivational impact because the relative
position of employees remains unchanged. However, selective indi-
vidual increases linked to performance or contribution or behaviour
will provide rewards for some, incentives for others and wake-up
calls for those who are not meeting requirements or expectations.

• Make rewards public so that all employees can see a link between
good performance and higher rewards. This doesn’t mean that salary
lists should be pinned up on notice boards, but that significant
achievements should be recognised and celebrated throughout the
organisation as a way of influencing employee expectations about
rewards and incentives.

• Ensure that employees have the knowledge, skills and understand-
ing they need to convert motivation into high performance. There is
little point in being willing yet unable; that leads to frustration and
lower performance.

linking pay to performance review
The emphasis on pay for performance has put more focus on the link
between performance reviews and remuneration decisions. Obviously, if
the organisation says that pay decisions are based on performance, then
the assessment of an employee’s performance must be seen to influence
that person’s remuneration. But there are good reasons to have reserva-
tions about such promises.

• Many organisations have performance appraisal systems which
managers and employees alike regard as weak and unreliable. If
you don’t have faith in the appraisal system, why would you have
confidence in pay decisions based on those appraisals? If there is to
be a direct link between performance reviews and pay, the organi-
sation needs to ensure that its performance planning and review
system is designed for this purpose, and that the link is clear and
clearly understood. 

• However strong the emphasis on performance planning and review,
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organisations actually pay people for more than their performance.
They reward employees for service and loyalty, for organisation
membership and cooperation, and for their skills and knowledge—
and each of these is a valid input to remuneration decisions. As
we have seen, there are many jobs where the objective is to reach a
specified level of performance in a short time and then maintain
that performance. A job holder in this position whose performance
is fully satisfactory, but whose pay increases depend on perform-
ance improvements, would soon be very dissatisfied with the lack
of recognition.

• Performance planning and review tends to focus on areas for change
or improvement in an individual’s performance. In fact, many reviews
make no mention of those areas of a job where the employee’s
performance is quite satisfactory and up to the required standard,
and where improvement is not required and could even be undesir-
able. In these situations, performance-based pay decisions will take
account of the employee’s achievements against agreed targets, but
will usually give much less attention—and probably insufficient
weighting—to those areas of the job where the employee has contin-
ued to perform as well as or better than expected. 

• Timing can be a problem if there are delays between the perform-
ance, the performance review and the pay decision. It’s been said that
performance appraisal is a talk about last year’s performance, held
this year, to determine next year’s pay. That might have worked when
planning and accounting cycles followed a neat and tidy annual cycle,
but it hardly suits today’s hectic world. All the research tells us that,
to be effective, rewards should be given as soon as possible after the
performance they relate to. This means that simple and unsophisti-
cated systems which allow managers to make awards quickly—a
celebration dinner paid for by the company in the week a big sale is
made, for example—might have greater reward and incentive effect
than a cash payment made some months later after all the profit
calculations are finalised.

• Merit pay increases are usually made within budgetary guidelines or
constraints. In times of low inflation, especially, this can have the
effect of levelling out the dollar amount of any pay increases so that
high performers receive little more than those who performed less
well. In any case, many organisations and managers are reluctant to
give really big increases to their star performers. Remuneration
policies commonly provide a 20 per cent differential between
‘outstanding’ and ‘satisfactory’ performers, which seems not to offer
great rewards for the stars or much incentive to aspirants. All this
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can lead employees to have doubts about both the performance
review and remuneration systems.

• Inadequacies in the design and use of many appraisal systems produce
an odd distribution of performance assessments or ratings, often
skewed in favour of employees because managers are reluctant to
confront issues of poor performance. This has cost implications if
organisations base their remuneration decisions on these ratings. It
also sends the wrong signals to employees who are being rewarded
on the basis of inaccurate assessments.

• In an attempt to deal with the problem of unreliable ratings, some
organisations constrain their remuneration increases or practices
within a so-called normal curve of distribution. Individual remuner-
ation decisions made in this way can hardly reflect true merit or
performance and will probably jeopardise the credibility of the remu-
neration system overall. In terms of performance and performance
pay, there is nothing wrong with an organisation full of stars or tall
poppies—so long as they truly warrant those descriptions—although
too much excellence might pose other challenges.

Despite these problems, an organisation that aims to pay for perform-
ance must seek to relate pay and performance systematically and reliably.
Research shows that employees are more satisfied with pay decisions
when they are directly linked with decisions about performance and
development. The challenge is to make this relationship close, in both
time and causation, without employees taking an unrealistic or defen-
sive view of their performance or development needs if they think their
remuneration prospects would suffer otherwise. Again, the manager’s
dual roles of judge and helper add to the difficulty. It means that perform-
ance and development issues must be addressed in such a way that
employees do not focus on pay—allowing them and their managers to
take an overall view of performance. It is an argument for separating
pay decisions and development reviews from performance planning and
review discussions.

It is possible that employees say they like performance pay because
they expect to benefit. But those expectations might be based on miscon-
ceptions. For example, Meyer (1980) found that three-quarters of
employees in a major organisation thought they were, on average,
performing better than the rest of the staff. The proportion who believed
this grew at the upper levels of the organisation. Similarly, Wright (1991)
describes a finance company where three-quarters of the employees
favoured the introduction of performance pay—yet more than 70 per
cent of them were already rated as superior performers and were receiv-
ing significant bonus payments! 
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We might also speculate how high-performing employees would react
if told there would be no performance-related payments because a bad
year meant the organisation could not afford merit rises or bonuses.
Individuals see performance pay systems in terms of their own perform-
ance and their own remuneration; they are relatively uninterested in the
overall state of the organisation, if only because most of them are unable
to have any significant impact on its performance.

effective performance pay schemes
Successful performance pay schemes seem to have these key features.

• The organisation is not seeking an immediate return, but sees
performance pay as part of a package of human resources initiatives
designed to improve employee motivation and performance in the
long term.

• Top managers are committed to involving employees in the devel-
opment and introduction of effective and valid performance planning
and review processes, and to supporting them with well-resourced
training programs.

• The pay system is tailormade for the organisation. Its objectives are
linked to the organisation’s goals and the criteria for individual
rewards are clearly related to factors that are critical to the success
of the business.

Unfortunately, many performance pay schemes fail these tests. They are
seen as a means of managing the pay bill rather than a way to encour-
age and reward performance. In particular:

• Organisations fail to communicate their performance pay philoso-
phies to employees.

• Performance pay schemes focus on individual performance, even
though the organisation is emphasising team work and cooperation.

• There is very little difference between the rewards employees get from
a performance pay scheme and what they would have got with, for
example, a service-based incremental system.

• There are complaints that people who got the organisation into
trouble—and then got it out of that trouble—are more likely to be
rewarded than those who never got it into difficulties in the first place!

• Employees’ opportunities to improve performance are limited by
external constraints.

• Managers and staff resist systematic performance planning and
review, which means that pay decisions are made unsystematically
and arbitrarily.
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The criticisms of performance pay schemes fall into four groups. 

• Performance is very difficult to measure. How can an individual’s
performance be assessed with complete accuracy and confidence?
How do you calculate each individual’s contribution to group or
organisational performance? 

• By itself, money may not be a very good motivator. In the words of
Alfie Kohn (1993), financial incentives buy short-term compliance
rather than long-term commitment.

• Performance pay schemes are used as a substitute for good manage-
ment. Managers spend time trying to manipulate performance ratings
or incentives rather than focusing on how to manage and develop
their employees’ performance.

• Performance pay schemes are expensive to design, implement and
maintain. They do not necessarily hold down pay rises, but may
involve additional costs to buy out old labour practices and then not
deliver on the promises of improved performance and profitability. 

An Institute of Manpower Studies survey of employee attitudes found
that performance pay does not motivate employees, even high perform-
ers, and can actually ‘demotivate’ them (Thompson 1992). It found little
evidence that performance pay helped to retain high performers, and
discovered that employees thought its impact on corporate culture was
not particularly positive. In addition, employees were not sure whether
their performance pay schemes produced fair rewards, although high
performers who benefited from the pay system were, predictably, more
likely to be positive than low performers. 

types of performance pay
There are three main types of performance pay schemes—merit pay,
individual bonuses and group bonuses—but newer approaches like
gainsharing, competency- and skills-based pay and team rewards are
attracting increasing interest.

Merit pay
Merit pay is the most widely used form of performance-related pay. It is
simply that part of an employee’s pay that is determined on the basis of
performance. That determination is made, more or less precisely and
more or less systematically, according to the philosophies, policies
and procedures of the organisation. When low inflation means there
is no demand for substantial across-the-board pay increases, organi-
sations look for ways to assess, measure, recognise and reward genuine
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differences in people’s performance and employees look to merit pay
increases to maintain and improve their incomes. 

Merit pay has been used for so long that many people scarcely think
of it as a type of performance pay. As always, the most obvious techniques
may also be the most effective. However, there are some difficulties. 

• With many schemes, the merit or performance pay component is
added to the employee’s existing pay level to create a new base rate.
This has the effect of merging the performance-related pay element
into normal pay, thus diluting the incentive or reward effect of the
merit payment. The employer’s overall remuneration costs increase,
but without a lasting impact on the employee’s motivation. Keeping
the performance pay element separate from the base rate has two
advantages: first, it clearly signals that performance pay is different
from base pay; second, it can be increased or decreased whenever
warranted by the employee’s performance.

• Concerns about cost lead many organisations to establish tight remu-
neration budgets in which merit pay increases are given particular
scrutiny and often restricted to a dollar amount or a percentage of
the total budgeted cost. This means that individual performance is
not the sole determinant of merit pay, with performance ratings being
manipulated so that consequent merit pay decisions fit within budg-
etary constraints. All of this is known to employees who, predictably,
are cynical. The problems that many managers seem to have in
discriminating between individuals on performance grounds may also
reduce the motivational value of merit pay.

Individual bonuses
Performance or incentive bonuses may be paid to individuals as lump
sums and not absorbed into salary or remuneration. Such payments are
usually made on the basis of measurable outputs or results—based on
sales figures, production volume or profits, for example. Payments can
be made at any time or interval and can thus be related closely to the
performance or achievement the organisation seeks to recognise. 

Bonuses should be large enough for recipients to see them as signif-
icant and, therefore, motivating, which has obvious cost implications.
At the same time, bonuses can become part of normal income—losing
any particular reward or incentive effect—if the amount or timing takes
on a regular pattern. Problems can also arise if some employees get
bonuses on the basis of highly measurable performance while others,
whose job performance is less quantifiable, have their bonuses based on
whole-job appraisals. 
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Group bonuses
Unlike merit pay and individual bonuses, group bonuses are intended to
reward the overall performance of a work group, team, unit or depart-
ment, or the organisation as a whole. Usually, all employees receive the
same cash amount or the same proportion of their basic remuneration
as the bonus. It is paid separately from other remuneration—for example,
when a project is completed, or at a set time such as the announcement
of the year’s profit or at the end of the year. However, regular bonuses—
an annual Christmas bonus of $100 for all employees, for example—
become predictable and expected and have little reward or incentive
effect. Generally, it can be questioned whether group bonuses have any
positive effect on the motivation of employees as individuals, but they
are often paid in addition to individual bonuses or merit pay and might
contribute to the overall rewards and incentives pattern.

paying for performance
There are many ways to convert assessments of people or their perform-
ance into decisions about remuneration increases. Some approaches are
described here. 

Fixed percentage increases
The employee’s pay is increased by a previously determined and fixed
percentage, according to the employee’s performance rating. Managers
usually receive financial data before making their performance assess-
ments, which gives them some idea of the possible impact of their pay
recommendations or decisions. Some schemes use a matrix approach
which incorporates non-performance factors such as length of service.

A simple example is set out here, although it is unlikely that many
organisations would give even their best performers an 18 per cent salary
hike!

Performance rating Percentage salary increase

Outstanding 18
Excellent 13
Satisfactory 10
Acceptable 5
Unsatisfactory 0
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Range of percentage increases
Managers are given discretion within a range to award percentage
increases based on the performance ratings of individual employees. This
approach offers more flexibility, although managers must be ready to
justify why two employees with the same performance rating receive
different increases.

Performance rating Percentage salary increase

Outstanding 16–20
Excellent 11–15
Satisfactory 6–10
Acceptable 1–5
Unsatisfactory 0

Fixed increments
Organisations with pay systems built on fixed monetary figures or scales
often relate their performance-related pay to movements or steps on those
scales. However, such systems are not very flexible for rewarding
performance and can be seen as a means of providing automatic
increases.

Performance rating Percentage salary increase

Outstanding 3 increments or steps on the scale
Excellent 2 increments or steps
Satisfactory 1.5 increments or steps
Acceptable 1 increment or step
Unsatisfactory No change

Pay ranges
In many pay systems, especially those based on job evaluation and linked
to Management by Objectives performance reviews, fixed or incremen-
tal pay scales are replaced by a range for each position or group of
positions. The ranges are established through job evaluation and a
determination of the market rates for similarly sized jobs. The employee’s
movement within the range for the position is, nominally, based entirely
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on performance. The range itself is changed to reflect changes in the
organisation’s financial performance or the cost of living, labour market
conditions and other factors that the organisation considers relevant.

Typically, the pay range for a job might extend 20 per cent either side
of a midpoint that represents fully satisfactory performance for that job,
and is usually seen as the 100 per cent level. Outstanding performers are
paid 20 per cent higher than the midpoint—that is, at 120 per cent of
the satisfactory performance level—while trainees, new appointees
or unsatisfactory performers are paid at the 80 per cent level (see box
below).

Percentage of 
Performance level description pay range

Initial salary level for trainees and new 
appointees; salary level for unsatisfactory 
performers. Regular performance planning 
and review discussions are scheduled. 80

Experienced employees who are performing 
satisfactorily in many key areas of the job 
and making good progress towards fully 
satisfactory performance. 90

Fully satisfactory performance in all key job 
areas. These employees are fully effective in 
their current roles and no improvement is 
needed to meet performance targets or 100
standards. midpoint

Experienced employees who, in addition to 
performing completely satisfactorily in all key 
areas of their jobs, are often performing above 
the expected standards or targets. 110

Star employees who constantly exceed the 
expected performance targets or standards, 
and who frequently display exceptional 
creativity or take significant initiatives. 120

In practice, few organisations can stick rigidly to these pay levels
without encountering recruitment or retention problems. For example,
an organisation which has to pay more than the 80 per cent level to
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recruit an experienced replacement employee might set up relativity
problems with its existing experienced staff in the same position. In other
situations, managers will give generous performance ratings or interpret
performance requirements liberally, just to give a pay rise to an employee
whose performance does not, strictly, justify such an increase. At a more
technical level, the use of job evaluation for determining remuneration
relativities is increasingly a subject for debate.

Some organisations have problems holding to the ‘midpoint’ of the
salary range as the appropriate pay level for fully competent and fully
satisfactory performers. Placing employees in the middle of the range
just doesn’t seem to be the ‘right’ position for ‘fully competent’ or ‘fully
satisfactory’ performance—and assessments or ratings get manipulated
to move the salaries for these people into the top half of the range. That
problem can be overcome by distinguishing between employees who meet
the standards or achieve their targets and those who don’t. The box below
shows a salary range based on the ratings used for the model perform-
ance planning and review format at the end of Chapter 6. 

Percentage of 
Performance level description pay range

Did not meet job requirements 80–99

Consistently met job requirements and 
standards 100

Exceeded job requirements and standards 
at times 101–107

Consistently exceeded job requirements and 
standards 108–115

Far exceeded job requirements and standards 116–20

There’s another point to be made here. In some situations, a change
in an employee’s job classification, involving a change in the pay range,
might be a better move than a performance-related pay increase or bonus.
Many outstanding performers are actually undertaking bigger and more
important or more responsible roles than their current job descriptions
provide. In other words, an outstanding performer might not, in fact,
have the same job as other employees, despite job titles and other appear-
ances. Reclassifying that employee into a job with a higher pay range
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offers increased financial rewards and also provides the employee with
recognition, growth and opportunities for even higher remuneration. 

Merit and bonus payments
Some organisations have fixed pay scales or ranges for each position and
use lump sum bonus or merit payments to recognise performance. The
amount of those payments is decided with widely differing precision and
methodology.

Because performance-related bonuses or payments do not affect the
employee’s basic pay level, this approach is particularly useful where
individual performance can fluctuate, either up or down. This overcomes
the problem that can arise when performance payments are built into a
person’s pay: they become part of the basic pay level and thus lose any
particular reward or incentive effect. In addition, because they are
absorbed into the base pay rate, it is difficult to withdraw performance-
related payments if performance falls away. Separate performance
payments solve that problem, at least in part, because no payment need
be made when performance is poor. 

Gainsharing
Productivity gainsharing is well suited to environments where team work
rather than individual contribution is encouraged. Gainsharing is defined
as a managerial strategy for promoting productivity through incentives:
employees share in cash bonuses based on the contributions they make
towards cost savings and improved performance. Because individual
employees feel able to get involved in contributing directly to these
improvements, gainsharing or ‘added value’ plans have an advantage
over profit-sharing and employee-share schemes, which are seen as too
remote by most workers. It they are to be successful, gainsharing plans
must involve employees in target-setting and decision-making, as well as
the financial rewards, and so these schemes require a high level of partic-
ipation, consultation, shared information and joint decision-making.
Gainsharing may be seen less as performance pay than as a way to
organise and manage people.

Profit-sharing and employee-shareholding plans
Profit-sharing and employee-shareholding are not strictly forms of
performance pay, even though they might be part of an organisation’s
remuneration system. In earlier years, Kanter (1987) and others suggested
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that profit-sharing plans were part of a trend away from status-based
pay towards performance-related pay. That trend may have slowed more
recently with adverse publicity for share-option plans for top executives
and the uncertainties of the world’s share markets. On the whole, finan-
cial participation schemes like profit-sharing and employee-sharehold-
ing are so remote from individual performance that it is better to see
them as additional benefits and an opportunity for employees to share
in the organisation’s success. Generally, top managers are more inter-
ested in equity participation schemes—that is, schemes that confer some
degree of ownership, however small. Employees generally, it seems, do
not regard the financial rewards of share schemes to be large enough or
quick enough, and are not seduced by suggestions that ownership of
shares is a form of employee empowerment.

Paying for skills and knowledge
There is nothing new about paying people according to their skills and
knowledge. But the concept has attracted renewed interest in recent
years—partly because of the difficulties that organisations experience
with performance pay, and partly because the focus of human resources
programs in many organisations has been shifting from actual perform-
ance to potential performance. 

In some cases, the change to pay based on skills and knowledge has
accompanied a shift towards competency-based approaches to recruit-
ment, selection, training and performance management. In other cases,
skills-based pay systems have been developed to help organisations
extract themselves from rigid structures of job classifications and wage
relativities. And the so-called ‘knowledge organisations’ argue that their
‘knowledge workers’ must be paid for what they know, not just what
they do. 

Skills-based pay schemes are intended to encourage employees to
increase their range of job skills and thus become more flexible in the
workplace. They reward employees for the number, types and depth of
skills they develop, and award pay on the basis of the jobs they are
capable of performing rather than on the jobs they are currently allo-
cated. Additional remuneration is gained as employees acquire new skills
of use in their employment. But this raises the question of what skills or
knowledge will be rewarded: does the organisation pay for all the skills
and knowledge the employee might have, or just for those the employee
is using at the present time?

Skills-based pay schemes are usually linked to progress from an entry-
level or trainee position through to full and effective contribution to the
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work of the group. Both performance and ability are considered in the
assessment of the employee’s progress. However, once the employee has
acquired the various elements of skill or knowledge and, therefore,
reached the highest available earnings level, the question ‘What next?’
must arise. 

The trend towards skills-based pay makes significant additional
demands on the organisation. First, it needs to provide continuing access
to training programs so that employees are persuaded that the organi-
sation is sincere about skills development and skills-based pay. Second,
different methodologies are needed to define jobs and job structures that
match the new grading and pay systems. In addition, management needs
to be more open and participative in its style, and might need to move
in that direction before introducing skills-based pay. 

Cross (1992) argues that skills-based pay should not be used when
the work environment is unstable and skill requirements can rapidly
become redundant, or as a device for increasing pay levels to buy out
overtime, or when change is required so quickly that there is insufficient
time to introduce training programs and develop understanding and
acceptance of the new approach. 

Competencies-based pay
Competencies-based pay is a form of skills-based pay. An employee’s
basic pay and subsequent progression through pay scales is set accord-
ing to the employee’s number and level of competencies. As with 
skills-based pay, the assumption is that an employee with more and
better competencies will make a bigger and better contribution to the
organisation. Unfortunately, this assumption is only relevant where
the competencies are genuinely needed for the employee’s work. 

There are five major steps in the development of competencies-based
pay schemes; these steps can also be used in developing skills-based pay
plans.

1. Define the competencies that employees must demonstrate they have
mastered in order to qualify for the assigned pay level or range.

2. Arrange the competencies in a hierarchy or sequence that clearly
shows the differences between groups of competencies and how
employees can move from one group to another.

3. Set the pay level that employees will be entitled to receive once they
have demonstrated their mastery of each group of competencies.

4. Decide how to assess employees’ competencies. 
5. Provide training and other programs so that employees can develop

their competencies.
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Career-based pay
Career development or career advancement pay is a variation on skills-
based and competencies-based pay. Progression through pay scales is
determined by the employee’s ‘accomplishments’ and not by length of
service. For example, to move from Grade 2 to Grade 3 an employee
might need to demonstrate understanding and skills in certain defined
areas, to have been involved in certain kinds of projects or to have under-
taken certain types of activities (e.g. team-leading). For this approach to
be successful, there must be specific criteria for each step or grade and
an individual’s advancement must be considered and agreed by a panel,
not just one manager.

Paying for team performance
As organisations have turned to teamwork as a way to achieve higher
performance, there has been a trend towards performance pay for groups
rather than individuals. We have already seen that rewards and remu-
neration can be used to influence and recognise patterns of working and
behaviour; this can happen on a group basis as well as for individuals.
However, the problems that bedevil performance pay generally are greatly
increased when it comes to designing and implementing performance
pay schemes for work teams.

Team rewards

Team-based rewards are payments to members of a formally estab-
lished team or other forms of non-financial reward which are linked
with the performance of that team. The rewards are shared among
the members of teams in accordance with a published formula or on
an ad hoc basis in the case of exceptional achievements. Rewards for
individuals may also be influenced by assessments of their contribu-
tions to team results.

Michael Armstrong (1996)

Michael Armstrong (1996) says the purpose of team rewards is to
reinforce the kinds of behaviour that lead to and sustain effective team
performance by:
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• providing incentives and other means of recognising team achievements
• clarifying what teams are expected to achieve by relating rewards to

the attainment of predetermined and agreed targets and standards
of performance or to the satisfactory completion of a project or a
stage of a project

• conveying the message that one of the organisation’s core values is
effective teamwork.

Organisations told researchers for the UK Institute of Personnel and
Development (IPD 1996) that they were developing team-reward
processes to encourage group endeavour and cooperation. They thought
individual variable pay schemes could prejudice team performance by:

• encouraging individuals to focus on their own interests rather than
those of the team

• encouraging managers and team leaders to treat team members only
as individuals, rather than relating to them in terms of the team’s role
and objectives and what they as individuals could do for the team.

Rewards for team performance are discussed in detail in Chapter 9.
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chapter 9

Performance planning
and review for teams

Teams and teamwork have become popular tools of organisation and
management in recent years, raising new issues and challenges for
performance planning and review. Inevitably, some people claim that the
trend towards team-based working sounds the death knell for perform-
ance planning and review. That would possibly be true if performance
planning and review techniques could not be adapted to new ways of
working. But they can be adapted and many organisations have success-
fully done so. 

Most of us have some concept of teamwork. For many, it’s an idea
that has grown up over years of experience as players or spectators in
the sports arena—a picture of a group of individuals who join together
in combined effort for a common purpose. Generally, we don’t need to
think more deeply than that. In the workplace, however, things are differ-
ent. This is not the place for a broad discussion of teams and teamwork,
but we highlight some particular issues of significance to performance
management in a team-based work environment. 

Teamwork is not a new phenomenon in organisations and work-
places. In the 1960s and 1970s, for example, the Swedes sparked off
worldwide interest with the use of autonomous and semi-autonomous
work groups in manufacturing companies, and the Americans attracted
similar attention with the emergence of the Quality of Working Life
movement. More recently, amid the pressures of changing economies and
increasing global competition, teams and teamwork have been embraced
enthusiastically by managers seeking solutions to complex dilemmas. As
with the wide range of management fads that preceded teamwork, some
of the promise of teamwork might have been exaggerated. Kinnie and
Purcell (1998) observe:

Teamworking, it is claimed, can transform organisational performance
and attitudes by creating a virtuous circle in which increased employee
involvement leads to improved motivation and productivity.
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And, according to Slater and West (1995):

Teamwork enables people to accomplish more together than they
would working alone and so, if successful, can be a source of satis-
faction at work. In addition, team members can be supported by and
learn from others, thus promoting personal and career development.

Performance planning and review, surely, has an important role in helping
organisations deliver on the promises of teamwork. However, when it
comes to performance planning and review for teams, there are some
special challenges. They are the subject of this chapter. But we must start
with this caution.

The term ‘team’ tends to get overworked in organisations. In reality,
relatively few workplace tasks or activities are genuinely designed for, or
undertaken by, teams. Rather, tasks and activities are carried out by indi-
viduals who work together cooperatively, so that the sum of their efforts
becomes the achievement of the team’s aims and their common purpose.
In this sense, ‘team’ is just the label used to describe a small unit of organ-
isation that needs to have its performance planned and reviewed just like
any other part of the enterprise. The modern telephone call centre is an
example of a situation where a number of similarly qualified and expe-
rienced individuals are employed to do the same job in a group environ-
ment. The call waiting at the head of the queue is answered by the next 

The case for team performance planning and review

The United States Office of Personnel Management (1998) says
managers and team leaders, and team members, can use perform-
ance planning and review to
• plan team and individual performance
• set team and individual goals that are aligned with organisational

goals
• establish performance expectations
• measure actual team and individual performance against desired

performance
• determine developmental and training needs
• provide feedback on performance
• provide a basis for recognising team and individual performance.
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available employee, and all employees are trained to respond in much the
same way, ensuring as much consistency as possible in the service to
customers. But the work is still carried out by individuals, not by the
team. It takes more than a new label to make a team out of this group of
individuals. But team performance planning and review can help. 

In some organisations, every group gets called a ‘team’. At best, this
is exaggeration. A special task force which meets a few times to under-
take a specific assignment is not really a team. Nor is the executive
committee that comes together once a month to look at routine reports
and oversee the organisation’s operations truly entitled to be called, in
most cases, a management ‘team’. 

Thus, in the context of performance planning and review, organisa-
tions might think carefully about how they use the terms ‘team’ and
‘teamwork’. They might assign employees to work groups which they
then call ‘teams’, but many of those so-called ‘team members’ go on doing
individual jobs. Many of them have quite different roles from other team
members and require quite different knowledge and skill sets. Their so-
called ‘team leaders’ will probably have much the same roles and respon-
sibilities for managing people and performance as their predecessors did,
but they were called ‘managers’! Not all groups of workers are teams.

Similarly, while organisations might want people to work more co-
operatively, that alone will not make a work group into a team: what
many organisations want is what David Limerick (1993) calls ‘collabo-
rative individualism’. In these situations, where the achievement of ‘team’
targets depends on the participation and contributions of team members,
individual workers continue to need quantitative and/or qualitative work
standards and performance targets—the usual stuff of performance
planning and review. We will return to this point.

Finally, we have to ask how many organisations recognise the full impli-
cations of moving to team-based working. How many organisations change
the nature of their support systems to reflect the new way of working? 

• Does the team get to make its own policies and operating rules?
• Are performance standards and targets set for the team as an organ-

isational unit in line with the overall operating plans and objectives? 
• Is the team paid, at least in part, as a team?
• Are members of the team trained so that they can do the jobs of other

members?
• Are team members given the responsibility for hiring, firing, disci-

pline and development decisions?
• Do team members assess the contributions and performance of other

team members?
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But perhaps more than any of these operational questions, do organisa-
tions recognise that the change to team-based working really requires them
to adopt new value systems—about where power lies, about how and
where decisions are made and about how work and people are allocated
and managed? That’s a long way from ‘collaborative individualism’. 

different kinds of teams
One team can differ from another team in several ways. We’ve already
noted that lazy use of the term can identify teams that are, in reality, just
groups of workers. Teams will also differ in terms of their membership
make-up, the nature and complexity of the tasks they undertake, and
their interdependence with other groups and units inside and outside the
organisation. In a sense, no two teams are alike—which means that, as
with individuals, no one system of performance planning and review is
likely to fit all teams.

For our purposes, it is sufficient to distinguish two main types of
teams.

• Process teams. This term can be used to describe intact groups that
are engaged in continuous process or repetitive cycle work or
services, and are usually close to management and the organisation’s
support mechanisms. Typically, they undertake the organisa-
tion’s core work. The production teams in manufacturing assembly
plants are a good example of process teams. Its members are full-
time and permanent, and have every reason to expect that the team
will be permanent as well. The team is a well-developed social system
whose members know each other well. They all have similar skills
and are trained for most of the activities undertaken by the team.
The work itself is routine and standardised, and cycle times are short
and repeated many times during the performance planning and
review period. 

• Project teams. These are groups formed for special non-routine
purposes or assignments, with members drawn from a range of
specialisations to meet the needs of the task. The team members are
expected to cooperate and collaborate, because achievement of the
team goal requires them to integrate their different expertise and
experience, but otherwise they have very little interdependence.
Typically, the work has defined start and end points and very clear
objectives. Both the work and the team given responsibility for it
are usually temporary—for example, the cast and production crew
of a movie, the architects, engineers and builders who design and
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erect a building, the specialists from different parts of the organi-
sation who develop the manufacturing and marketing plan for
a new product. The members might be separated geographically
and meet only occasionally or, in the case of ‘virtual’ teams, perhaps
not meet at all. Often, the members of a project team continue
with their ‘normal’ work and devote only part of their time to the
team’s project. 

Inevitably, these groupings are not absolute. Take, for example, the crew
of an airliner en route from Singapore to London. It is both a process
team—in the sense that the members are permanent employees of the
airline and this flight is part of a repetitive cycle—and a project team—
because the flight deck and cabin crew who make up the team for this
flight might be working together for the first time and might never again
be rostered to work together. Each organisation should look carefully at
the true nature of each of its teams. Why? Because different kinds of
teams need different kinds of performance plans and measures.

whose performance?
Once the decision is made to use teams as organisational units, they have
to be brought into the performance management system somehow. The
staunchest advocates of the virtues of teams and teamwork would want
you to abandon individual performance planning and review at this point
and use only the team for performance management purposes. 

Most organisations don’t go with that advice. They recognise the
importance of individual contributions to team performance. Put another
way, they understand that individual performance planning and review
for many workers can no longer be focused solely on the formal perform-
ance requirements of the individual’s job: it must be expanded to include
that person’s role as an ‘organisational citizen’ and as a ‘team member’.
In this way, performance planning and review is concerned as much with
inputs and behaviours as with outcomes and results.

There’s a further reason for continuing with individual performance
planning and review, even when a system of team performance manage-
ment is put in place. When the skills and effort that individuals contribute
to the workings of the team are not assessed and recognised, the likely
result is social loafing. 

This is a ‘conscious or unconscious tendency to shirk responsibilities
by withholding effort towards group goals while sharing in rewards’
(Scott & Einstein 2001). People show fewer signs of social loafing in
small teams than in large groups (presumably because it is more evident
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in the smaller group), but they are more likely to loaf when rewards and
recognition are tied to team effort rather than individual effort (Kidwell
& Bennett 1993). Subsequently, other team members reduce their level
of effort and commitment when the team is forced to carry a social loafer
or freeloader. 

We can look at this from another viewpoint. In blunt terms, indi-
viduals who are not performing well should not be able to ‘hitch a ride’
on the overall results of a well-performing group. But, if team results are
all we review, the freeloader is potentially safe from counselling, disci-
pline or other action—except for any informal retribution that other
team members might exact! Encouraging that kind of competitiveness
and self-regulation within a team is hardly consistent with the usual
reasons we give for introducing team-based working.

Thus, individual performance planning and review can contribute
to team effectiveness by providing members with feedback on the
appropriateness of their behaviour and on their need to develop
the ability to make greater or different contributions to the team. At the
same time, team-based performance assessment can help the team to
recognise any problems of performance or relationships and to decide
how to deal with them.

In fact, there’s no question of individual or team performance
planning and review: you need both. But they might focus on different
kinds of performance or contribution. 

teams and individuals
Assessing team performance can be very difficult. It is difficult enough
to assess the performance of many employees, especially knowledge
workers, on an individual basis. Put several of these specialists together
in a project team with a single task or target, and the assessment of
performance becomes a huge challenge. As we have seen, it is particu-
larly hard to decide where individual contributions give way to team
effort. This continuing ambiguity between team performance and indi-
vidual behaviour is a reminder that we cannot sensibly plan and review
team performance but ignore the contributions of individuals. 

There are two dimensions to individual performance in the context
of the team.

• Team membership behaviour. Individual employees can be assessed
for their effectiveness as members of the team. How well does this
person work with other team members? How effective is this person’s
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contribution to decision-making and other group processes? How
well does the employee share information and insights with other
team members? How effective is this person’s participation in team
meetings? How do the other team members feel about this person?
Essentially, the behaviours to be focused on relate to communication
and information-sharing and team supportiveness; in the main, they
involve interpersonal skills.

Should the ‘team membership’ aspects of an individual’s position
be included in a job description? The answer to this question is almost
certainly ‘yes’ for members of process teams (see page 196), but we
might be less certain for members of project teams. For them, the
answer will depend on how long the employee will be a member of
the project team and what proportion of the person’s total time and
effort will be devoted to the project team’s work. 

• Individual contributions and results. In most cases, it is possible to
plan, monitor and review both the quantity and quality of the work
that an individual contributes to the overall results of the group.
These performance measures and standards will likely be the same
as those used for individual performance planning and review—
volume and value of sales, proportion of correct and incorrect
answers provided, and other indicators of timeliness and accuracy. 

Of course, whether it is desirable to plan and review individual
contributions to the team in this way is another question. It might
be appropriate for the members of project teams—because their
contributions to those temporary groupings are part of their overall
responsibilities and effort—but entirely inappropriate for the
members of process teams, where individual efforts are subordinate
to the workings of the team as a unit.

Ideally, when an organisation chooses a team-based approach to work,
the focus for performance planning and review is on the performance of
the team as well as the contributions of individuals to that performance.
If the focus is on individual performance instead of team performance,
the available incentives and rewards will work in favour of individual
effort and accomplishment, which sets up the risk of individual compet-
itiveness at the expense of team interests. 

The links between team-related performance measures and individ-
ual performance measures make up the matrix shown on the next page,
developed by the United States Office of Personnel Management (1998).
It clearly shows how individual team members’ inputs have a significant
influence on most team outcomes. 
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Team-related measures matrix

what performance?
As with individual performance planning and review, we must first decide
which aspects of a team’s performance are critical to its work and success.
There are three possibilities: one concerned with results and outcomes
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Behaviours/Process Results
measures measures

Individual level
An employee’s Whether or how well • The quality of 
contribution to the the employee: the written 
team • cooperates with report

team members • The turnaround 
• communicates time for the 

ideas during individual’s 
meetings product 

• participates in the • The accuracy of 
team’s decision- the advice 
making processes supplied to the 

team
• The status of 

the employee’s 
case backlog

Team level
The team’s Whether or how • The customer 
performance well the team: satisfaction rate 

• runs effective with the team’s 
meetings product

• communicates • The percentage 
well as a group decline of the 

• allows all opinions case backlog
to be heard • The cycle for 

• comes to a the team’s 
consensus on entire work 
decisions process
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or actual performance, one with behaviours and processes or how the
team performs, and one with competencies and capabilities or potential
performance. But this discussion should start with a caution.

Organisations introduce team-based working and encourage the
development of teams because they see them as tools for improving the
effective delivery of products or services. Unfortunately, when it comes
to assessing the effectiveness of teams, many organisations select criteria
or measures that assess successful teamwork rather than successful work. 

The criteria used for assessing how well teams work—behaviours or
attributes like participation, communication and decision-making, for
example—can become objectives in themselves, as if the reason for having
teams is teamwork, not work. It’s not much comfort to a failed organi-
sation to learn that it had achieved a high level of teamwork! So care is
needed to ensure that the measures selected for assessing team perform-
ance are business-based and truly aligned to the strategies and plans of
the organisation.

According to Robert Sahl (1998), team measurements—especially in
organisations where variable pay is linked to overall team performance—
can and should be a ‘unifying force’, providing common goals that: 

• can and should supersede individual goals
• justify cooperative effort at the expense of purely selfish endeavour 
• provide a different paradigm for perceptions of the ‘value’ of work

and workers, for both the organisation and the employees themselves.
In other words, team-based organisations are trying to create value
systems that are, essentially, opposed to the traditional values of
individualism. At the very least, they have to instil the idea that indi-
vidual interests must be seen as secondary to the interests of the team,
because the main role for the individual is to support and improve
the performance of the team.

No matter what individual values shape a team member’s efforts, sense
of achievements and other rewards, says Sahl, there is another level of
values that derives from participation in the team. These values are
defined by team measurements which, apart from a link to organisa-
tional goals, need these distinguishing characteristics.

• They must be relevant to the team members. Team standards or
targets must relate to aspects of behaviour or performance that
team members can themselves control or influence. As with individ-
ual performance plans, it is a mistake for teams to have targets
remote from their level or reach. Few teams, for example, can directly
determine or influence a company’s overall financial results; they can,
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however, have a significant impact on revenues and costs in their own
operating areas. This means that the measures of team performance
should change as we move down through the levels of the organisa-
tion: the top-management ‘team’ is validly concerned with strategy;
teams at the departmental or business unit level can be measured in
terms of customer satisfaction, market share, productivity and similar
broad criteria; while process teams on the factory floor should be
assessed in such terms as cycle time, delivery, quality and waste. 

• They should not be simply an aggregate of individual targets. Instead,
team targets should describe end results that justify having this work
done by a team rather than individuals. Thus, ‘total sales value’ is a
meaningless measure if the members of the sales force never talk to
each other, but it is a valid measure if the sales team members are
constantly swapping market information, sharing sales leads, helping
others with demonstrations or paperwork and generally interacting
and cooperating. 

• Team targets must be verifiable. Team targets, like individual targets,
should be specific and measurable. But, again like individual tar-
gets, this does not mean that team targets must necessarily have
numerical or quantitative measures. Descriptive measures may be
more appropriate for many team targets—especially those concerned
with how the team operates—and are quite valid so long as they
clearly set out what evidence is required to determine whether the
target has been met. 

• They should, where possible, include points for checking progress.
A team should be able to check from time to time that it is making
appropriate progress towards the achievement of a long-term target.
We know that individuals can become discouraged if a target appears
too remote or unreachable. That hurdle will loom even higher when
scaled up for a whole team.

• Team measures should be clear to all team members, and understood
by them. Communication of team targets and progress towards
accomplishment should be a continuing concern for the team itself,
and for the team’s management support structure. There’s no point
in having targets if they’re not well understood and if people don’t
know what they have to do to reach them. 

Team results or outcomes 
A team’s performance can be planned and reviewed in terms of results
or outcomes; in other words, actual performance outcomes can be
compared with the standards or targets set for the team at the beginning
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of the particular period or project. Typical results-based team measures
would include, for example, the proportion of on-time deliveries made
by the distribution department, the number or value of sales completed
by a marketing team, the achievement of staged deadlines by a product-
development task force, and the proportion of incoming calls answered
within a specified time limit in a call centre.

The assessment can be done very simply by asking whether the team
has met its goals or completed its assigned task. A simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’
answer will be adequate for some purposes—for example, deciding
whether the team qualifies for a bonus payment or whether a target
completion date for a project should be extended—but it’s not very
informative or helpful. 

In many situations, what we need to gather is information about the
quantity and quality of the team’s outputs—for example, number of
completed cases, number of satisfied customers, number of complaints,
volume of rejects, total expenditure—so that these results can be assessed
in the light of the standards or targets set for the team. The obvious next
step is to ask ‘why’ the team has produced those particular results, espe-
cially if the performance has fallen below its set targets or standards. The
risk here is that this examination will focus on individual team members
and their contributions, rather than on the team as a whole. Of course,
that bears out the point that much so-called ‘teamwork’ is simply a collec-
tion of individual jobs.

Results or outcomes are an appropriate measure for performance
planning and review for process teams (see page 196)—but not for
the individuals who make up those teams. Why not? First, if the team is
operating as a unit it should be impractical (if not impossible) to identify
individual contributions to the overall effort or achievement. Second,
even if it were possible to identify individual contributions, it would be
unwise—for this would take the focus off the team and put it back on
to individuals, thus weakening the proposition that teamwork is some-
thing more than the sum of its parts. 

Despite the focus on task and task accomplishment, outcome-based
performance planning and review is not very useful for project teams,
if only because they usually cease to exist once the task is completed.
What these teams need to plan is a series of regular task-related mile-
stones or checkpoints, so that they can review and assess progress and
make any changes that will enhance the team’s operations or achieve-
ment potential. And, because their nature means that project teams often
lack effective leadership, these progress reviews can become an impor-
tant source of direction, encouragement and (sometimes) discipline for
team members.
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Team behaviours and processes
Defining the behaviours a team should use to achieve its targets or
complete its assignments, and assessing its internal processes and
workings offer good scope for team performance planning and review.
How well does the team work? How well are its meetings and other
group activities planned and coordinated? How well does it operate as
a problem-solving unit? Is the team aware of itself as a unit? 

In addition, agreed statements or standards of desirable team behav-
iour establish a framework for assessing the behaviour and contributions
of individual team members, especially in terms of cooperative relation-
ships, collaborative communications and other teamwork behaviours.
In turn, this allows individual performance plans and review to be related
closely to team effectiveness. 

Team competencies or capabilities
Competency-based assessment for individuals is described in Chapter 5,
and much of that discussion applies to the identification and develop-
ment of the knowledge and skills (or competencies) and behaviours that
people need for effective team membership. In addition, the team itself
needs to develop certain competencies or capabilities; some examples are
work planning and allocation, time management, problem-solving,
decision-making and the ability to focus on customer needs. 

Competency-based assessment can be very valuable for assessing
which of an organisation’s employees have the potential to be effective
members of project teams or other temporary groups. Such assessments
are concerned with both an individual’s technical or specialist expertise
and, perhaps more importantly, that person’s team behaviours and adapt-
ability. It is another way in which individual assessments contribute to
team performance.

who reviews team performance?
There is an obvious answer to this question: the responsibility for team
performance planning and review should be the same as the responsi-
bility for team performance management. In practice, it might be more
complex than that. 

Self-directed work teams are, by definition, responsible for managing
their own performance. Thus, a fully empowered, mature, self-directed team
will describe its own job roles, set its own standards, determine its own
targets, provide its members with feedback on their work performance and
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team skills, review its own performance and address its members’ training
and development needs. This is a very optimistic prescription for most work-
place teams, few of which will reach that stage of maturity. 

It also tends to ignore any question about how the team and its
performance are to be linked to the wider organisational system, so that
the team’s plans and targets are consistent with, and support achieve-
ment of, the overall mission and goals of the total organisation. As a way
of monitoring this link, a team might be given responsibility for review-
ing its own working, while the responsibility for reviewing its work is
assigned to a performance manager outside the team. In the early stages
of a team’s development, the external performance manager might also
be involved as a coach and facilitator who helps team members to develop
effective relationships and behaviours. The performance manager grad-
ually withdraws as the team becomes more mature and better able to
deal with its own behaviours. 

Many teams use self-review or self-assessment methods. Again, the
choice of method should be influenced by the maturity of the team. The
members of a well-established, self-directed process team might comfort-
ably and constructively engage in open and frank discussion, but it might
be better to have the participants in a temporary project team assess the
contributions of their peers by anonymously filling out a standard form
questionnaire. An intact team that is functioning well should be con-
stantly checking and improving its own processes, and thus may be in
the best position to provide an assessment and review. Obviously, team
members are uniquely placed to assess the contributions and behaviours
of other team members. In many organisations, employees have shown
a real willingness to be involved in these reviews. Unfortunately, a unique
perspective does not necessarily make people qualified to offer accurate
or appropriate assessments and feedback, and the state of individual rela-
tionships within the team, or the stage of the team’s development, might
make it counterproductive for such internal assessments to be the major
point of reference. And ‘group think’ is always a danger: the team’s
members might be content with the team’s effectiveness, yet an impartial
outside observer might take a different view.

Gathering accurate and appropriate data is as important for team
performance reviews as it is for individual performance reviews. As far
as performance outcomes and results are concerned, the types and sources
of this information are reasonably obvious and should be readily acces-
sible. However, different types of information will be needed to assess the
team’s internal processes and workings and will have different sources.

Gathering feedback from team outsiders—for example, members of
other teams, other managers in the organisation, customers, suppliers—
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can add to the assessments and insights of the team’s behaviour. The tech-
niques of 360-degree assessment and feedback (see Chapter 5) are easily
adapted to gather this data. An example of a simple assessment ques-
tionnaire is set out in the box below.

Team performance assessment questionnaire 

You are invited to contribute information that will be used in assess-
ing the performance of members of the Alpha Project Team. Each
member of the team is being asked to fill out the form—without
discussing it with anyone else. The information you provide will be
confidential to the team performance manager.

Please divide 100 points among all the members of the team
(including yourself) according to each person’s level of contribution
to the project. If you think that each member contributed equally,
then give each member the same number of points. You may also
comment briefly on each member’s contribution. Here are some
criteria that you might want to consider in making your assessment:

• Competence — has or seeks skills and knowledge relevant to the
project

• Effort — tries to complete assigned tasks
• Productivity — level of work contributed 
• Creativity — produces useful, innovative approaches and ideas
• Quality — demonstrates accuracy and thoroughness
• Dependability — follows through on assignments and responsi-

bilities
• Communication — listens and explains ideas and concepts clearly
• Initiative — seeks out new assignments and opportunities to

contribute
• Decision-making — sets objectives, evaluates alternatives
• Leadership — fosters teamwork, helps team solve problems

Your name ………………….............……………… Points ……..

Comments

………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
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Name of team member …………………….…....… Points ……..

Comments

………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………

Name of team member …………………….…....… Points ……..

Comments

………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………

Name of team member …………………….…....… Points ……..

Comments

………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………

Name of team member …………………….…....… Points ……..

Comments

………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………
………………………………………...…………………………………

rewarding team performance
If team-based working is to be taken seriously, the team should be
rewarded, at least in part, as a team. Yet many organisations continue
to provide team members with incentives or performance-related pay on
an individual basis, or through organisation-wide schemes. As we have
seen, effective team-working demands that all parts of the organisation’s
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value systems and support structures reinforce this approach. It is
weakened to the extent that the organisation continues to reward indi-
vidual contributions rather than team performance. Of course, even when
rewards are calculated on a team basis, they are usually distributed to
the employees on an individual basis, which can further confuse the rela-
tionship of the team and its members. Some organisations solve this
dilemma by distributing team-based rewards (usually in a non-cash form)
only on a ‘whole team’ basis—so that all members of the team are invited
to a celebration dinner or a weekend away at a resort, for example. Of
course, if team members have different interests and lifestyles, that
approach sets up other problems.

Other organisations have transformed individual pay systems into
team pay systems, usually by the simple means of aggregating targets
and bonus payments and sharing them equally among the members of
a team. It is doubtful whether arrangements of this sort have any real
effect on team performance. Skills-based pay and competencies-based
pay systems (see pages 189–90) are frequently used to encourage indi-
viduals to improve the capabilities they bring to the team. Again,
however, these are individual pay systems and not, in strict terms, team
pay arrangements. The contrast between team pay and individual merit
pay schemes is described in this way by the Institute for Employment
Studies (Thompson 1995).

Team pay Individual merit pay

• Rewards teamwork and • Creates internal competition
cooperation • Encourages withholding of 

• Encourages group to information
improve work systems • Individuals try to improve 

• Increases flexibility and system—results in failure
ability to respond to • Decreases flexibility
changing needs • Incorporated into base salary

• Not incorporated in base pay • No focus on wider 
• Encourages information- organisation

sharing and communication
• Focus on wider organisation

Clearly, it would be preferable for the pay system to be used strate-
gically—in other words, the rewards system should be designed and
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developed in such a way that it would drive the move towards team-
based working. In reality, adjustments to pay systems tend to come in
the wake of organisational changes. Nevertheless, any organisation that
plans to introduce team-based pay should start by looking closely at its
readiness for this move. The questions it should ask are straightforward:
What results or outcomes do we wish to encourage and reward? Are they
the product of individual effort or team effort? Are the proposed team
measures linked to the organisation’s strategies and plans? Are we seeking
to reward team work (outcomes) or team-working (process)?

Types of team rewards
Ed Lawler (1997) describes three types of team rewards.

• Individuals can be rewarded for their contributions to the team.
• The team as a whole can be rewarded for its performance.
• The team can be paid in accordance with the success of the business.

As with individual rewards, team-based rewards may be in cash or non-
cash form, or a combination of the two. Many would argue that 
non-financial rewards are a more powerful recognition of the develop-
ment and effectiveness of teamwork, and are best when derived from a
supportive management and organisational culture. There are, however,
many individuals and occupational groups—currency dealers and other
financial services employees are a prominent example—where cash
payments are important as both incentives and rewards. 

For some teams, ‘a carefully crafted mix of individual and
group incentives may be most appropriate’ (Gross 1995). The mix
might be made up of the individual’s base pay plus one or more of these
performance-related rewards:

• A shared team bonus. The team’s total bonus is shared equally among
team members or allocated as a percentage of each individual’s base
salary (on the assumption that the base salary reflects the person’s
relative value to the team).

• Individual competency-related pay. This is seen as a way of reward-
ing the contribution that each team member is capable of making,
and providing incentives to team members to develop higher levels
of competency. Competency-based assessment is discussed in Chapter
5 and competency-based pay in Chapter 8. 

• Bonuses based on the performance of the organisation, department
or business unit. Gainsharing (see Chapter 8) is one team-based
approach to this kind of reward.
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• Non-financial rewards. Non-financial rewards may be intrinsic (e.g.
feelings of achievement, control and worth) or extrinsic (e.g. public
praise and recognition) and may, in the case of teams, be more signif-
icant than financial rewards.

The conclusion has to be that team pay, when designed and introduced
carefully in the right situation, can be a powerful organisational tool.
But, as Michael Armstrong (2000) says, ‘it is not an easy option, and
team reward processes do not run themselves—they have to be managed’.
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